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6 Wherein nature will

we find the clue

that will illuminate

that ultimate

flight—to the far

edge of the

galaxy and beyond?*}

eginning the Heavens were empty
Then, some 300 million years ago, the

first insects, -tiny: precursors of the heli-

copter, took to.the' air, and the seed oi the

dream was planted.

The insects ruied't.he heavens alone for

nearly 100 million years until an adventur-

ous, four-legged- reptile leaped from a

tree limb and experienced for the first

time the ecstasy ot gliding'. He was prob-

abiy no1 much of an aei islist—too heavy
and weak for true flight—but he was the

first of his kind, and soon the skies were
spotted with flying reptiles: Overtime, the

forelimbsoi shes' pfifes are gradually
transformed into wings, their armored
scales into feathers, and the birds took

command of the heavens,

Time passed—nearly 150 million

years—and then, only three and one half

million years ago; man, the"most ad-
'

vanced of creatures, appeared. He
turned his eyes skyward and watched the

graceful, soaring birds, the embodiment
of freedom and mobility. At that moment
the dream was born—to fly!

The dream has been with us ever

since. It was perhaps best expressed by
the German poet Goethe, who wrote:

"How I yearn to throw myself into endless
space and float above the awful abyss.

"

The realization of that age-old dream
has been difficult and long in coming.
The mythical Icarus, who tried to imitate

the birds by fashioning wings out of

feathers and wax, was pur most famous
failure, and his experience served as a.

warning to those who tried to capture the
dream. He flew too close to the sun, the

wax melted, and he was plummeted to

his death in the waters of the Mediterra-

nean.

Curiously, prior to the 1 8th century, only

one man, Leonardo da Vinci, seriously

approached the problems of flight.

Leonardo appraised the flight of birds

with the discerning eye of an artist and
the questioning spirit of a scientist, mak-
ing detailed studies of bird motion and
anatomy and designing a number of in-

genious flying machines. Given a few
modern materials and perhaps a used
Volkswagen motor, Leonardo's flying ma-
chines could have worked.
We finally became airborne in the 18th

century, thanks to the development of the
hot-air balloon. Ballooning brought free-

dom from the confines of earth, but it did
not provide the tnrcii of speed and mobil-
ity, and so the dream went unrealized.

This must have been eminently clear to

. :.,':
i

i
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them.. It was not until just 75years ago
this month, when two brothers from Day-
ton, Ohio, took a homemade flyer aloft

over a North Carolina beach, that the
dream was finally realized.

It is sometimes difficult to imagine that

the span from the Wright brothers' first

flight at Kitty Hawk to the first manned
landing on the moon was only 66-years.

No other technology has advanced so
rapidly over such a short period of time.

And yet, when Neil Armstrong fjpst set

foot on the moon we had still not success-
fully imitated the birds, for while we could
fly, we required. internal combustion en-

gines, jets, rockets, rubber bands, what-

ever, to keep us aloft. It was only a year or

so ago, on August 23, 1977, that we first

approached the heavens under our own
power. Onthat day aypung man named
Brian Allen climbed into an incredible

craft called the Gossamer Condor—

a

ship with a wingspan of 27 meters and a
total weight of only 32 kilograms-r-and,

driven Onfy by the power of his muscles,
challenged the birds inflight

Todate, whatever success we have
had in realizing the primal dream of flight

has come from imitating nature-. We have
closely watched the flight of birds and
Tromtheir- example designed our air-

planes. We have scrutinized the hovering

bee and developed our helicopters; ob-
served the squid in motion and fashioned
our jetsand rockets.

The question then is , What is the next

step? Where in nature will we fi.hd the clue

that wilt illuminate that ultimate flight—to

thefaredgepf the galaxy and beyond?
Clearly, we will not find it here, for the
creatures around us have evolved to

function on this peculiar planet, third from
the sun. Butas wesiowly moveJnto
space, perhaps ph a pfanet orbiting a
nearby star, we may find the answer. On
that day, some curious astronaut may
look skyward into a purple haze, perhaps
in the shadow of multiple moons, and wit-

ness a graceful creature lift from the

surface and escape at the speed of light.

A new dream will have been born. QG
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This December 17th marks the

75th anniversary ot the Wright

brothers; epochal (light at Kitty

Hawk. We thought it appropriate to cele-

brate the occasion in words and pictures,

since man's love affair with wings has

produced so many stunning examples of

scientific achievement. To put some per-

spective on the subject, OMNI conducted
an exclusive interview with Captain Ralph

Barnaby, one of the genuine pioneers in

aviation. Barnaby first met the Wright

brothers in 1910, when he was just 17

years old, and helped to assemble one of

their early planes, the Baby Grand. "I was
just one of those 'hand me that, hold on to

this, fetch me that' people," says Barnaby
of the experience. He must have been
much more, for his work on the Baby
Grand began a friendship with Orville

Wright that lasted nearly 40 years {p. 80).

"The realization of one of mankind's

oldest dreams, to fly like the birds under
one's own power, was ironically post-

poned by the Wright brothers' accom-
plishment seventy-five years ago," writes

OMNI contributing editor Sco! Morris in

"Man-Powered Flight" (p. 92). Last year

that primal dream was finally realized

when a tall, skinny amateur cyclist named
Bryan Allen took to the air under his own
power in a bizarre plane called the Gos-

samer' Condor, designed and built by
California engineer Paul MacCready. And
this summer in another MacCready ship

—Gossamer Albatross—Alien plans to

take flight again—this time across the

perilous waters of the English Channel.

Few of us have the sf rength or endur-

ance to power our own flying machines,
yet we need not beearthbound. Accord-
ing to science writer Dennis Meredith ("A

Flyer for the Masses," p. 64), we may
soon be able "to soar through the skies in

flying machines costing about as much
as a motorcycle, but far safer and even
simpler to operate."

OMNI's coverage of flight phenomena
not only touches the sky above but

sheds new light on the earth below. In

"Bird's-Eye Views" (p. 68) Homer Jensen,
vice president in charge of radar surveys
at Aero Service Inc., presents a new pic-

ture of our home planet.using aerial pho-
tography, airborne magnetometers,
gamma-ray photomultipliers, and side-

looking airborne radar. It is a downward
look at the earth as we seldom see it.

This month's fiction leads off with

"Count the Clock That Tells the Time"

(p. 60), a new story by the incomparable
Harlan Ellison, the enfant terrible of sci-

ence fiction. Harlan wrote this story in the

lobby of a Phoenix hotel, encased in a
plastic tent, while he was guest of honor
at the recent 36th World Science Fiction

Convention.

The author of 32 books and over 900
magazine articles and stories— many
of them written in similar circumstances

—

Harlan has just completed the

screenplay of Isaac Asimov's /, Robot for

Warner Brothers, budgeted at a cool $30
million. He swears he is not a science fic-

tion writer but rather a fantasist and offers

Count the Clock as evidence,
,

Harlan is joined in this issue by two
other established masters of science fic-

tion, Gregory Benford ("A Hiss of Dragon,"

p. 84) and Robert Sheckley ("Body
Game," p. 76). Benford, who in real life is

a plasma physicist at the University of

California at Irvine, spins a tale of tailor-

made dragons and other wondrous crea-

tures. Sheckley warns us of that future

time when we all may be in the market for

a slightly used body.

Rounding out this month's fiction is "A
Thousand Deaths" (p. 98), a chilling ac-

count of world dictatorship in the not too

distant future by Orson Scott Card, who
recently captured the John W. Campbell
award for best new science fiction writer

of the year

In line with OMNI's continuing media
coverage, this month we take you behind
the scenes of Hollywood's latest lavish re-

make, Invasion of the Body Snatchers

(p. 116), and The Winds of Kitty Hawk
(p. 102), anew ITT television special that

celebrates the Wright brothers' first flight.

And on the lighter side there is Psi Burn

(p. 108), a most unusual look into the

paranormal by North Carolina writer

David Searles. Finally, this month OMNI
introduces a new regular feature, Last
Word {p. 146). For the "last word" on
flight, of course, we went to the Man Will

Never Fly Society, a group that claims the

Wright brothers were a fraud. The
society's motto: "Birds fly; men drink." DO
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Slandard Bearer
Omni is handsome and attractive, es-

thetically and intellectually. The concept
of deliberately packaging summaries of

the best current science with the best of

science fiction is also attractive. If your

standards can be maintained, Omni
should surely succeed.

Philip Handler, President

National Academy of Sciences

Washington, D.C.

Stentorian Yeas
I want you to know that Omni intrigues

me, and I think it has a place in our maga-
zine scheme of things. I first judge any-
thing

I
pick up by its quality, and certainly

you have printed something ot quality.

I think Americans have begun thinking

about what we can do with the great abili-

ties we have at hand. . . . For example, I

will not say there are no UFOs, nor will I

say there are. I just happen to believe that

we are not the only planet among the sev-

eral big ones that exist in this universe

that has produced some ability to think

and produce.
I'm looking forward to receiving further

copies of your magazine.
Barry Goldwater

U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.

I
am impressed. It is really quite an effort.

Being a fan of Dr. Gerard K. O'Neill's work
on the High Frontier, I thought you might

be interested in knowing that a measure I

introduced to provide funding for a Na-
tional Science Foundation study of a solar

energy collection facility in space has re-

ceived Congressional approval. The re-

sults of the study, of course, will make in-

teresting reading for Omni subscribers in

future issues.

Harrison A. Williams

U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.

Platonic Ideal

I saw the first issue of Omni on the news-
stand and bought it on speculation. At the

moment, I've read through the first three

articles and glanced over the rest, and

I'm so flabbergasted that
I
have to write

and tell you what a fantastic magazine
you have here. I've been reading science
fiction for 12 years . . .and Scientific

American for almost as long, and Omni
combines the best of both worlds—plus
stunning art work and photography.

I

clutch the magazine to myself and burble

with joy. If Omni were any more superla-

tive, it would fade into Plato's world of

Ideals.

Derek Grimmell

Minneapolis, MN

Nuke Rebuke
It is especially gratifying to see a main-

stream science periodical declare itself in

opposition to the continued abuse off is-
,

sion power. As an environmentalist I have
to take a lot of guff from scientist friends

who consider most "appropriate technol-

ogy" freaks to be antiprogress Luddites.

!n reality, many of the world's mosf distin-

guished scientists count themselves as

part of the growing number of people
who, while not demanding an end to tech-

nological innovation, insist on at least a
partial divorce of scientific research from

the brutal capitalists who have more or

less manipulated research and develop-

ment work toward questionable ends
over the past century.

Loring Wirbel

Tempe, AZ

Harryhausen Goes to Mars
Superlatives to your premiere issue. Your

media report, however, left certain mis-

conceptions regarding some films. Jason
and the Argonauts is being rereleasedas

a result of the recent surge of interest in

master stop-motion animator Ray Harry-

hausen and Columbia's recent financial

success with Sinbad and the Eye of the

Tiger. Of interest to followers of his work is

yet another planned excursion into Harry-
'

hausenland, Sinbad Goes to Mars.

Star Wars tl will contain several key

sequences with siop-motion animation

in them, now being prepared by Star

Wars alumni Jon Berg and Phil Tippett.

... On hand at Universal is The incredi-

ble Shrinking Woman, a spoof on the '50s



classic Shrinking Man, for which make
up artist Rick Baker is creating the

"ultimategorillasuit."

Paul Mandell
New York, NY

Pattern Watchers Anonymous
I realty enjoyed Ron Goulart's Invisible

Stripes (October Omni). Even though it is

considered fiction, the probability of it be-
coming fact is not impossible. I recently

read a book, Four Arguments forthe

Elimination of Television, by Jerry

Mandler. The arguments were realisfic

and, being a former tv watcher, I could

identify with (hem. Television has an enor-

mous influence on the way we look, talk,

the things we buy; and tv doesn't leave

much for speculation or deep thought. It

is the only education some people re-

ceive after high school. I haven't watched
any tv in two months, and I have no urge
to. And I feel my mind is starting to air out

again.

Thank you for your thought-provoking

story on this mass media monster.

Kathy Van
Pottstown, PA

Oberg Sightings

Let me congratulate you on Omni's fine

first issue. I was especially impressed by

the fine and well-balanced report on
UFOs by James Oberg. It is probably the

best report on UFOs to appear in a popu-
lar magazine. I hope you keep up this

good work in reporting other paranormal

stories.

Sam Piazza

Boston, MA

take a scientific approach to a lough sub-

ject. In UFOIogy there are no safe, easy

answers, only the gnawing feeling fhat we
may never really solve the question.

Charles Labbe
Woonsockel, Rl

James Oberg's update on the UFO situa-

tion was engaging and, for the most part,

accurate. However, I must take strong ex-

ception to the comments made about
self-styled UFO debunker Philip J. Klass.

Oberg's conlention thai Klass's investiga-

tions are somehow more careful or scien-

tific than those of oiher UFO investigators

is totally without foundation.

By way of example; many people are
now familiar with Ihe UFO-helicopter
close encounter that occurred near
Mansfield, Ohio, in October 1973, and
which many UFO experts now consider lo

be one of the best "unknowns" on record.

In that case, the four-man crew of a U.S.

Army Reserve helicopter experienced a
near-collision with a lighted, domed, ci-

gar shaped object which flooded the

cockpit with brilliant green light. While the

object was close to the helicopter, the

copter climbed 1800feetat 1000 feet per

12 OMNI

minute despite the fact that Captain Law-
rence Coyne, the pilot, reportedly was
holding the craft's conirois in position for

a dive. Klass.on the basis of one of his

"rigorous investigations," glibly dismis-

sed the object seen by Coyne and his

crew as a fireball from the Orionid meteor
shower. This "rigorous investigation" con-
sisted of three long-distance telephone
calls to Captain Coyne and a brief con-
versation wiih one of Coyne's crew mem-
bers on a tv talk show! Klass and Coyne
have never met face-to-face, and Klass

has not even spoken with the other two
crewmen who witnessed the encounter.

In contrast, a "superficial" and "unsci-
entific" investigation conducted by Ms.

Jennie Zeidman for the Center for UFO
Studies and ihe Mutual UFO Network con-
sisted of over 18 hours of in-person inter-

rogation of the helicopter crew and
countless hours of additional research
and analysis. Her work disclosed the fact

that the unknown object was in continual

view by the helicopter crew for over 300
seconds. Mr. Klass's gargantuan investi-

gative effort also failed to disclose the
presence of five ground-based witnesses
to the UFO-helicopter incident whose tes-

timonies corroborated those of the crew.

I am in complete agreement with Mr.

Oberg that the superficial and biased in-

vestigations of many UFO enthusiasts
have clouded rather than cleared the

mystery of the' UFO. But I can assure you
that our understanding of the phenome-
non is not advanced, either, by the

equally superficial and biased efforts of

closed-minded debunkers such as Philip

Klass.

Al Porterfield

Field Investigator,

Aerial Phenomenon Research
Organization, and Mutual

UFO Network

Mr. Oberg considers the Coyne
helicopter case one of the best on record
and will treat the case in his column in an
upcoming issue. Everybody seems to

agree the object came from outer space,
but was it a spaceship or a fireball

meteorite?—Ed.

I would like to correci the impression
James Oberg gives that Philip Klass and
his UFO Subcommittee have satisfacto-

rily explained away all or most "best

case" fightings as natural phenomena.
Not all UFOs are seen as nothing more
than mysterious lights in the sky at night,

behind which one can imagine anything.

Many are daytime and/or close-up obser-
vations by reliable witnesses, from sev-

eral angles, of what are reported to be ar-

tificial "craft." They are seen distinctly,

often observed for many minutes, and
sometimes on or near the ground. And
they cannot be explained in terms of

understood phenomena.
R. Peet Brown

Upper Montclair, NJ

Split-Brain Decisions

Thomas Hoover is quite correct in his arti-

cle in your excellent first issue that intui-

tion is a vital facfor in scienfific creativity,

as well as in creativity in other fields.

However, his identification of creativity

with the right hemisphere—and some sort

of slavish, noncreative mode of thought
with the left hemisphere—is a prime ex-
ample of the naive hemispherizing that

has recently become so common in pop-
ular writing. In fact, there is not one bit of

evidence that the left hemisphere is any
less (or more) creative than is the right,

even though the evidence that the two
hemispheres have different modes of

thought or cognitive styles is

unequivocal,

Left hemisphere specialization for

speech production probably arose from
the rather mundane need to have one
and only one centerfor the exceedingly
complex commands to ihe vocal appa-
ratus. Interference would take place if

both the left and right hemispheres had
ihe capability to conirol speech output. In

terms of motor conirol needed to realize

it, bird song is almost as complex as hu-
man speech . . . and in several species of

songbirds so far studied, song has been
lateralized to the left half of the avian

brain. Happily, however, no one has (yet)

suggested that the left half of the avian
brain is some sort of bird-brained IBM 360.

One final thought on Hoover's "holistic

phenomenon" (a statement flatly contra-

dicted by numerous studies of hemi-

spheric differences): Does Hoover se-

riously believe that Da Vinci could have
produced his masterpiece or that

Beethoven could have written the Ninth

Symphony had the lefl side of their brain

been cutout?

TerenceHines, Ph.D.

Research psychologist

Boston, MA

Since Dr. Hoover regards Star Wars as a

dramatization of the split-brain theory, I

would remind him that Darih Vader was
"seduced by the dark side of The Force,"

as were many of history's most
notorious—and intuiiive—villains. Roger
Sperry's "proof" of a dual consciousness
in humans does not convince me. He
seems only to have proved that when an
organ is cut in two, it behaves like an or-

gan that's been cut in two.

James Morrow, Director

The Institute fnr Multimedia Learning

Westford, MA

The Praise of an Astronaut

You can be proud of this magazine,
I
have

read mosi of the articles already and am
impressed with the quality of authorship
and artwork. It is absolutely the best mag-
azine I have ever read. The report on
UFO s was most timely and accurate.

James B. Irwin, Pres.

High Flight Foundation

Colorado Springs, CO
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By Kenneth Brower

The growth of our dreams is expo-
nential. Just 50 years after Kitty

Hawk, a group of 40 scientists

and engineers in La Jolla, California, was
hard at work on a spaceship called

Orion. Their lab was General Atomic, a
streamlined, 21st-century foriress atop

one of the lion-colored hills outside of

town. General Atomic was one of many
aerospace labs that had sprung up in the
southern California desert in the half cen-

tury since the Wrights. The Orion men
were different, though, from their col-

leagues on adjacent hilltops. They were a
century, perhaps a whole age, ahead.
They intended to jump a logical step in

the evolution of flight and skip chemical
rocketry entirely. The only power source
commensurate with the enormous dis-

tances of space, they thought; was nu-
clear. They wanied to begin work imme-
diately on that solution. Orion was to be
powered by atomic bombs detonated at

intervals beneath a weighty pusher-plate:

external combustion. The biggest shock
absorbers ever dreamed up by man
would transfer each bomb's momentum
to the craft, evening out the lurchy ride. It

would have been some ride. Few fictional

spacecraft, realized, would have lifted

off so spectacularly. Orion's explosive

progress outward would have been as

brilliant as that of a small, erratic sun, a
true shooting star.

Several of the Orion scientists had
made a second jump. They would not be
satisfied to be space travelers like the

rest of us, who do our voyaging between
the covers of magazines like this one.

They intended to make the voyage them-
selves. They didn't want io entrust man's
first extraplanetary views to the mentality

that yearns to hit golf balls on the moon.
The leader of this faction was Freeman

Dyson (interviewed in the October 78
Omni), who playfully and affectionately

calls people of his persuasion "space ca-

dets." Dyson was Orion's chief theoreti-

George Dyson's kayak

1 6 OMNI

Aleut Eskimo design.

cian as well as its expert on the physics of

the bomb explosions. He gave the project

credibility it would otherwise have lacked,

for his previous accomplishments, in

mathematics and quantum electro-

dynamics, were classic, indisputably the

work of a piercingly rational genius.

I drove once with Dyson—in an

internal-combustion automobile—down a

dark road in a fir forest on earth. I asked
the physicist about his childhood as a

prodigy. Had he speculated much about

his gift? Had he asked himself, as a boy,

why he was so bright? Dyson's face was
weary as he turned to answer me.

"That's not how the question phrased it-

self. The question was, 'Why is everyone
else so stupid?'"

t

At first I thought the physicist was look-

ing rather pointedly at me. Then I saw that

his gaze was unfocused, and I guessed
he was just gazing back to the black eyes

and the isolation that seem to character-

ize prodigious boyhoods.
Reflecting on it since, it has occurred to

me often that Dyson's alternate phrasing

of the question might be a key to his ca-

reer, to his drive for the stars. And for

someone who, throughout his life, has al-

ways had to stop to explain his thoughts,

might not the stars hold promise of easier,

more intelligent communication?

George Dyson, Freeman's son, was
five in 1958, when his family moved to La

Jolla, but he remembers those days well.

He recalls warm California nights, when
his father and Ted Taylor watched the

stars through their cheap cardboard tele-

scope and discussed the moons of Jupi-

ter and other places they were soon to

visit. George sensed that something big

was up. He sensed the difference in his

father—"It was like he was in love," says

George.

George himself was more interested in

the Pacific. The annual gray-whale migra-

tion passes offshore at La Jolla's kelp

beds, and George found that the lavatory

window in his clifftop day school gave
him a good view. He stole away to watch

the whales as often as he could.

At the age of six, George's great inter-



est was in building model boats. His
father's great interests, at the age of six.

had been mathematics and astronomy.

Neither Dyson has changed his orienta-

tion since. Freeman's head has been
tilted back, intent on the ocean of stars.

George's has been tilted down, intent on
the oceans of earth.

If Freeman Dyson has had a guru, it is

Hans Bethe, the Nobel Laureate in

physics. Freeman was a young mathema-
tician in his native England when, at the

suggestion of the great English physicist

G.I. Taylor, he wentto Cornell to work un-
der Bethe, the man who figured out what
goes on in the heart of the sun. Dr. Bethe
taught Freeman physics.

If George Dyson has had a guru, it

was,
I
suppose, Charlie Ferdeen. I was on

George had learned from a girl on a
salmon boat that Elfin Cove was the home
of Charlie Ferdeen, an oldtimer with a lot

of experience in small boats on these wa-
ters. Charlie, the girl said, would be in-

terested in George's baidarka. The old

prospector was 85.

In camp the scientists debated whether
George would come back or just keep
sailing south. Most thought we had seen
the last of him that summer.
George canoed over to Elfin Cove and

spent the day with Charlie Ferdeen. Fer-

deen couldn't move around well any-
more, but he was still able to work in his

vegetable garden. He had built himself a
driftwood throne in which he sat or slept

most of each day. George sat at the foot

and listened to stories of the old days.

The Orion spacecraft would uss the detonation oi nuclear bombs to propel it toward the stars.

hand for George's meeting with Ferdeen.
The meeting came at the end of two

months George and I spent in Torch Bay,

a tiny fiord on the outer coast oi Glacier

Bay National Monument, in Alaska.

George had signed on as cook for a

group of scientists making a study of the

fiord. He had paddled there in his canoe,
a nine-meter three-man kayak modeled
exactly on the Aleut baidarka but built of

modem materials—fiberglass and alumi-

num. (His lirst fiberglass canoe had been
modeled on the two-man kayak of the

Nunivak Eskimos.) After two months in

Torch Bay. George was sick of the scien-

tists, sick of the fiord, and sick of me.
Frontiers are necessary for the human
psyche, Freeman Dyson has observed.
They are especial 'y necessary for the Dy-

son psyche. Torch Bay was an absolute

wilderness, but for George it had become
old, and it no longer served him as a fron-

tier. He was ready to move on. He asked
forthree days leave, and he prepared to

sail south to the nearest outpost of civili-

zation, a place on Chichagof Island

called Elfin Cove.

Ferdeen often lost the thread ("Now, what
was I saying?") but he knew that he lost it,

and this made it all right with George. Be-
sides, George had grown up among the-
oretical geniuses who in mundane con-
versation habitually lost the thread, and
he was accustomed to if.

Charlie had a low opinion of almost ev-
erybody, nowadays. He seemed to share
George's view that we live in unheroic
times. He was deaf, and most of the time
George asked questions by passing him
notes-. This gave their conversation a
stately pace that George liked. Ferdeen's
deafness gave his teachings the pomp
that a more common sort of guru
achieves by a vow of silence.

When George returned to Torch Bay,

we gathered around him. He was an em-
issary from civilization. It seemed miracu-

lous that he was back. We admired his

new paperback, which was worth its

weightln gold in camp, and listened to

his stories of the library and of the stereo

set he had seen. We coveted the rhu-

barbs that Charlie Ferdeen had given
George from his garden.

At first George ate the rhubarbs raw,

sparingly, himself. Later, when he had
made sure each one of us appreciated
their origin—that these rhubarbs came
from the garden of Ferdeen—he made
them into pie.

Two years later,
I happened to be on

hand again when George and his father's

mentor, the physics Laureate, Hans Be-
the, got together. George certainly was
not cowed by Dr. Bethe. The canoe
builder grew up among scientific giants.

His 15-meter sailing kayak being dis-

played by the U.N. .George explained to

Bethe, had two outrigger platforms, on
each of which a crewman would stand,

working a long-sweep oar. The Chinese
had been propelling boats in this manner
for thousands of years, George said. The
advantage was that the oar never left the

water, thereby minimizing turbulence.

George hadn't got the idea from (he Chi-

nese. He had got it from watching ducks.

"That's interesting," said Dr. Bethe. "It

sounds like an idea by G.I. Taylor."

The name rang a bell. "And Taylor," I

interjected, "was the man who sent

Freemantoyou?"
"Yes. Yes, he was. 'I've got a pretty

good student here,' he told me. 'I think

you might be able to make use of him.
'

"

Bethe laughed. "Typical British under-
statement."

It was George's reference to ducks that

had reminded Bethe of G.I. Taylor. Taylor,

Bethe explained, was a great hydro-
dynamics man who studied fish to learn >

how they propel themselves.
George and I exchanged pregnant

glances. I knew what he was thinking.

Great hydrodynamicist— water person,
student of fishes—sends my father to

America, where he meets my mother, be-

gins me. George, a regular reader of the
I Ching, does not believe in accidents.

Somehow it all figured. His canoe had
mystical purposes. It was destiny.

But was it destiny?

Which Dyson, father or son, has inev-

itability on his side? It has been said of

Freeman that he is a thousand years
ahead of his time. Could it be, though,
that George is the one ahead, by a thou-

sand years, or perhaps just 50?
Or could both be right? Freeman once

wrote, paraphrasing the visionary physi-

cist J. D. Bernal, "Mankind might split into

two species, one following the technolog-
ical path, the other holding on as best it

could to the ancient folkways of natural

living." Perhaps this is the way it will be.

Evidence mounts that Freeman's brand of

technology won't work on a finite planet.

Perhaps interstellar space is big enough
to contain it. Maybe Freeman's species.
Homo mega-faber, will there continue its

exponential building, casting its growing
volumes of garbage, as Freeman once
suggested, to the solar wind. Maybe
George's species, Homo mini-faber, will

continue raising sails to the more friendly

winds of earth. DO



JAROF THE MAGI

ByMarkR.Chartrandlll

It'sascientliicdctoct've case, really,

not unlike some modern UFO reports:

cold clues, conflicting observers,

many possible explanations, lack of data
from people who should have seen what
others reported, plus a need to come up
with an answer. The nature of the Star of

the Magi comes up every year at this time

and is the subject of planetarium shows
all over the Western world. It is a case of

trying to identify a historical event using

available records, modern knowledge of

the sky, ancient astrology, and is subject

to the errors of interpreting extinct

tongues.

Three front-running theories for the star

that is supposed to have announced the
'

Christian Era are that it was 1 ) a grouping
of planets, 2) a nova, or exploding star,

and 3) a miracle. To these may be added
a fourth: that the story is pure mylh,

adduced by overzealous partisans to

confirm ancient prophesy. (No major
personage of ancient history was born
without some celestial spectacle being
claimed to announce the event.)

Of one thing we may be reasonably
sure: Jesus was not born on December
25, a. d. 1. The person who established

our modern year-numbering system was

the monk Dionysius Exiguus, or Denys
the Small, in the sixth century. He consult-

ed writings of Clement of Alexandria,

circa a.d. 220, which placed the birth in

the 28th year of the reign of Augustus
Caesar. Today we know this emperor
ruled the Roman Empire for four years un-

der his given name of Octavian before
being declared Caesar by the Senate.
Thus Denys was at least four years too

late in placing the birth. (The first official

use of the a.d. notation wasn't until 605,

and it wasn't in regular use until the ninth

century.)

The historical records that mention the

star exist in the New Testament and in

some non-Biblical texts of fhe same era.

Many accounts were written long after the

event. These must be our sources of

data, Herod the Great was alive at the
time of the birth, since he quizzed the
Magi who had seen the star. Jewish histo-

rian Flavius Josephus says that Herod
died between the time of a lunar eclipse

and Passover. Astronomical calculations

show that these occurred close to one an-

other in 4 B.C. There was a partial lunar

eclipse the night of March 12-13. Herod
thus died between March 12 and April 11

of that year. Shortly before his death,

The Magi in search of Jesus: The "star" they followed may actually have been two planets.
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Herod decreed the death of all male chil-

dren less than two years of age, leading

us to think that it was that long since the

Magi had consulted with him (and had
disobeyed his orders to return and report

to him). So Jesus was probably born
about two years before Herod's death.

around 6 B.C.

The Bible says that Jesus' parents were
in Bethlehem for a census, or taxation.

Luke reports ".
. . that all the world should

be taxed. And this tax was first made
when Cyrenius was governor of Syria."

That translation of Luke must be in error,

since Cyrenius did not become governor
until a.d. 5 or 6. Some modern scholars

think that it should read, "And this tax was
made before the one when Cyrenius was
governor of Syria." This makes more his-

torical sense, since fhe taxation at the
time of Cyrenius led to a revolt, and Luke
is making the point that this is not the

taxation he meant.
Confirmation of the years of taxation

came only in the'20th century, on Roman
ruins uncovered in Ankara, Turkey. They
record that one tax was decreed in 8 B.C.

Since the news took a while to travel, and
it took still more time for Mary and Joseph
to journey from Nazareth to Bethlehem,
we can convincingly place them in

Bethlehem in 7 or 6 B.C.

It is recorded that ". . . there were
shepherds abiding in the fields, keeping
watch over their flocks by night." This

they surely would not do in December, for

winter is cold and damp. Talmudic tradi-

tion says that sheep were kept indoors

between November and March. It was in

the spring, at lambing time, that the shep-
herds stayed overnight with their flocks.

This would place the birth in the spring,

but other records show that it could just

as well have been in the fall. Jesus was
said to be about six months younger than

John the Baptist, and evidence exists that

John was born around the end of March.
So why do we celebrate on December

25? The best answer is that it was camou-
flage. A Roman pagan holiday, the Sat-

urnalia, was held around that time in con-

nection with the winter solstice. The sun
stops its southward motion and starts to



return northward once again— it is re-

born, and a new year begins. Early Chris-

tians may have adopted this date as a

way ot disguising the reason for their own
celebrations. Christmas has been cele-

brated only from about the fourth century,

and some groups still celebrate it on
another date.

What was this "star" that we believe ap-

peared in about 6 B.C.? We must recall

that in classical times almost anything in

the sky was called a "star" of some sort:

there were fixed stars, planets were wan-
dering stars, comets were hairy stars,

meteors were tailing stars, and novas
were new stars.

The passage from Matthew's gospel
about the star has been translated as
saying that the star was seen "in the

East." This could mean that the Magi
were in the East when they first saw it (as

they certainly were) or that the star itself

was seen in the eastern sky, near the time

of dawn. Scholars still disagree on which
meaning is correct. Clearly the star lasted

for some time, as the Magi followed it.

Among the possible "stars" we can rule

out meteors as too ephemeral and too

common in the clear desert skies. (One
astronomical wit has remarked that if the

star followed by the Magi was a meteor, it

would have been the wildest camel ride

of all time!)

An enigma is that Herod and his priests

did not notice the star, since they asked
the Magi about it. Either they were not

good observers (which is hard to believe

since the beginning of the month is fixed

by actual observation of the first crescent
of the moon) or the star was some celes-

tial event of no interest or importance to

Jewish scholars of the time—but was
to the Zoroastrian Magi, who were >

David H. Clark, John H. Parkinson, and F.

Richard Stephenson claim this is what
happened and that the star was a nova,

or perhaps two novas, chronicled by Chi-

nese and Korean astronomers in 5 and 4
s.c, in a part of the sky near what we to-

day call the constellations of Capricornus
and Aquila. A nova is actually an old star

exploding and brightening near the end
of its life, Appearing where no star had
been known, it would appear new to the

naked eye. Some become very bright.

Another type of exploding star, called a

supernova, sometimes becomes bright

enough to be seen in the daytime.

The Protoevangelium of James, an in-

fancy gospel not in the Bible, states that

the star outshone all others. If so, why

Could the "star" have been a comet? f

Comets have long been considered evil }

omens, bringing war, pestilence, plague, s

and death in their wake. They were seen |

as the finger of an angry god pointing to *

the earth, or sometimes as a flaming

sword held over the heads of transgress-

ing mortals. Aristotle considered them not

to be astronomical objects but suspended
high in the atmosphere. In a.d. 1456, Pope
Calixtus III ordered public prayers against

"the Comet and the Turk," and as late as

1 91 0, when Halley's Comet last appeared,

some people, bought "comet pills" to ward
off the evil influences! So it hardly seems
that such a sign could be taken as predict-

ing the birth of the King of the Jews. Also,

there were no bright comets recorded

around 6 B.C. Halley's Comet appeared in

12 and 11 B.C., which is too early, and
again in a.d. 66, which is much too late. We
would also expect that Herod would have
seen a bright comet.

There are, however, many instances of

comets or novas recorded by Oriental as-

tronomers that were not seen (or at least

not recorded) by Western or Middle-

Eastern observers. British astronomers
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Was /'( a nova-a star that suddenly flares? Novs

above brightened 1000 times in two months.

didn't Herod see it? No other source re-

marks on the brightness of the star, and
so we are left in doubt. If it were bright,

however, there should have been left be-

hind a remnant detectable by modern in-

struments. None has been found in that

part of the sky.

The more time-honored explanation is

that the star was a triple conjunction of

the planets Jupiter and Saturn, to which
grouping Mars later approached, in the

constellation Pisces. This seems to have
been first suggested about 1 377 by
someone at the Worcester Priory, but Jo-

hannes Kepler usually gets the credit

since he spent much time on the problem
in the first decade of the 1 7th century.

A conjunction is a close passage of

one celestial object near another. Such

events among the five planets visible to

the naked eye are not uncommon. Jupiter

and Saturn are in conjunction every 20
years, but astrologically, not every con-
junction is alike. It depends on the part of

the sky in which the conjunction takes
place. The Jewish scholar Abrabanel,
writing in 14977 states that the "small con-

junctions" every 20 years merely an-

nounce the upcoming births of kings, and
wars. There are "middle conjunctions" ev-

ery 60 years, "great conjunctions" every

239 years, and "large conjunctions" every

953 years. These portend increasingly

more important events and changes in

history. Finally, he says, every 2860 years,

in the constellation of Pisces, there oc-

curs a "mighty conjunction" that pre-

sages the birth of prophets, miracle

workers, and the Messiah. He further

says that tradition associates the constel-

lation Pisces with the Jewish people.
As planets move through the sky as

seen from earth, they move mostly east-

ward among the stars. As the earth

catches up and passes them, however,
they seem to move backward, or

westward, in the sky. This is called retro-

grade motion. In 7 B.C. both Jupiter and
Saturn went through this retrograde loop-

de-loop in the constellation Pisces and
thus were in conjunction not once but

three times: a triple conjunction. They
passed closest to each other on May 27,

October 5, and December 1 of that year.

Jupiter and Saturn are the most distant

visible planets in Babylonian astrology

,

and thus the most important. The Magi
were steeped in Babylonian tradition.

Both planets are also associated with the

affairs of Israel. So when the two came to-

gether in Pisces not once but thrice within

a year, this was a major event, and one
that could lead the Magi to remember the

ancient prophesies of "a star out of

Jacob." (One wonders how many other

astrologically important events initiated

fruitless journeys by other Magi over the

centuries. Some scholars even claim that

the visitation of the Magi is myth.)

The conjunctions of 7 a.c. were not es-

pecially close, certainly not so close as to

blend the light of the two planets into one
bright object. I doubted somewhat that

this could have been a significant sign

until this past summer, when Mars and
Saturn passed each other closely. Many
people who do not normally pay much at-

tention to the sky noticed the conjunction

—and even described the planets as
looking like a pair of searchlights, even
though they were not very bright.

So what was the "star"? The most we
can say is that the best scientific explana-
tion is that it was a conjunction of Jupiter

and Saturn. Some think it was a nova.
And some will continue to believe the star

was a miracle—an answer that is not an
explanation—and thus outside scientific

consideration.

Like UFO sightings, the evidence is in-

sufficient for us to know for certain. OO



.ANT SENSATION

,By Dr. Bernard Dixon

I

remain keenly skeptical about claims

that people have communed with

geraniums, passionflowers, and Dra-

caena massangeana. Even that fascinat-

ing book The Secret Life of Plants by

Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird has
failed to persuade me that vegetables are

sensitive to threafs, affectionate words,

or recordings of Beethoven's Ninth Sym-
phony. Without appropriate receptors for

receiving and processing sound, it is

hard to believe that plants are capable of

such feats.

But there are two avenues of respect-

able research that should trouble anyone
adopting this orthodox stance. Mulling

through the learned journals recently,
I

came across examples from each

—

reports showing that plants do indeed

have sensory abilities well beyond our

present scope of understanding. More
and more evidence is emerging that con-

flicts with the commonly held view that

forest trees, garden shrubs, and humble
mosses are unsophisticated life forms

dependent only on a passive supply ol

sunshine, water, carbon dioxide, and sim-

ple nutrients from the soil. There's more,
possibly much more, to plant behavior

than we suppose,

First, consider the strange results pre-

sented in the International Journal of

Biometeorology (Vol. 22, p. 1 03) by Dr. E.

Graviou, who works at the University of

Lyon in France Using highly sensitive

equipment, Dr. Graviou was able to moni-

tor the only measurable activity of seeds
kept in total darkness at a constant tem-
perature—the minute amount of oxygen
uptake necessary for their survival.

The results were astonishing. For ex-

ample, with one species of tomato, Dr.

Graviou found not only that oxygen con-

sumption levels in the morning and in the

afternoon "oscillated" (one being high

when the other was low) but, even more
surprising, that uptake of oxygen was
significantly greater on mornings occur-

ring at 1 5-day intervals coinciding with .

thenewand-full moon. Sunflower seeds
behaved in a similar way.

Although the explanation underlying

this strange phenomenon is still not fully
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understood, there seems little doubt that

the lunar cycle influences the life pro-

cesses of plants. Perhaps gravity is the

crucial link, though atmospheric
pressure is also known to vary with the

moon's phases. Whatever the mysterious
forces may be, we now have to accept
that heat, light, and nutrients are by no
means the only factors regulating plant

behavior.

The second paper that caught my eye
was titled "Color Perception in Plants"

—

surely a bizarre concept to feature in the

sober pages of Trends In Biochemical
Sciences (Vol. 3. p. N204). Here is a cau-
tious British academic, Professor Harry
Smith of Nottingham University, discus-

sing not just how plants respond to light

Lunar cycle a/feu ;:; i/ie pic-cusses of plants,

such as the oxygen !.:c:ake of sunflower seeds.

waves but how they experience color. To

appreciate this novel notion, we must re-

call how leaves react at all to light. Two
substances are involved. One is sensitive

at the blue end of the lighi spectrum, and

though it occurs in both primitive and
higher plants, we know little about how it

works. The other, phytochrome, seems to

be Ihe sensor molecule that gives leaves

the capacity to discriminate colors.

What happens is this. Phytochrome
exists in two different forms that can be
converted from one to the other depend-

ing upon the wavelength of light that

strikes the leaves. The first absorbs red

lighi most efficiently; the second maxi-

mally absorbs longer wavelengths at the

infrared end of the spectrum. Since the

relative proportions of the two forms of

phytochrome are determined by the

wavelengths (i.e. the colors) of the light

falling on the plant, leaves containing

these substances can "monitor" the color

of light surrounding them. Just as pig-

ments in our retina tell us that the sky is

blue and a matador's cloak is scarlet, so

phytochromes give plants similar

information.

Professor Smith and his colleague Dr.

M.G. Holmes have found that this unex-

pected vegetable talent serves practical

purposes too. In nature, the commonest
reason why plants are sometimes de-

prived of light is that they become
shielded by other species. The deprived,

plant suffers particularly from a shortage

of red light because chlorophyll, the sub-

stance that green plants use to transduce
the radiant energy of the sun into chemi-
cal energy for manufacturing food, ab-

sorbs light predominantly from the red re-

gion of the spectrum. But infrared light

still reaches the shaded plant, causing an
alteration in the relative amounts of the

two types of phytochrome so that the

plant can absorb more light of infrared

wavelengths. This in turn provokes the

shielded plant to proliferate and thus

overgrow its competitors.

The ability of plants to perceive the

quality of the light is of greater impor-

tance to certain species than to others. In

some ecological niches, such as wood-
land, flowers do not respond particularly

vigorously to variations in the phyto-

chrome mixture. In herbaceous habitats,

though, weeds use their color sensitivity

to great advantage, astounding gar-

deners with their potential for smothering

carefully cherished species.

As with Dr. Graviou's discovery, much
more research is needed to illuminate the

more exotic sensory abilities of plants,

which until recently were barely known to

exist. Whether or not plants are really ca-

pable of understanding what we say and
think about them is still open to debate.
But one thing is for certain, they are by no
means the "vegetables" we once thought

them to be.OQ



FILM

THE ARTS
Since its publication in the

1950s, the late J.R.R. Tolkien's

iantasy trilogy of Middle Earth,

The Lord of the Rings . has been the ob-

ject ot an ever-growing cult following. A
perennial favoriie of high school and col-

lege students. Rings has .been merchan-
dised in poster art and annual calendars,

sweatshirts, buttons ("Frodo lives"), and
in other related wearable forms. In addi-

tion to hard-cover and paperback edi-

tions ol the original texts, numerous
critical and cult-oriented ancillary vol-

umes abound. These include histories,

guides, and exhaustive interpretations of

the trilogy.

The 77-78 television season saw the

first adaptation of Tolkien for the home
screen. Produced by Rankin-Bass for

NBC, The Hobbit was the author's first

novel of Middle Earth, setting the stage

for the action to follow in his subsequent,

more sophisticated Lord of the Rings. An
amusing, though generally ineffective

rendering of the story, the animated tv

special suffered from a severe case of

cuteness and was received accordingly

The 20-year history of Lord ol the

flings' translation to film is cloudy, compli-

cated by rumors that have placed its pro-

duction in a half dozen countries and
linked it to several major directors. Inter-

est in the trilogy blossomed in the late

1960s, largely because of its inherent

mystical qualities. At that time, rumors

abounded that the film would be pro-

duced by innovative Czech, Hungarian,

or Yugoslav animators, in 1 970, The New
York Times ran a story announcing a pro-

duction (unrealized) to be directed by

John Boorman (Deliverance, Zardoz).

Other names linked to the property in the

past decade include Stanley Kubrick

(2001: A Space Odyssey, Dr. Strange-

love, Barry Lyndon).. Walt Disney, and Ro-

man Polanski (Rosemary's Baby, China-

town). It was with some degree of cyni-

cism, then, that news of Ralph Bakshi's

production of Lord ol the Rings was
received.

A popular animator, Ralph Bakshi's

early feature-length cartoons drew heav-

ily on his adolescent experiences in the

Jewish-Black-ltalian ghetto of Browns-
ville, Brooklyn. From his theatrical film de-

but with Fritz the Cat (1972) and following

through with Heavy Traffic (1974) and
Coonskin (1975), his pictures proved to

be animated equivalents of the English

"Kitchen Sink" or "Angry Young Man" dra-

mas of the 1950s. Innovative, uncen-

sored, sometimes vulgar but always

truthful, Bakshi's works were critically

acclaimed as revolutionary examinations

of the underbelly of urban society.

. With Wizards in 1 976, Bakshi made the

transition from reality to mainstream fan-

tasy. Derivative but very commercial, the,

20th Century-Fox sword and sorcery tale

gave him the opportunity to develop his

skills in rotoscoping, a process he used
extensively in Wizards and exclusively in

Lord of the Rings. "It's been around since

the early days of animation," Bakshi ex-

plained as we talked in his Los Angeles
office. "Rotoscoping is simply using live

action footage as a guide, to look at and
animate over. No one's ever shot an entire

movie in live action in order to reproduce
it as an animated film. The attempt in

Lord of the Rings was to create a moving

illustration, not a cartoon, A realistic type

of illustrated movie for the first time,

But what is rotoscoping? "Well, we take

the black-and-white iootage and remove
all the stuff we don't want from it. Every-

thing from unnecessary props to mis-

placed costume details and forgotten

wristwatches. When we're through we
have, in effect, a detailed line drawing.

Taking that, we simply draw in whatever

we want, from facial expressions to addi-

tional costume or prop details, add color,

and the end product is a fully animated

feature film with a very realistic feel to it."

During a break in our conversation,

Bakshi led me into his editing room and
ran ten minutes of footage from Lard of

the Rings, including Boromir's death. It

was astounding. Though most ot the film

was fully animated, an occasional shot

from Bakshi's original 35 mm black-and-

white version would creep in, waiting to

CONTIXLECONPAGEISS



BOOKS

THE ARTS
From Daedalus to Jonathan

Seagull, humanity has been
haunted by flight. It Is not

merely that life, having migrated from sea

to land, seeks through us to migrate into

Space itselt; there is a drive to transcend

all previous levels of awareness by going

further (Magellan) or faster (J.L Seagull)

or simply by seeing more (Ed Mitchell).

Nor is only the inventor or technologist in

us subject to these urges. Before it was
mechanically possible, poets and myth-

makers dangled the vision ot flight in front

of us through millennia, and it was the

great modernist painter Matisse who
urged younger artists to ily in order to find

the optical key to the world.

Georg Gerster, a German photogra-

pher, followed Matisse's advice and has

comeback with staggeringly beautitul re-

sults in his Flights of Discovery (Pad-

dington Press, New York). The creation of

this book itself represents something of

an epic: Gerster spent ten years and
logged some 1 000 hours in the air over

59 countries to take 98 'stunning aerial

photographs that show us an earth that

only professional pilots and the most in-

defatigable world travelers have had the

chance to know. The world made visible

by Gerster is not the world seen in ordi-

nary life, from ground zero, not the

sphere floating in space photographed
by astronauts, but something much
stranger, more eerie, and more beautiful.

Patterns as abstract as the paintings of

Mondrian. Kandinsky, or Pollock flow be-

fore us. On second glance they might be

the habitats of very intelligent social in-

sects: it defies belief that they are simply

the farms, villages, and cities of men.
From Chinese burial grounds to African

hamlets to vast stretches of plowed farm-

land as intricate as Abstract Expression-

ism to the sprawl of Los Angeles ("a

swarm of parking lots in search of a city,"

Gerster calls it in a caption) one sees pat-

tern where no people planned it. That

there is some- species-mind at work here,

or some DNA-like program in the sense of

sociobiology, is only one of the philo-

sophical shocks from these incredible, al-

most extraterrestrial, views of our planet.
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From flight as a dream to flight as a reality.

The New Challenge of the Stars by

Patrick Moore and David Hardy (Rand-

McNally, New York) is an equally sumptu-

ous art book and a sober scientific-

philosophical examination of our future at

the final frontier. However, Moore's text is

quite overwhelmed by Hardy's paintings;

Moore assumes, as a sane man should,

that the exploration of our solar system

can now be taken for granted and that our

real challenge lies in star flight. His ap-

proximation, however, of problems ahead
and rewards to be reaped seems only

logical and merely plausible. A really en-

trenched conservative can take issue

with all of it; but no one can argue with

Hardy's magnificent illustrations, which

go beyond the logical and plausible to

the deep emotions of wonder and awe
that ultimately control our curiosity and,

hence, our imagination and our behavior.

The ultimate flight—outside space-time

as we know it, through a black hole, into

Heisenberg's world of potentia and
beyond—is the theme of Michael

Davidson's Daughter of Is (Popular Li-

brary, New York). Billed as a "science

fiction epic" by the publisher, this might

as-well be called philosophy-fiction or

even theology-fiction, but an epic of

some sort it certainly remains. As a novel

the book is inept: cardboard characters,

unrealistic dialogue, the plot is frequently

mechanical and ad hoc, and the at-

tempts at lyricism are downright em-
barrassing. Nevertheless, I enjoyed

Daughter of Is tremendously.

Though the parallels with the Iliad, Par-

adise Lost, and Moby Dick worked into

Davidson's book are all to his disadvan-

tage, he has more original ideas than any

SF novelist of the 70s, and it is as a

novel-of-ideas that The Daughter of Is

really comes alive. There are. in fact, so

many exciting concepts in this book that I

could fill the remainder of this page by
simply listing them—but just let me say '

that you will find a wealth of provocative

ideas here on such topics as paradoxes
in quantum theory, immortality, evolution

from humanhood to Godhood, the con-
trasting values of Taoism, Christianity and
Nietzscheanism, and the genetics of

biotheology. And the heroine,
I must ad-

mit, is quite convincing, perhaps be-

cause Davidson is so preoccupied with

ultimate questions that it is easier for him

to create a goddess than a human.
At the opposite pole of science fiction

is Theodore Sturgeon, who after 35 years

is still the most human and most humane
yarn spinner in the genre and the most
unobtrusively elegant stylist. Sturgeon in

Orbit (Jove Publications. New York) con-

tains five long short stories thai show the

Maestro at his besl—flights of imagina-

tion into realms of scientific possibility

and human psychology that only Stur-

geon can evoke. It is the psychology, as

always, that makes a Sturgeon story

unique; even his extraterrestrials are

created with empathy and insight that

make his people the most real in science

fiction. And Sturgeon's perspective on

humanity is truly that of a mind In Orbit.— Robert Anton Wilson

Be sure to see OMNI's special TV
coverage of "The Winds of Kitty Hawk"
on page 102 of this issue.



From deep space

The seed is planted. ..terror grows.

A Robert H. Solo Production of A Philip Kaufman Film
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LUNAR BASE!

By Patrick Moore

my | hen we discuss the future of

i i I man in space, there must in-U KJ evitably be speculation. How-
ever, at ieast some vital facts have been
firmly established. Skylab proved thatas-

tronauis can survive lor relatively long pe-

riods under conditions of zero gravity, so

there should be no danger in living on the

moon, where the gravitational pull is one

sixth that of earth. There is nothing harm-

ful on the moon iiself; no dangerous orga-

nisms and no ground tremors strong

enough to shake down buildings. Simi-

larly, there are no immense dust drifts.

The lunar surface is tirm enough to sup-

port the weight of not only a spacecraft

but also a proper lunar base.

We must remember that conditions on

the moon are totally alien, so that various

structural materials will behave very dif-

ferently. We must also contend with the

tremendous temperature range, from

above 93°C (200°F) at noon on the equa-

tor down to -121'C(-250o
F} during a

night anywhere on the moon.
The danger from meteorites falling onto

the moon and causing damage to any
man-made structures appears to be very

slight. Quite recently I reread an excellent

book, published in 1953, in which it was
claimed that any lunar base would have

to be built underground—or else be soon

battered to pieces by the steady cosmic
bombardment. But harmful meleorite

falls are probably very rare indeed,

and it is significant that as yet no

large fallen meteoriles have been found

on the moon.
Establishing a lunar base also depends

upon whether any useful materials are to

be found on the moon. Atmosphere, wa-

ter, and food must be transported from

earth initially. Later on it should be possi-

ble to cultivate plants inside the base by

techniques such as hydroponic farming,

where plants are suspended in nets

above circulating liquids that provide the

nutrients needed.

The lack of atmosphere, together with

!he reduced gravity, means that the re-

search teams will be able to carry out ex-

perimenis quite impossible on earth.

Moreover, the lunar surface is exposed to

all fhe various radiations coming from

space. While scientifically valuable for

experimental reasons, this may be a

mixed blessing due to the long-term ef-

fects of radiation on humans. As a radio

and television relay station Ihe moon will

also have a part to play: constant surveys

of earth's weather systems will be possi-

ble; and as a site for an astronomical ob-

servatory lunar bases will be in a class of

their own.

A hypothetical lunar b
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;, with soiar power -

From earth, optical astronomers are

constantly plagued by Ihe turbulence

and dirtiness of the atmosphere, a prob-

lem that increases according to the size

of the lelescope used. The Palomar
500-centimeter (200-inch) reflector works

well, and we may expect more from the

new Russian 599-centimeter. But if it

were possible to build, say, a 1016-

centimeter (400-inch), the atmosphere

would prevent it from being used to ca-

pacity and might easily prevent it from

being useful at all. On the moon there is

no atmosphere, and the lesser gravity

would make for easier construction of

both optical surfaces and mechanical

parts. Our view of the universe would be

more than doubled in range. '

More important still is the fact that from

earth we can study only a very limited

part of the total electromagnetic range.

We have the optical window, and ihere is

also a radio window, but most of the radi-

ations from beyond earth are blocked

out, which is why we have had to use
rocket vehicles for x-ray astronomy and
other studies. This hazard, too, will not

apply to the moon. The prospects for ra-

dio asfronomy are equally good, because
the construction of very sizable equip-

ment will be made easier by the fact that

it will weigh less.

Looking further ahead, the radio

astronomer's ideal would be an observa-

tory on the far side of the moon, where
shielding from earth's interference is

complete. When this will be established

must depend upon what happens during

the next few decades, but with luck it

should be in action before 2025. Contact

with earth, and with other lunar bases, will

be maintained by using the communica-
tion satellites that will by then be orbiting

the moon,
These are some of the advantages of a

lunar base. Alas, there are many disad-

vantages as well, and we may not yet ap-

preciate them all. DO
Adapted with permission of Taplinger

Publishing Co., Inc., from the book The

Next Fifty Years in Space by Patrick

Moore. ©1976 by Patrick Moore.



OUEENOFTHEUFO:

UFD UPDATE
, By James Oberg

^^\ celebrated UFO report, widely

#«^k publicized in the last few

m » years, is Jimmy Carter's

sighting in Georgia, before he was gover-

nor. Today hundreds of UFO writers and

lecturers refer glowingly to the "Jimmy

Carter UFO," though not a single one of

them appears to have actually investigat-

ed the report. In light of statistics showing

that 90 to 95 percent of all such instances

can readily be identified as scientific phe-

nomena (at least a quarter of these cases

turn out to be bright planets), one sus-

pects that UFO buffs are afraid that just

such a solution would explain away the

Carter sighting and thus deprive them of

a good publicity gimmick.

In mid- 1977, UFO investigator Robert

Sheaffer, generally regarded as a skep-

tical but highly competent analyst,

published results of his own research on

the Jimmy Carter sighting. Sheaffer was
able to determine the date ot the event

through records of Carter's speaking en-

gagements, and found that while in Octo-

ber 1 969 Carter first .mentioned the sight-

ing (this, in a report filed four years later),

it actually must have taken place on Jan-

uary 6, 1969, after a speech he gave.

at a Lions Club in Leary, Georgia.

Carter had described a light "as bright

as the moon" that seemed to approach

and recede repeatedly. When Sheaffer

compared the elevation and bearing of

the UFO Carter described to a sky chart,

he discovered that the brightest object in

the sky that night was—the planet Venus.

The future president had reported that

ten other witnesses had been present,

but when Sheaffer checked with many
Lions Club members, they generally re-

membered the speech but not any UFO.

Only one member, the president of the lo-

cal club, who must have been standing

.with Carter after the speech, remem-
bered the actual incident. He recounted

how they had watched a light in the sky,

which he had thought was a weather bal-

loon, but he was unable to corroborate

Carter's account of the object's

movement.
In the months following Sheaffer's an-

nouncement, UFO experts generally

avoided comment. In fact, the UFO com-

munity continued to act as if there had

been no inquiry or plausible explanation

at all. References to the "Jimmy Carter

UFO" continue unabated.

Artist's rendering ot Fr. Gill's UFO sighting off New. Guinea in which aliens "waved" to
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The Carter sighting would seem to be

but one more instance of the omni-

presence of Venus in the recent history of

"identified" UFOs.
Venus was named in honor of the god-

dess of beauty, for its brilliance in the

evening and morning skies. For years as-

tronomers regarded it as "earth's twin,"

perhaps a hospitable world much like our

own planet. But space probes (such as

the ones scheduled to reach the planet in

early December) have destroyed this no-

tion. The real Venus, with temperatures

near 1000 degrees Fahrenheit, airfull of

choking carbon dioxide and sulfuric acid

fumes, and pressures greaterthan those

beneath an ocean, is a hell planet.

Venus has been hell for UFO investiga-

tors, too. "No single object has been mis-

interpreted as a 'flying saucer' more often

than the planet Venus," wrote pro-UFO
theorist Dr. Jacques Vallee. Venus plays

so prominent a role in the generation of

UFO reports it has been humorously nick-

named 'the queen of UFOs.'

It can be difficult for a naive observer to

appreciate the ease of misperception ot

Venus. Literally millions of UFO sightings

have been touched off by the planet

Venus, according to statistics from the

Centerfor UFO Studies (cufos) in Evans-

ton, Illinois. These include reports from

astronauts, pilots, policemen, ordinary

citizens, and, as we have seen, afuture

president.

But UFO investigators through years of

experience know that Venus, shining bril-

liantly, flashing colors, appearing to dart

back and forth or to spin wildly, can in-

deed give rise to bizarre reports from in-

telligent, sober, and otherwise trustworthy

individuals. Often, the complex process

of human perception and memory cre-

ates an extremely strange report so that

many witnesses themselves afterwards

refuse to accept the 'Venus' explanation.

Vallee collected a series of UFO de-

scriptions made during an incident in

1 957 that turned out to be of the planet

Venus: "Round object, size of a dime,

emitting beams of light": "large oval ob-

ject, brilliant orange, seen for one hour";

"cigar-shaped object, size of a pea at

>ON PACE 133
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'RIDE AND PREJUDICE IN ORBI

EIK ride goeth before a fall.

^M In this case, the fall we are all worried about is the

^imminentuncontrolled descent of Skylab-NASA's
ton orbiting space station—which may de-orbit before the

year is out and seatfer its wreckage over a SOOO-kilometer-long

"footprint" across the surface of the earth.

When it was put into orbit in 1973, Skylab was hailed as the

world's first space station. Three separate crews of astronauts

lived and worked aboard the boxcar-sized spacecraft for up to

83 days at a time. Skylab was a huge success.

But now its orbit has decayed to such a perilously low point

that the huge craft will soon reenter the atmosphere and crash

into the earth. Most satellites burn to ashes long before they

reach the earth's surface. But Skylab won't
Like the Russian satellite Cosmos 954, which dropped radio-

active debris in northern Canada, Skylab will breakinto chunks

as it screams through the atmosphere. Most o( those chunks
will harmlessly burn up, far above the ground. But many pieces

of Skylab will survive reentry and reach the surface more or less

intact. Some of the lead-lined safes in which film was stored and
some of the massive pumps and other pieces of heavy equip-

ment will not burn up in reentry.

Not only will Skylab's footprint be 5000 kilometers long (about

3000 miles), but it's expected io be several hundred kilometers

wide as well. This means that if Skylab makes its final descent

over southern California, for instance, wreckage might hit any-

where from Los Angeles to Savannah, from Mexico to St. Louis.

If the rain of debris started in sunny Spain, almost all of Europe

coutd be in danger of man-made meteors smashing out of the

sky. At least, unlike the Cosmos 954 de-orbiting debris, there's

nothing radioactive aboard Skylab.

NASA did not foresee this potential disaster. The space
agency's people thought that Skylab would remain in a stable

orbit for years to come. But, unexpectedly, solar storms heated

the earth's atmosphere and caused it to expand by just enough
to grip Skylab and cause enough drag to start it spiraling back
down to the ground. -

But the hardworking, dedicated engineers of NASA were
able to maneuver Skylab by remote control from the ground, so

that now it is flying in a nose-first attitude, which presents a mini-

mum of atmospheric drag. Even so, the craft has dropped 25

kilometers since the last astronauls left in 1974.

NASA believes that Skylab wiii remain safely in orbit until

1983, By then, the new Space Shuttle should be flying and can
be used to attach a fresh rocket booster system that will lift

Skylab's orbit by some 1 20 kilometers.

But Britain's Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) challenges

NASA's optimistic figures. According to RAE estimates, Skylab

could reenter the atmosphere no later than September or Octo-

ber 1 979. RAE had correctly forecast the reentry of Cosmos 954

and many other satellites.

Publicly, NASA hopes to have the. Shuttle flying orbital mis-

sions by the end of 1979. But privately, officials admit to grave

concern about delays in the Shuttle's space-worthiness. The
Shuttle is plagued with its own problems and probably will not

fly until 1980 at the earliest. If the RAE is correct and Skylab is

due to rain pieces on the earth by autumn of 1979, the Shuttle

will not be ready to rescue the situation.

What to do?
There is only one : possible answer. We must swallow our na-

tional pride and ask the Soviets for help.

The USSR has been moving steadily ahead in orbital opera-

tions, while we have done nothing in manned spaceflight since

the joint Apollo-Soyuz flight of 1 975. The Russians have orbited

several ten-ton Salyut space stations and regularly send up
teams of cosmonauts to these stations for missions that last

months at a time. The 83-day record of American astronauts

G.P Cam, E.G. Gibson, andW.P, Pogue, set in 1974. was shat-

tered by Yori Romanenko and Georgi Grechko aboard Salyut 6

in March 1 978.

In other words, the Russians have the hardware and the

trained personnel to rendezvous with Skylab, fit a booster

rocket to it, and move it into a safe orbit. They—and perhaps

only they—can save us from a potential tragedy of colossal

proportions.

If we truly mean what we publicly espouse about outer space
being a realm for peaceful cooperation among nations, rather

than an arena for aggressive competition, we must ask the Rus-

sians for help.

Or start digging shelters. —SEW BOVA
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THE CANCER SCARE

CAUTION: Diet soda, hair

dye, and now even pan-

fried hamburger may be
hazardous to your health. It

seems like every other day
newspapers report that sci-

entists have uncovered yet

another common substance
causing cancer. But "there

is no cancer epidemic,"

writes Dr. Richard Pollak in

the August issue of Fusion

magazine. According to

Pollak, one of the greatest

panic? Pollak attributes the

scare to plain bad science,

notably failure to take into

account threshold levels of

substances necessary to

cause cancer. For example,

a human being would have
to drink 80012-ounce diet

sodas per day for life to

ingest the amount of sac-

charine that produced can-

cer in the celebrated Cana-
dian tests with rats.

This, too, has been a fla-

grant problem with the

Ames test, the most com-

ts hamburger carcinogenic? Tests

fallacies of the modern age
is that cancer is on the rise

because of industrialization

and the use of so many
artificial substances in

products.

"Cancer is not a disease

of industrial society," says

Pollak. "In fact, the unit num-
ber of cancers that occur
throughout the population

for any given age group has
not changed since 1900,

with the single exception of

lung cancer, whose in-

crease is correlated directly

with the increase in ciga-

rette smoking."
What has propagated the
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monly used method for

classifying substances as

carcinogens. It was the

Ames test, for example, that

microbiologist Barry Com-
moner used to indict fried

hamburger as a possible

carcinogen. In this test, a

deliberately weakened
strain of bacteria is treated

with high doses of a suspect

chemical to see if any muta-

tions occur in the genetic

material, DMA. But Pollak

points out that there is "vir-

tually no experimental evi-

dence" that the effect of

high doses of a chemical

can be extrapolated to

low doses of that chemical.

The effects of this line of

cancer research are far

from academic. The U.S.

Department of Labor's Oc-
cupational Safety and
Health Agency, for example,

is currently considering pro-

posals that would enable it

to define "possible human
carcinogens" on the basis

of the Ames test and others

like it. The group of 14

chemicals presently under
the agency's control could

be extended to 2500 if the

proposal is accepted

—

giving the agency the right

to close down almost any
factory in the country.

SMART DINOSAURS

If dinosaurs were pea-

brained lumbering giants,

as we have been taught all

our lives, how then did they

dominate the earth for more
than 150 million years?

According to Stephen J.

Gould of Harvard University,

dinosaurs were not small

brained after all. They had

the right-sized brains, he

told New Scientist, for rep-

ies pertaining to brain size

and intelligence. Recently,

James A. Hopson of the

University of Chicago found

that various groups of dino-

saurs could be classified

under a rating system called

an encephallsation quo-

tient, or EQ. By comparing

the brain size of a dinosaur

with a standard reptilian

brain expected for that body
weight, Hopson was able to

rank each group of dinosaur-

by different values. Dinr>

saurs having larger brains

than expected in a standard

reptile of the same weight

were rated at an EO of 1 ,0 or

more. Dinosaurs having

lesser brains than expected

were valued below 1 .0.

Hopson determined from

his findings that the EQ sys-

tem corresponded with vari-

ous dinosaurs' agility and
speed, Brontosaurus(and

other similar sauropods), for

instance, had the lowest

EQ, 0.20 to 0.35. Much like

the elephant, Brontosau-

ruses probably used their

Tyrannosaurus held "EO" advantage over homed adversary.



enormous size for defense
against predators. Their low
EQ was more than sufficient

for this form of passive de-

fense. But in the case of the

ceratopsians, the great

horned dinosaurs, their ana-
tomical structure indicates

an active and violent de-

fense. Appropriately, their

EQ was valued from 0.7

to 0.9

The great carnivores,

such as Tyrannosaurus rex

and its relatives, were much
higher on the EQ scale than

the herbivorous Brontosaurs

and ceratopsians. They
were agile and quick-

moving predators, utilizing

their greater intelligence to

catch difficult prey. At the

very top of the scale were
the small coelurosaurs and
saurornithoids, with their

stereo-vision and grasping

hands with opposable
thumbs, valued well above
5.0.

For the past 200 years,

paleontologists have pon-

dered the question of what
could have precipitated the

extinction of the dinosaur.

But as Gould points out,

what is most perplexing is

not the fact that dinosaurs
became extinct, but rather,

that they managed to sur-

vive for so long.

"Philadelphia will bea suburb
of New York in 20 years.

"

—William Baldwin, President

of the Long Island Railroad,

1903

"The actualbuilding of roads
devoted to motor cars is not

for the near future, in spite of

many rumors to thai effect,"

—Harpers Weekly, 1902

DANGER OVERHEAD

The 320,000 kilometers

(200,000 miles) of high-

voitage transmission lines

that criss-cross the United
States may be damaging
the health of the people, ani-

mals, and plants around
them,

As early as 1962. Russian
switchyard workers were
found to suffer loss of appe-
tite, listlessness, diminished

sex drive, and headaches
from proximity to power

Now the electric industry

is testing transmission lines

designed to carry far more
current than ever before to

handle the output from its

new generation of large

power plants. Anda
multimillion dollar research

effort on health effects is un-

der way. In the next two
years, scientists will be ex-

posing mice, rats, baboons,
cows, pigs, and other ani-

mals lo strong eiectric fields

to pinpoint any ill effects.

Meanwhile, in one contro-

Fluorescent tubes of protesters are lit up by high-voltage lines.

lines where they worked.
Similar results were re-

ported in Spain.

Recent U.S. studies show
that very high voltage lines

could interfere with some
heart pacemakers, Strong
electric fields have been
found to damage the tips of

leaves. The noise of electric-

lines in some cases is loud

enough to disrupt sleep. On
dry days, electric fields can
make the hair on a man's
back stand on end as he
walks under the lines. Yet

the evidence is conflicting;

Some studies show no mea-
surable ill effects.

versfalcase, the Mew York

State Public Service Com-
mission ordered an in-

crease in the size of buffer

zones around nev
voltage lines to i

sible risks to ne;

dents.

—Stuart Diamone

AIRPLANE SUICIDE

vers.ily of California at San
Diego found thai fatal

crashes of private, busi-

ness, and corporate-

executive airplanes in-

crease after publicized

murder-suicides. Not only

that, but the greater the

publicity, the greater the

number of crashes.
Phillips speculates that

airplane crashes may be a
concealed form of murder-
suicide. Some pilots, he
claims, may deliberately

crash Iheir planes with pas-
sengers an board but dis-

guise these acls of violence

as accidents to protect their

families from insurance
problems and social stigma.

As strange as Phillips'

findings may seem, earlier

studies show that both auto-

mobile accidents and sui-

cides increase after publi-

cized suicides. This would
suggest that at least some
automobile deaths were in

fact disguised suicides.

And like motor vehicle fatali-

ties, airplane fatalities rise to

a sharp peak three days af-

ter the publicized event.

A California sociologist

has found a bizarre connec-
tion between airplane

crashes and highly publi-

cized murder-stories in

which the killer commits sui-

cide shortly after his crime.

David Phillips of the Uni-
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CITY FALCON

The United States Fidelity

and Guaranty building, the

tallest skyscraper in down-
town Baltimore, has a pere-

grine falcon tor a mascot.

The bird, named Scarlet,

was released on an island

off the coast of Maryland

last year by Cornell Univer-

sity ornithologists who have

been breeding the en-

dangered peregrines in

captivity and trying to re-

stock the wild.

divebomber.

But, immediately upon
her release, Scarlet showed
a preference for city life and
made the 35-story sky-

scraper her home. When
she dives for pigeons and
starlings, she achieves

speeds of up to 320 kph

(200 mph)—thrilling

entertainment for the office

workers in the building.

The USF&G has now al-

lowed the scientists to in-

stall sand-filled nesting

boxes on its 32nd floor, in

case Scarlet chooses a
mate from another clutch of

young falcons being re-
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leased nearby. Understand-

ably, the company had at

first been concerned about
falling pigeon wings: They
might threaten the safety of

pedestrians below and em-
broil it in an unusual lawsuit

should anyone be injured.

But falling pigeon parts

have since been legally de-

termined to be "an act of

God."

FASTER THAN
SUNLIGHT

Tiny particles produced in

stars as offshoots of nuclear

fusion would yield far more
current information than

light, if only they weren't so

elusive,

These neutrinos have nei-

ther mass nor charge. They

can tear out of a star's core,

shoot across space and
through several planets un-

scathed in a matter of sec-

onds, whereas light takes

thousands of years just to

get from the center to the

surface of a star. Studying

neutrinos from the sun,

therefore, can give us clues

to its composition much fas-

ter than waiting for sunlight

to escape the solar core.

Raymond Davis, Jr. of the

Brookhaven National Lab-

oratories operates a neu-

trino detector at the bottom

of a still-functioning gold

mine in South Dakota- His

"telescope" is a400, 000-

liter tank of dry-cleaning sol-

vent Every time a solar neu-

trino interacts with a chlo-

rine atom in the fluid, the

atom changes into radioac-

tive argon. By tallying the

argon atoms, Davis can say

how many neutrinos have
been through.

Problem is, Davis is not

catching his predicted

quota of a neutrino a day.

(Untold numbers of them
traverse the tank without in-

teracting.) He traps about

one every three days. The
shortfall could mean that the

sun's composition is differ-

ent from the accepted as-

sumptions or even that as-

trophysicists will have to re-

think the whole scenario of

stellar evolution.

Another—bigger and
more bizarre—neutrino de-

tector is being planned for

further studies. It's to be

.JC,- ft m wmmSmh
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Bmoktiaven's gold mine: Catching dry-cleaning fluid.

called dumand, for Deep
Underwater Muon and Neu-
trino Detector. True to its

name, dumand entails a
bevy of microphones and
photosensitive devices

spread about the Pacific

Ocean floor, four miles be-

low the surface, under a bil-

lion tons of water near Ha-
waii. Proposed by Frederick

Reines of the University of

California at Irvine, dumand
will record the clicks and
flashes that result from neu-

trino interactions with water
particles. Reines, who par-

ticipated in Ihe world's first

neutrino detection, in 1953,

says dumand will cost $35
million,

NEW REFRIGERATOR

There may be a horizontal

refrigerator in your dream
house. From the outside, the

fridge designed by Larry

Schlussler of the University

of California at Santa Bar-

bara looks like an ordinary

kitchen cabinet. But inside

it's insulated with foam and
coated with fiberglass and
resin—like a surfboard,

Schlussler claims his hori-

zontal fridge uses only one
fifth the energy of con-

ventional coolers and could

save up to $50 a month on
electric bills. The unit is

waist high and has three

openings on the top and two

drawers on the sides, in-

cluding a vegetable crisper.

Since cold air is denser
than air at room tempera-

ture, it slays inside the

fridge and freezer when the

doors are open. Room-
temperaiure air will not en-

ter the unit. This principle

has been employed for dec-

ades in the frozen-food sec-



tions of supermarkets.

Schlussier wants to bring it

into the home.
Electric refrigerators rank

as the largest users of en-

ergy after electric space
and hot water heaters, in

California, for example,
fridges now account for

eight percent of the state's

consumption of electrical

energy. This could go down
to two percent with horizon-

tal models—a savings lhat

could account for more en-

ergy than a proposed Cali-

fornia nuclear plant,

"The Americans have need
of the telephone—but we
do not. We have plenty of

messenger boys."—Sir William Preece,

Chief engineer of the

British Past Office, 1876

PLASMA JET

The car of the future may
run without spark plugs

, us-

ing instead something
called the plasma jet gener-
ator, which can squeeze
more power out of less gas-
oline. Engineers at the Uni-

versity of California's Law-
rence Berkeley Laboratory
(LBL) have found that the

plasma jet ignition plug can
ignite fuel more evenly than

ordinary spark plugs and
therefore allows a leaner

fuel mixture to be used.

While automobile manu-
facturers have experi-

mented with burning leaner

mixtures in the past, they've

been thwarted by pollution

problems. A leaner fuel

mixture introduces more
air into the cylinders and
results in more unburned
hydrocarbdns.

Plasms jet ignites iuel in'zyiirder.

Time elapsed from top to bottom
pfioto ivas 40 milliseconds.

This is because conven-
tional spark plugs ignite the
fuel at one point only. The
plasma-device, however,
sends a jet into the cylinder

to ignite the mixture at sev-
eral points, burning it more
thoroughly.

Perhaps more important

than the plasma jet genera-
tor itself is the photographic
method used to study it. The
pictures above were taken

using a technique called

schlieren photography. In

this method, high-speed

cameras lake as many as a

million photographs per

second !o capture the com-
bustion process step by

step. LBL plans very shortly

to use schlieren photogra-

phy to examine the unseen
turbulence of jet engines'.

"Landing and moving around
on the moon offers so many
serious problems lot human
beings thai it may take

science another 200 years

to lick them."

—Science Digest, 1948

ACID RAIN

Bob Dylan's song. "A
Hard Rain's Gonna Fall" is

taking on an ominous signif-

icance in the eastern United
States Theseemingly
clt'si i-riing rains falling there

actually contain weak nitric

and sulfuric acids thai are

becoming stronger with

each passing year. The
acids are formed when sul-

fur and nitrogen oxides from
power plant stacks, metal
smelters, and car lailpipes

combine with airborne

moisture.

What eg
? No one'

Statue shows ravages of acid tain
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EINSTEIN'S BRAIN

Whatever happened lo

the brain of the most cele-

brated genius of our time

—

Albert Einstein? Reporter
Steven Levy of Ihe New Jer-

sey Monthly has traced its

whereabouts to the office of

Thomas Harvey, medical su-

pervisor of a biological lab-

oratory in Wichita, Kansas.

Einstein's brain is being
stored in a jar of formalde-

hyde in a cardboard box
marked Costa Cider under
the beer cooler in Harvey's

office.

When Harvey brought out

the brain for Levy to see, the

reporter rose to his feet only

to sink back into his chair,

speechless. In Levy's own
words: "My eyes were fixed

upon that jar as I tried to

comprehend that those
pieces of gunk bobbing up
and down had caused a
revolution in physics and
quite possibly changed the

course of civilization. There
it wast"

Although most of the

brain has been sectioned

Einstein Under a beer cooler.
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and given to various scien-

tists for study, none of them
have yet published their

findings. All Harvey will say
is that the savant's brain

falls "within normal limits for

a man his age."

Many scientisfs feel that

Ihe physical examination of

Einstein's brain will provide

few clues to the secret of his

genius. The brain of Karl

Friedrich Gauss, for exam-
ple, one of history's greatest

mathematicians, when clini-

cally examined, was found
to be identical in weight,

shape, and size to that of an
ordinary day worker.

The key to spectacular in-

telligence does not seem to

reside in dead tissue—the

brains of morons have
proved to be virtually indis-

tinguishable from those of

intellectual giants.

TESTTUBE GRAPE
First came the test tube

carrot, later asparagus, and
now at last the test tube
grape William R. Krul at the

University of Rhode Island

has succeeded in cloning

an entire vineyard from a
single cell. Although his

method of cloning seems to

work for only one breed of

grape—a variety grown
predominantly on the East

Coast of the U.S.—it

nonetheless marks one
of the first successful

instances of cloning a
"woody plant."

Krul, a professor of plant

and soil science, frankly ad-

mits that "serendipity"

played a large part in the

development of his new
cloning technique. An indi-

vidual cell is taken from a
rapidly growing part of the

plant, such as the stem, and
placed in a medium con-
taining nutrients, sugar, vita-

mins, and a commercial
wheat killer that in low con-
centrations acts as a growth
stimulant or hormone* The
cell rapidly divides to form
an amorphous tumorlike

mass from which cells are

extracted and plated onto a
new medium containing the

hormone naphthalene ace-
tic acid. At this stage, tiny

embryos suddenly begin to

grow from the dividing cells,

Grape clone: Wine in a hurry.

It is these embryos that give
rise to new plants—exact
genetic duplicates of the
parent.

The cloning technique
may have important conse-
quences for the wine indus-
try. It normally takes a grape
vine three years to produce
fruit, but the cloned vines
produce fruit after only one
year. With cloning, thou-

sands of new plants can be
propagated within a year
whereas several years are
required to develop a good
stock by the common
method of taking shoots.

ButinKrursview, "the

greatest use of the cloning

technique in the future will

be for genetic engineering

purposes," A number of re-

search groups are currently

working on fusing together

the protoplasm of cells

taken from different plant

breeds to form genetic hy-

brids. Generating a new
plant from the hybrid cell

has not been easy, and it is

in this area that Krul feels

his procedure will have

the greatest impact.

KING TUTS SECRET

tomb in 1922, the full mys-
tery surrounding the young
king was not to be solved

until half a century later. The
key to the real riddle was
destined to be a group of

hieroglyphic symbols ap-
pearing inside the ruler's

cartouche, or royal name-
bearing oval.

In the inscription (repro-

duced at right) the first few
symbols from left to right

spell out the king's name. Of
the last three, the shep-
herd's crook stands for

"ruler" and the column-
shaped sign together with

the picture of an Upper-
Egyptian plant denotes a
place that was generally

considered a synonym for

"south;" the combined
meaning has in the past

been translated as "Ruler of

Upper Egypt" (southern

Egypt is called "Upper" be-

cause the Nile River flows

south to north).

But inconsistencies in this

interpretation aroused the

curiosity of George Mi-

chanowsky, author of The



Once and Future Star, who
points out that hieroglyphic

texts in which the cartouche
frequently appears
repeatedly refer to the

young king as Lord of Up-
per and Lower Egypt. Why,
then, should the inscription

on the royal cartouche up-

set the king's otherwise "re-

gionally balanced" profile?

The missing link was sup-
plied when Australian radio

astronomers picked up sig-

nals from the remnant of a
supernova, orstarburst, that

glowed over the southern

horizon of Mesopotamia
6000 years ago, when the

area was occupied by the

Sumerians. The column-
shaped hieroglyph on the
royal cartouche is similar to

the Sumerian cuneiform
symbol identified with the

ancient supernova. Mi-

chanowsky now believes

that the columnshaped
sign, when combined with

the piant symbol, should be
read as "pillar of the south-
ern sky." The young king's

epithet thus becomes "Ruler

of the Southern Star.

Miohanowsky and Tui's

NUCLEAR "ACCIDENT'

in December, the federal

government is scheduled
to cause an accident in

an Idaho nucleaf reactor

loaded with radioactive fuel

to prove, among other

things, that the safety sys-
tems work.

This $500 million,

taxpayer-funded project,

conceived by U.S. energy
officials about ten years

ago, is called Loss of Fluid

Test Facility, or LOFT, The

"It's like taking an aircraft

out and crashing it several

times to see what happens."
The plant does have an
overall backup safety sys-

tem designed to activate

automatically il something
goes wrong.

Rve deliberate "acci-

dents" have been caused
so far—all without nuclear
fuel—in the reactor. Four
times, the safety systems
worked perfectly. Once, one
of the three emergency
cooling systems failed due

The Idaho « A $500 million accident

accident will involve depriv-

ing the nuclear fuel of its

cooling water, to check the

backup cooling systems.

The reactor is located at

the Idaho National Engi-

neering Laboratory 64 kilo-

meters from Idaho Falls,

and engineers hope the

planned accident will ver-

ify their computer predic-

tions about the performance
oi the safely systems. It may
also teach them how to de-
sign better .equipment,

Some officials, though, ad-
mit the experiment goes a

bit far. Said one regulator:

to an operator error

Those- questioned in Mud
Lake (population; 200), the

closest community to the

laboratory ( 1 9 kilometers)

,

feel no particular danger
"We don't feel any threat at

all," said Ellen Seedall, a
councilwoman. "They know
what they're doing out

there." —Stuart Diamond

LEVIATHAN AXIOMS

Astounding facts every-

one should know about
whales (Cetacea):

1) Whales are probably the

largest creatures who have

ever lived on earth.

2) A Blue whale is bigger

than 30 elephanls and
weighs more lhan 2000
people.

3) A Blue's heart is almost

two meters (six leet) long

and weighs 540 kilograms

(1200 pounds). ABIue's
tongue weighs one third of

a ton.

4} Some arteries in whales

are so large a small child

could crawl through Ihem.

5) Whales can accelerate

up to 20 knots and can pace
large ocean liners.

6) Humpback whales mate
by leaping in tandem from

the water.

7) Whales once had hair, hind

legs, and outer ears.

8) Whale's milk is lour times

as rich as cow's, and a fe-

male Blue can give 494 li-

ters (130 gallons) a day.

9) Whales' flippered

caresses and love pats can
be heard up to 80 kilome-

ters (50 miles) away.

10) Whales will support a

sick or wounded animal,

frequently one of another
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LASER TAILORING

Space age technology

has even begun to affect the

old-world craft of tailoring.

Computer-controlled lasers

are producing custom-
made suits thai can be or-

dered from some 50 stores

across the country.

The procedure is simple.

The customer selects the

style and fabric of the suit.

He is then carefully

measured and photo-

graphed in front of a group
of mirrors that reflect the

tape measurements, includ-

ing side, front, back, and
overhead views. This film is

then sent to the Baltimore

factory of PhotoMetriC, the

company that created this

computer-laser system. At

the factory, the film is devel-

oped and made into a glass

slide. This slide is projected

onto a screen and matched
against standard men's

sizes. A factory tailor makes
careful notes on the

customer's physical charac-

teristics, eventually feeding

this data into a computer.

The computer, working from

this customer file, directs a
laser to burn out the

individual's pattern on pa-

per. In eight minutes, it does
a job that would ordinarily

take an hour for the tailor.

The data is kept on file for

two years so that the cus-

tomer does not have to be
remeasured each time he

orders a suit. Prices

start at $250.

—Timothy Bay

Tailor notes details on four-way optical reflection of customer.
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SYNTHETIC POT

Just tikm pot. but no euph

A synthetic marijuana de-

rivative may be on sale

within two years, according

to the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration. The drug,

called Nabilone, is avaria-

tion on THC, the compound
that gives grass its high. But

Nabilone, the FDA insists,

does not produce such "un-

fortunate side effects" as

euphoria. Instead, it is prov-

ing remarkably effective

against a wide variety of

serious illnesses,

At the University of Chi-

cago, ophthalmologist

Frank Newell has tested the

drug in 20 glaucoma pa-

tients chosen because their

disease had resisted con-

ventional treatments. The
result: Fluid pressure in the

eye dropped more than a

third—probably enough to

avert the progressive blind-

ness that overtakes glau-

coma victims.

Psychiatrist Louis Fabre,

who runs a Houston mental

health clinic, says that Nabi-

lone is also a potent, quick-

acting anti-anxiety drug. He
gave the THC analogue to

20 patients and found them

relaxed in only three days.

Anxiety drugs now in use
take a week or more to be-

come effective.

And according to Dr. Law-
rence Einhorn, of Indiana

University, Nabilone pro-

tects cancer patients

against nausea and vomit-

ing belter than do current

drugs. Severe vomiting, a

side effect of most antican-

cer agenls, causes many
patients to drop out of

chemotherapy thai might

otherwise save their lives.

Studies lo date have been
too small lo allow firm con-

clusions, points out pharma-
cologist Robert Archer, who
is overseeing clinical trials

for manufacturer Eli Lilly

and Co. But he adds that

"as things stand, Nabilone
will probably be Ihe besl

drug available for cancer

and glaucomapatienls."

—Owen Davies



FLIGHT:
THE FIRST
75YEARS

BY ANTHONY WOLFF"

Only 75 years ago
this month, on

December 17, 1903,

man realized a primal

dream— to fly.

The Wright brothers'

hometown paper (below)

was one of the few to note

the epochal achievement.

Today, with the whole
world watching its

test flights, the Space
Shuttle (left) is poised

to take passengers on

commuter flights

beyond the sky.



THE DECISIVE MOMENT
"Human flight is possible and practica-

ble," declared 33-year-old WilburWright

in May oi 1899 despite centuries of evi-

dence to the contrary. Justafier 10:30 a.m.

on December 17, 1903. the

1 2-horsepower wood-and-cloth Wright

airplane began its 12-meter (40 foot)

takeoff run down a track of two-by-fours

on the lonely sands of North Carolina's

Outer Banks. With'younger brother Orville

piloting, the plane climbed willingly into a

helping headwind (right). The first of the

day's four flights lasted 1 2 seconds, cov-

ered 36 meters (120 feet). In only four

and one half years, the Wrights had cor-

rectly perceived the fundamental prob-

lems of flight, solved them, and produced

a series of increasingly successful flying

machines. Their 1 902 glider (above)

could be perfectly controlled through linked

wing and rudder adjustments,

lacking only an engine and propeller to

achieve practical, powered flight.

The replica of the 1902 Wright glider (above)

was built lor ITT's television drama celebrating

the 75th anniversary oi flight. At right, this print

of the first tlight was made directly from the

Wrights' own glass-plate negative, now in the

Library of Congress. The plane's wing was
clamped to the bench in the foreground before

the flight began; the battery for starting the en-

gine lies in the sand next to a can containing

naiis and a hammer for la^-minute repairs.

Wilbur stands by as Orville files.



PUREST FLIGHT Ths Wrights understood from the start: "It is pos-
sible to fly without motors, but not without knowl-

edge and skill," The very best of their predecessors had failed—some fa-

tally, like the German gilding pioneer Otto Lilienthal (right)—not because
they lacked engines and propellers but because they could not control the

attitude of their craft in the air. The Wrights reinvented the avian solution,

twisting their wings in flight to maintain balance and to make banked turns,

using the rudder to equalize drag. Today's ethereal sailplanes and elemen-
tal hang gliders are Ihe true descendants of Lilienthal and the Wrights.

Alter crashing, out of control, in one of his bird-wing gliders (right) in 1896, Otto
Ulianthal's dying words were: "Sacrifices must be made." Modern hang gliders—
lighter, stronger, more airworthy than Lilienthafs—soar sky-high over San Francisco
Bay (far right, top) and Snowbird, Utah (far right, bottom). Balancing on high-lift

wings, featherweight sailplanes glide silently over Vermont (top; far right, middle).



A canoe tucked prudently

under his wing, Wilbur

Wright Hies over water

in a 1909 two-seater (right).

The speedy French Spad
(below, right) gave the

Allies an edge on the

German Fokker in 1976;

it was restored for the

movies. A World War II

reunion brings three

veterans—an F-4U, a P-39,

and a PS 1 (below, bottom)—
back into action. The B- J

bomber (below), the

military's most-wanted
new weapon, was recently

shot down by flak from

the White House.

THE MILITARY MOTIVE Almost from the beginning of manned
flight, military necessity has been the

mother of aeronautical invention. For urgent killing purposes, ingenious en-
gineers devised airborne armaments—from the first, hand-dropped bombs
and propeller-synchronized machine guns to today's air-to-air, heat-

seeking rockets—and successive generations of planes that could fly

higher, tower, faster, or farther than the enemy, carry bigger payloads. take

off straighl up, stand stil! in the air, or fly tight arabesques. A 1909 Wright

two-seater was the first military airplane, sold to the U.S. Army Signal Corps
for $30,000: the Navy ordered two floatplanes from Wright rival Glenn Cur-

tiss in 1911. By 1914. the start of World War I. Germany could put about
1200 combat planes in the air. France and Britain about 1000. The race for

superior airpower was off and flying. Wrote Orville Wright in 191 7: "We
though! that we were introducing into the world an invenlion that would
make future wars practically impossible." He lived to see World War II.



HUMAN CARGO
In 1911, as this vintage snapshot (above)

—suggests^lying-ifi-the passenger seat of

—

even the latest, safest biplane was hardly

routine. For the general public, flying was
still a spectator sport. As late as 1919, the

world's fledgling airlines carried a total of

some 5000 paying passengers. However,
in 1928, the year after Lindbergh's epic
solo, U.S. airlines alone doubled their

mileage and quadrupled their passenger
loads. Worldwide, there were some half

million paying airplane passengers in

1929. In 1977, the world's scheduled air

carriers sold over 600 million tickets to

a public that takes flight for granted.

The white-knuckled liiet (above)— the first re-

corded case of this still-common passenger
complaint—is Mrs. James 8. Mars, clutching

at the wing spars as her husband prepares to

take her up on July 24, 1911. Today's British-

French Concorde (left) carries high-paying

passengers from New fork to Paris at Mach
2—2240kph (1 400 mph)—in 3 hours and
20 minutes. Fifty years ago, Lindbergh
made the same trip in 33 hours. 30minutes.



TRIAL AND ERROR Even with the best tools of today's science,

and with the accumulated experience of 75

years of practical aviation, aircra'i designers still car-'' predict exactly how a

new plane is going to fly until they build one and fly it, first as a model
.
finally

as a full-scale prototype. The Wrights were the first aeronautical scientists

as well as'the first men fo fly. systematically testing model wings in a wind

tunnel to establish the first accurate coefficients of lift and drag, then trying

their planes as kites (right) in controlled experiments before piloting them in

free flight. Today, aeronautical R&D has become so expensive that only big

companies and rich governments can afford it. Intrepid individualism per-

sists, however, in a few maverick Inventors who out-innovate thegiants with
designs for flight as radical and elegant as Burt Rutan's 260-kilogram

(580-pound), 288-kph(180-mph), all-fiberglass Vari-Eze (far right, bottom).



L

REACH FOR THE STARS Even as the Wrights were conquering
theainn 1903,aself-1aught,v'

"

ussian, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, was writing equations for rocket-powered
flight to the far reaches of the solar system. Today's rockets can boost men
and materials into space, but the real key to practical space flight is the
Shuttle (far left and above), which can ride a rocket into space, perform a
variety of vital missions, then glide safely back io earth, to tly again. The first

rocket launch of NASA's Space Shuttle is scheduled for next year, DO

American rocket pioneer Robert H. Goddard (left, second from right) and four assis-
tants could easily hett a big rocket of 193:? mh its 23-rntie.i ( ?ft-hot) wingspan and
18-meter (60-foot) long cargo hold, today's Space Shuttle is pictured by its de-
signers at Rockwell International blasting into space with two giant boosters (tar left,

bottom), assembling a solar-powered orbiting space station (middle), and injecting

a spacecraft into a deep-space trajectory(top),then finally coasting homefabove),



He became locked into a

timeless zone inhabited only by those

who had wasted their lives.

BY HARLAN ELLISON

Vaking in the cool and cloudy

absolute dead middle of a Saturday afternoon one day, Ian Ross felt

lost and vaguely frightened. Lying there in his bed, he was dis-

oriented, and it took him a moment to remember when it was and
where he was. Where he was: in the bed where he had awakened
every day of his 35-year-old life. When it was: the Saturday he had
resolved to spend doing something. But as he lay there he realized

he had come to life in the early hours just after dawn, it had looked as

though it would rain, the sky seen through the high French windows,

and he had turned over and gone back to sleep. Now the clock-

radio on the bedside table told him it was the absolute de-ad middle

of the afternoon; and the world outside his windows was cool and
cloudy "Where does the time go?" he said.

He was alone, as always: there was no one to hear him or to

answer. So he continued lying there, wasting time, feeling vaguely

frightened. As though something important were passing him by.

PAINTING BY MATI KLARWEIN



jzzed him. circled, buzzed him

again It haa been annoying him for some
time. He tried to ignore the intruder and

stared oft across Loch Tummel to the amaz-

ing flesh tones of -he October tree:-; p-epsr-

ing themselves for Winter's disingenuous

attentions and the utter absence of tourism.

The silver b'-chos were already a blazing

gold, the larches and ash trees still blend-

ing off from green to rusl; in a few weeks the

Norway spruces and the other conifers

would darken until they seemed mere

shadows against the slate sky.

Perthshire was most beautiful at this time

of year. He had taken the time to learn to

pronounce the names—Schiehallion, Kil-

iiecrankie, Pitlochry Aberfeldy—and had
- come here to sit. The dream. The one he

had always held: silent, close to him. un-

spoken, in his idle thoughts. The dream of

going to Scotland. For what reason he

could not say. But this was the place that

had always called, and he had come.

For the first time in his life. Ian Ross had

done something. Thirty-seven years old,

rooted to a tiny apartment in Chicago, vir-

tually friendless, working five days a week

at a drafting table in a firm of industrial

designers, waioning television till sign-off,

tidying the two and a half rooms till every

picture hung from the walls in perfect true

with the junctures of walls and ceiling, en-

tering each checkbook notation in Ihe little

ledger with a fine-point ink pen, unable to

remember what had happened last Thurs-

day that made it different from last

Wednesday, seeing himself reflected in the

window of the cafeteria slowly eating the

$2.95 Christmas Dinner Special, a solitary

man. somehow never marking the change

of the seasons save to understand only by

his skin that it was warmer or colder, never

tasting joy because he could never re-

member having been told what it was. read-

ing books about things and subject mailer.

topics not people, because he knew so few

people and knew none of them, drawing

straight lines, feeling deserted but never

knowing where to put his hands to relieve

that feeling: a transient man, passing down
the same streets every day and perceiving

only dimly that there were streets beyond

those streets, drinking water, and apple

juice, and water, replying when he was ad-

dressed directly, looking around some-

times when he was addressed to see if it

was, in fact, himself to whom the speaker

was speaking, buying gray socks and

white undershorts. staring out the windows

of his apartment at the Chicago snow, star-

ing for hours at the invisible sky, feeling the

demon wind off Lake Michigan rattling the

window glass in its frame and thinking this

year he would reputty and this year failing

to reputty, combing his hair as he always

had. cooking his own meals, alone with the

memories of his mother and father who had

died within'a year of each other and both

from cancer, never having been able to

speak more than a few awkward sentences

to-any woman but his mother . . . Ian Ross
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had lived his life like the dust that lay in a

film across the unseen top of the tall ward-

robe, cabinet in his bedroom: colorless, un-

noticed, inarticulate. -neither giving nor tak-

ing.

Until one day 'no nad said "Where does

the time go?" And in the months following

those words he had come to realize he had

not. in any remoleiy valuabe manner, .wed

his life. He had wasted it. Months after the

firs! words came, unbidden and tremulous,

he admitted to himself that he had wasted

his life.

He resolved :o aclualize at least the one

dream. To go to Scotland. Perhaps to live-

To rent or even buy a crofter's cottage on

the edge of a moor or overlooking one of Ihe

lochs he had dreamed about. He had all

the insurance money still put by; he hadn't

touched a cent of it, And there, in that far.

chili place in the north he would live . . .

walking the hills with a dog by his side.

smoking a pipe that trailed a fragrant pen-

nant of blue-white smoke, hards thrust deep

4He was out ofphase with

all around him . .

.

an alien object A ruin from

another world .
.

.

• drinking air that was not

his to drink. . . . In a

moment, with a fly buzzing,

the dream died for him,^

into the pockets of a fleece-lined jacket.

He would live there. That was the dream.

And from King's Cross Station he had

taken the 2130 sleeper to Edinburgh, and

he had walked the Royal Mile and gazed in

wonder at Edinburgh Castle high on the

bluff overlooking that bountiful city, and fi-

nally he had rented a car and had driven

north out the G-Lioonsterry Road, across the

bridge that spanned the Firth of Forth, on

up the A-90 till he reached Pitlochry. Then

a left, a random left, but not so random

that he did not know it would come out

overlooking the Queens View, said to be the

most beautiful view in the world, certainly in

Scotland; and he had driven the twisting,

narrow road till he was deep in the hills of

Perth.

And there he had pulled off the road.

gotten out of the car. leaving the door open,

and walked away down the October hills to

finally sit staring at the Loch, green and

blue and silent as ihe mirror of his memory.

Where only the buzzing fly reminded him

of the past.

He had been 35 when he said. "Where

does the time go?" And he was 37 as he sat

on. the hill.

And it was there that ihe dream died.

He stared at the hills, at the valley that ran

off to left and right, atthe sparkling water of

the Loch, and knew he had wasted his time

again. He had resolved to do something;

but he had done nothing, Again.

There was no place for him here.

He was out of phase with all around him.

He was an alien object, A beer can thrown

. into the grass. A broken wall untended and

falling back into the earth from which it had

been wrenched stone by stone.

He felt lonely, starved, incapable of

clenching his hands or clearing his throat.

A ruin from another world, set down in for-

eign soil, drinking air that was not his to

dnnk. There were no tears, no pains in his

body, no deep and trembling sighs. In a

moment, with afly buzzing, the dream died

for him. He had not been saved; had. in

fact, come in an instant to understand that

he had been a child to think it could ever

change. What do you want to be when you

grow up? Nothing. As I
have always been

nothing.

The sky began to bleach out.

The achingly beautiful golds and
oranges and yellows began to drift toward

sepia. The blue of the loch slid softly toward

chalkiness. like an ineptly prepared paint-

ing left too long in direct sunlight. The

sounds of birds and forest creatures and

insects faded, the gain turned down slowly.

The sun gradually cooled for Ian Ross, The

sky began to bleach out toward a gray-

white newsprint colorlessness. The fly was
,

gone. It was cold now; very cold now.

Shadows began to superimpose them-

selves over the dusty mezzotint of the

blood ess day:

A city of towers and minarets, as seen

through shallow, disturbed water: a moun-

tain range of glaciers with snow untracked

and endless as an ocean; an ocean, with

massive, serpent-necked creatures gliding

through the jade deeps; a parade of rag-

ged children bearing crosses hewn from

tree branches; a great walled fortress in the

middle of a parched wasteland, the yellow

earth split like strokes of lightning all

around the structure; a motorway with hun-

dreds of cars speeding past so quickly

they seemed to be stroboscopic lines of

colored light: a battlefield with men in flow-

ing robes and riding great-chested stal-

lions, the sunlight dancing off curved

swords and helmets; a tornado careening

through a small town of slatback stores and

houses, lifting entire buildings from their

foundations and flinging fhem into the sky;

a river of lava burst through a fissure in the

ground and boiled toward a shadowy indi-

cation of an amusement park, with throngs

of holiday tourists moving in clots from one

attraction to another.

Ian Ross sat, frozen, on the hillside. The

world was dying around him. No. .
.it was

vanishing, fading out. dematerializing. As if

all the sand had run out of the hourglass

around him; as if he were the only perma-

nent fixed, and immutable object in a





A FLYER FOR THE MASSES
Half go-cart, half air mattress, it's the Model T of the future.

BY DENNIS MEREDITH

When John Nicolaides's little

flying machine lids into the sky

above central California, people
invariably gather. Their skyward
gaze is transfixed by a home-
made aircraft that resembles a

spider hanging from an air mat-

tress.

Conceived and built by its

pilot, this unlikely-looking con-

traption may spark a revolution

in aviation for the masses. Its a

revolution that would enable us

to soar through the skies in flying

machines costing about as

much as a motorcycle but far

safer and even simpler to oper-

ate.

After flight, a fascinated audi-

ence approaches the aeronau-

tical engineer, asking about
plans for the little propeller-drive

flivver and the parachutelike

device that carries it aloft. Dur-

ing flight, though, Nicolaides is

usually scrutinized by another

kind of spectator; birds of all

kinds visit him in midair, trying to

figure out whether he is food or

foe. Perhaps the birds are wor-

ried that people, until now safely

relegated to large, enclosed fly-

ing machines that stayed well

above their airspace, might
soon be swooping among them.

Nicolaides, chairman of the

aeronautical engineering de-
partment at San Luis Obispo's

California Polytechnic State

University, spent 14 years devel-

oping his flying air mattress,

called a "parafoil." He believes it

is now perfected and ready for

application. The device is by no
means Nicolaides's first con-
tribution to aeronautics. The
55-year-old engineer developed

scientific and navigational satel-

«*«*
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Nicolaides has logged
over 100 /lights in the llivver.

with only minor injuries.

The flivver's secret is its

par'aloil. a sailcloth

envelope that's open at front.

Forward motion inflates

it into an aerodynamic shape.

64 Omni



lites. antitank weapons, guided missiles,

and other military hardware.

The parafoil, based on a small kite once

brought to Nicolaides by inventor Domina

Jalbert, consists of a precisely shaped en-

velope made of nylon sailcloth (a fabric

commonly used for parachutes). It is open

al the front, so that the parafoil's forward

motion inflates the envelope into an aero-

dynamic shape with ihe'same properties of

lift that an airplane wing has. The cockpit is

nothing more than a propeller-driven go-

cart, powered by a snowmobile or other

small engine. Such simplicity of construc-

tion means that the parafoil flyer could be
bu'ilt and sold quite cheaply.

"For a few thousand dollars, we couldput

put a machine that could be driven to work

in-the morning just like a car," says
Nicolaides. "When you wanted to fly, you

could just take the parafoil out of a locker,

assemble it and lay it on the ground behind

you. get in, and gun the engine, The
parafoil will inflate and rise off the ground

like a kite, taking you into the air a few

hundred feet," he said.

Intrepid pilots need memorize only two

controls to fly the parafoil. A steering bar

attached to a rear rudder maneuvers the

craft left and right, and the engine throttle

controls altitude—open throttle moves the

aircraft upward, closed throttle moves it

downward.
Nicolaides is currently constructing an

even more remarkable version of his flying

flivver—one that unbolts into small pieces

to tit inside two suitcases; paraioil. propel-

ler, motor, and all. Plans to market the flyer

may come to fruition in a few years, says
Nicolaides. but he is currently concentrat-

ing on military uses for the machine.
Is the flyer safe? Those who are used to

wings held in shape by networks of sturdy

girders and struts might balk at the idea of

depending upon a piece of cloth to hold

them up. According to Nicolaides, though,

the parafoil is in many ways a sturdier wing

than the one on your favorite 747.

"If you break a structural member on a

traditional wing, you're in trouble," he said,

"but the parafoil has no rigid structural

members to break. It's maintained by the

positive pressure at the open leading edge,
which will always exist as the parafoil

glides forward."

So, in effect, the parafoil depends on

laws of physics, perhaps a stronger sup-

port than any girder; as long as there's air to

inflate the wing, and either a motor or grav-

ity to maintain its glide, it will fly. The load on

the parafoil is also widely distributed via

numerous support lines, so there is very

little strain on anyone portion of the device.

Nicolaides, under military contract, has

used the parafoil for target practice, and
even shot full of holes the parafoil flew well.

Additional safety factors include the slow

speed of the craft, about 25 miles per hour;

and if the motor-quits in midair, the parafoil

represents an already-deployed glider that

can give a pilot miles of flying room in which
to find a landing spot.

Nicolaides himself is living proof of the

parafoil's satety. He was the principal test

pilot during its development, logging over

100 flights. About half of these were what

engineers might coyly term "subop-
timal"—Nicolaides has landed every way
imaginable, including upside down, and
has broken just about every part of the craft

at one time or another.

"Those early mistakes came from igno-

rance," he says. "When there are no an-

swers in the back of the book, you just have
to go through the Edisonian trial-and-error

method.
.

. . When I figured out what I was
doing wrong, the answers seemed obvi-

ous."

For all those mistakes Nicolaides has suf-

fered nothing more than a cracked tail-

bone, and the treatment consisted of little

more than a few months of using a pillow

when sitting down.

Now Nicolaides, and the many aeronaut-

ical engineers who have reviewed his work

and found it impressive, feel the flivver is an

* The introduction of a safe,

cheap "pop-fiivver," whether

Nicolaides's or some
other device, undoubtediy

would alter our society,

as we are transformed from two-

dimensional travelers

into three-dimensional ones.^

eminently safe machine—and a lark to fly.

The parafoil is certainly safer than the

current crop of hang gliders and other

sport-flying devices, contends Nicolaides.

Unlike a hang glider, the parafoil-flyer's

stability is practically unaffected by a

pilot's weight-shifting. Incorrect body
movements have caused many hang glid-

ers to become unstable and plummet to

earth, killing their pilots.

"Flying the parafoil is like sitting right

here, only in midair," says Nicolaides. slap-

ping the arms of an easy chair in his office.

"You don't notice the forward struts be-
cause they're beneath your legs, and the

motor and parafoil are above and behind
you, out of sight. There's little sense of mo-
tion because you're only going twenty-five

miles per hour, so you feel like you're float-

ing." One of Nicolaides's favorite sports is

to follow buzzards as they search for rising

thermals, riding the currents right along

with them.
Nicolaides foresees numerous uses for

the flivver aside from civilian flying.

The maneuverable. slow-flying craft

could inexpensively replace the helicopter

for many traffic, police, and military surveil-

lance missions. Unmanned, radio-con-

trolled parafoils could be used to land mail

directly on post office roofs from iow-flying

airplanes; a more efficient delivery method
than landing the mail plane, unloading its

cargo, and trucking it across country.

The parafoil could also be used to bring

airborne troops and-.su pplies to earth with

more safety and maneuverability than with

standard parachutes, says Nicolaides. The
U.S. Army parachuting team, The Golden
Knights, already uses paraioils for exhibi-

tion and competition jumps, and Nicolaides

has constructed a 13-by-25-meter cargo

parafoil that can lower five tons to earth with

pinpoint accuracy. Nicolaides is also test-

ing parafoils as a means of safely retrieving

expensive remotely piloted vehicles after

test flights.

The problem with theilivver seems to be

merely that it is different. The U.S. Coast
Guard, for example, found that it had great

potential for flying off decks of their cutters.

"I was personally very impressed with its

performance," said Lt. Commander Ken-

neth E. Williams, chief of conservation and
advanced technology for the Coast Guard
Office of Research and Development, "But

it was a concept so radically different from

the helicopters currently in use we couldn't

get our aviation people interested in it."

The introduction of a safe, cheap, civilian

"pop-flivver." whether it be Nicolaides's

machine or some other device, would un-

doubtedly alter our entire society, as well as

our travel habits. Of course, we'd need a

new government bureaucracy that would

include flyer-training courses, weather and
hazard warning systems, and flying traffic

cops enforcing altitude, speed and other

regulations. And no doubt some bright ad-

vertising man would come up with indelible

no-smudge skywriting to clutter the sky

with aerial billboards.

There would also be more subtle

changes, as we are transformed from two-

dimensional earthbound travelers into voy-

agers into three-dimensional ones. For

example, our architecture, land-use plan-

ning. and recreational facilities would have

to accommodate a flying populace; we'd

need plenty of small landing areas. And
remote wildernesses would suddenly be-

come all too accessible.

But the big question remains whether Mr.

or Ms. Average would want to fly in the first

place. Even if bargain-basement flivvers

were available that could be used on the

road as well, and that stayed reasonably

intact, for example, after an unexpected
encounter with the side of an office build-

ing, would they be snapped up by the con-

sumer? It's a good bet.

But the parafoil flivver, with its modest
substratosphere aspirations, is one of

those inventions-in-progress that may not

have to vehemently prove its utility to State

or Science. For paratoil development fulfills

a nagging dream of the average person

—

to soar through the open sky. alone, buoyed
by the breeze, maneuvering as freely as a

bird.OQ
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BIRD'S EYE

VIEWS
Maps, even when complicated

or truly distorted, look "right" to

the human eye. It takes no great

amount of perceptual contortion

on our part to "see" the Inter-

state-80 overpass and wooded
blue lake marked three miles

ahead on the map. Bird's-eye ae-

rial photographs—-those concen-

tric, often cloud-strewn pictorial

fragments—well, the greater the

altitude they are taken from", the

more they challenge our sense of

what looks "right."

Yet today, virtually all maps
begin with aerial photogra-
phy—via a camera capable of

taking from 200 to 300 overlap-

ping and successive pictures of

the landscape below on a single

roll of 23.5-centimeter- (nine-

inch-) wide film. And more literally

than ever before, map reading

involves us ina kindof aerial vision

and thinking.

Aerial magnetometers, gam-
ma-ray photomu It

i
pliers, the cor-

relation spectrometer, and other

complicated-sounding airborne

devices generate less familiar,

but even more fascinating forms

of terrestrial charting. Some of

these remote-sensing systems,

as they are called, provide a

bizarre and wonderful imagery of

the earth—unlike any aerial pho-

tograph.

Cut a hole in the floor of any

existing aircraft, install an aerial

topographic camera, and you

have a mapping airplane. After

the photos are taken, today's map
maker analyzes overlapping

pairs of aerial photographs
through a stereo viewer. Using

this technique, it is possible to

Exotic glimpses of the

earth below.

BY HOMER JENSEN

Side-looking radar image,

San Diego (left). Aerial photo
oi a Held o/ California

;s (right)



£ Remote sensing provides

bizarre and wonderful

images of the planet's surface. 9

determine the height of moun-
tains or the depth of valleys with-

out surveyors on foot ever having

to climb those mountains or de-

scend into the valleys. Since the

scale of a photograph—tailored

to that of the desired map—de-

pends on the altitude of the air-

craft carrying the camera, today

the earth is photographed from

dislances ranging tram a couple

of hundred meters to 17,000 me-

ters (50.000 teet) straight up,

Although conventional photog-

raphy is probably the best known

way to study the earth from

airplanes, several dozen other

techniques are essential in ob-

taining a true picture of our bio-

sphere. Today, new and sophis-

ticated instruments carried in

relatively standard planes map
the earth's temperature, measure

its electrical conductivity and
magnetic properties, radioactiv-

ity, chemical composition, depth

of snow, and dozens of other

properties. With these tech-

niques it is now possible to locate

such subterrestrial resources as

petroleum, uranium, and iron and

other ores. One can almost think

of these ways of looking at the

earth as airborne diagnosis.

After the camera, the first signif-

icant geophysical remote-sens-

ing device was the airborne mag-
netometer. As systems go, this

one is a granddaddy: it was first

put into use in 1943.

The rocks of the earth have

distinctly varying magnetic char-

acteristics; some are almost

nonmagnetic; others embody
enormous magnetic strength,

(The "lodestone" of ancient com-

Side-looking airborne radar

image of Flagstaff, Arizona

(above}. Aerial photograph or the

hill oi Dalol in the Ethiopian salt

desert (right, top). Color-coded

thermal infrared scan of factory

effluent flowing into a river (bottom).



£ It is as though some cosmic

artist applied his

brush to the terrestrial canvas. 9
passes is a piece of magnetite,

a relatively common rock.)

These magnetic differences

cause variations in the earth's

magnetic field, variations that

can be detected at great dis-

tances, providing data for

identifying specific ores.

Moreover, these variations in

the earth's magnetic field are

not masked by water, air. or

other rocks. The patterns of

variations in the earth's mag-
netic field may be accurately

mapped from measurements

made by aircraft flying any-

where from 1800 to 18,000

meters (5400 iO 54,000 feet)

above the earth.

From these patterns, a large

fraction of all the iron, titanium.

nickel, and asbestos now
being mined was discovered

by airborne magnetometer
surveys, Magnetic "maps"
also play an important role in

petroleum exploration, In the

past 35 years, magnetometers

have recorded millions of

square kilometers of the

earth's surface.

Magnetism is linked to

another variable in rock; elec-

trical conductivity Variations in

the electrical conductivity of

rocks near the surface will af-

fect the interaction of transmit-

ting and receiving electrical

coils carried on an airplane or

mounted on a towed vehicle.

This variation in conductivity

can then be represented on

maps. Since many important

ores are better conductors ot

electricity than their surround-

ing rocks, such maps are

powerful tools for modern day
prospecting,

In a similar way, the earth's

gravitational field is also af-

fected by variations in the type

and structure of rock. Massive

rocks dense with metallic ores

exert a greater gravitational

lorce on an airplane than light

rocks, such as pumice. You

can learn something about the

composition ot the rocks below

the aircraft by measuring vari-

ations in the earth's gravita-

tional field trom the air.

Though extensive tests

using airborne gravity mea-
surements have been con-

ducted in the past 25 years,

there is a major problem with

this technique. If the aircraft

itself accelerates, the instru-

ment interprets the accelera-

CONTIMUEDONPfl

The salt-evaporation spiral El

Caracol ("the snail") near Mexico

Cily (above). A field quadrangle m
the Brazilian state Mato Grosso.

where a farmer is plowing plants

under sail (right).



FICTION

It was a prime corpus, complete

with reconditioned heart,

lungs, and enriched glands.

BODY
GAME
BY ROBERT SHECKLEY

D.'ear Senator. I'm will-

ing to you because you are our senior Senator

and because you said at election time last

year that you were our servant and that we
should write to you immediately it we had any

grievances. You were very definite, and you

even got a little huffy and said it was actually a

citizen's duty to write to his Senator and let him

know what was going on Well. Senator, I

thought about that a lot Naturally. I didn't be-

lieve the part about you being our servant,

what with you earning 50 times, or 100 times.

or for all I know 1000 times what we do. But the

thing about writing to you, which you were so

insistent on, that part got to me.

Your words puzzled me at first when you
said we should let you know what was going

on here. I mean, you were raised in this city

same as me. and a man would have fo be
blind, deaf. dumb, and stupid no! to know
what's happening here But I decided that I

was being unfair; you've got to spend a lot of

your time in Washington, so maybe you are out

PAINTING BY SAMUEL BAK



of touch. Anyway, I'm taking you at your

word and taking the liberty of writing to you.

Specifically, I want to tell you about my
grandfather's retread body, because it's a

specific grievance, something you ought to

know about and maybe even do something

about.

At the time all this began, Grandiather

was a healthy, sprightly 92 year old with all

his own teeth still, a full head of white hair,

and not an ounce of spare meat on his

bones. He'd always taken care of himself,

hadn't even had to wear glasses until he

was 80-something. The old boy had
wofked for 50 years, until they retired him at

age 65 with a pretty generous pension

considering that he had been a second-

grade comptometer operator. With the

pension and social security and what he'd

saved. Grandfather was able to pull his

own weight and not be a burden to the rest

of us, which was lucky since we were barely

afloat, monetarily speaking.

The old boy just lay around the apart-

ment for a while, seeping late and watch-

ing television. He always made his own
meals, and he always washed up after-

wards. Afternoons he went down to the

park and sat with some other old-timers.

Then home to bed. He was very good with

our kids; on Sundays he'd take them to

Sheepshead Bay. and they'd walk along

the shore and look for nose cones. He went

fishing, too, just to pass the time; and once

he caught a sand shark, though how it got

close to shore through all the garbage and
chemical junk is beyond me. We boiled it

up for a couple of days and ate it, and it

wasn't bad if you used enough ketchup.

But the old guy was getting bored. He'd

worked tor 50 years, and he simply didn't

know how to retire gracefully. He moped
around tor a while, then made up his mind

and went out looking for a job.

Well, ot course, that was just plain silly,

and we told him so. Man of 40 can't find

anything these days, much less a man of

70. which was Grandfather's age at the

time. But he went on trying. He'd wake up

every morning and take hit; longevity serum
prescribed by the Medicare people, wash
and shave, and off he'd go.

He didn't find a thing, of course, and

finally he had to swallow his pride and rent

a job as a garbage sorter's assistant. It

didn't cost him much, which was lucky be-

cause he didn't have much. But he could

never get used to the idea of paying money
every day in order to work when the gov-

ernment was willing to pay him to not work,

"It's a useful job. and I do it damned well,"

he used to tell us. "Why in God's name must

I pay in order to work a useful job I
do well?"

As if that had anything to do with it.

Well, he held that job or others like it for

nearly 20 years. But then someone in-

vented self-consuming garbage, and my
grandfather and. a lot of other men were out

of work. Grandfather was about 90 now.

and he still had a lot of ideas about useful

jobs. But he wasn't feeling well. This was
the first time in his ile lie hadn't felt well. We

took him to Doc Saunders at the U Thant

Memorial Socio-Medical Center on East

103rd -Street. It look us the better part of a

day to hike up there. Those moving side-

walks cost five bucks a ride, and that's too

much just to get around.

Doc Saunders had an office filled with

one hell of a batch of instruments, He ran a

three-day checkout on Grandfather. At the

end of it he said. "There's nothing 'wrong

with you except old age. Your heart's just

about used up. and your arteries can't

stand up to pressure. There's more, but

that's the most important part,"

"Can you replace anything. Doc?"
Grandfather wanted to know.

Doc Saunders shook his head. "Put in a

new heart, and it'd blow out your arteries.

Patch and mend your arteries, and your

lungs couldn't oxygenate the blood flow.

Do something about that, and your kidneys

would declare a holiday. Fact is, your whole

internal system is just plain worn out."

Grandfather nodded. He read the Daily

6 He's at least 130 years old

and In his third body. , . .

Rockefeller, Mellon, Eisenhower

all 175, 200. or so—
the rich can pay to try to live

forever. But Grandfather?

You know there's no Medicare

for body replacement. 9

Wews every morning. He knew about this

stuff.

"What should I do?" he asked.

"Get a new body," Saunders said.

Grandfather thought it over. "Well, by

God." he said, "maybe a man my age
ought to be ready to die; but I'm not. Still too

many things to look at. you know what I

mean? Sure, I'm ready to put on a new
booy. But the money. ..."

'That's the problem," Saunders said.

"Medicare doesn't handle corpus re-

placement, you know."

"I know." Grandfather said sadly.

"Could you meet the price?"

"Don't see how," Grandfather said.

For the next couple of days Grandfather

sat on the curb near our apartment and
thought. It wasn't too nice for him there, The
kids would come by after school and shout

at him. "Die. old man. why don't you die?

Selfish old bastard using up air and food

and wafer. Lousy old pervert, why can't you
die decent like old men are supposed to

do? Die. die, greedy son-of-a-bitch. die!"

When I heard about that I swore I was
going out there with a stick and raise some
welts. But Grandkc.nor wouldn't allow it.

"They're just repeating whai their parents

say." he told me. "There's no harm in a child,

no more than in a parrot. And besides,

they're right; probably I
should die."

"Now don'l start that." I
said.

"Die. die," Grandfather said. "Hell. I've

been worthless for-30 years, and if
I
had an

ounce of guts I damned well would die. and

good riddance to me!"
" "That's crazy talk." I'd tell him. "What do

you think that longevity stuff is for if they

meant for old men to die?"

"Maybe they made a mistake, "he'd say

"Like hell they did," I came back, "They

taught me in school that people have been

aiming for long-life for hundreds and hun-

dreds of years. You've heard of Dr. Faustus.

haven't you?"

"Famous Austrian doctor, wasn't he?"

Grandfather asked.

"German." I told him. 'A friend of Freud

and Einstein and smarter than both of

them. He put longevity on the map. You

wouldn't argue with a brainy guy like that.

would you?"

Maybe I didn't have all my facts straight.

but I had to say -something. And I
didn't

want the old. man to die. I don't know why
because it didn't make any sense to have

an old man in the house with things getting

tougher every year. But I wanted him to live.

He was never any trouble, and the kids

liked him. and even May, my wife, said he

was nice to talk to.

Well, he didn't pay any attention to my
Faustus talk, which I guess was about what

it was worth. He-sat with his chin on his fist

and fhought. He must have thought for ten"

full minutes. And then he looked up and

blinked, like he was a little surprised I was

still there.

"Sonny," he asked, "how old is Arthur

Rockefeller?"

"One hundred and thirty or so," I said.

"He's in his third body."

'And how old is Eustis Morgan Hunt?"

"Must be about the same age."

'And Blaise Eisenhower?"

"Must be a good 175. He's gone through

four bodies."

"And Morris Mellon?"

'Around 210. 220. But what's that got to

do. with anything?"

He gave me a pitying look. "The poor are

likechildren.lt takes them nearly a hundred

years just to grow up. and then they still

can't do anything because they're dying.

But trie rich can try to live forever."

He didn't say anything for a while, Then
'

he spit into the street, got up. and went

Inside to the apartment, It was time for his

favorile afternoon show.

I don't know how or where he got the

money. Maybe he had savings tucked

away, or maybe he went to New Jersey and

held up a candy slore. Your guess is as

gtiod as mine. All I know is three days later

he came up to me and said. "Johnny let's

go body shopping."

"Body dreaming, you mean." I said.

"Shopping." he said again and showed



The Wright brothers, General
Billy Mitchell, Amelia

Earhart, Charles Lindbergh,

Admiral Byrd,

Alexander Graham Bell—
Captain Barnaby knew them all.

IIUTERV/IEUU

In
October of 1910. when he was just 17 years old. Ralph Stanton

Barnaby playsd hooky from high school and went to the Second
International Gordon Bennett Air Race at Belmont Park. Long

Island. His older brother was at the park, working on the engine of

one ot the planes entered in the race. The plane was the Baby
Grand—owned and designed by Wilbur and Orviile Wright, For a
week before the race, young Ralph helped his brother and the

Wrights put the tinal touches on Baby Grand.
That week was only the beginning ot a career that brought

Barnaby into contact with many of the great names, in aviation

= spanning'theentire 75-year history of flight from the Wright brothr-

| ers to the Space Shuttle. Barnaby was friend and confidant to

I
Orviile Wright for nearly 40 years. He received flying instructions in

| the Navy from Leroy Grumman, of Grumman Aircraft, and through.

s his life in aviation he came to know General Billy Mitchell. Charles

I Lindbergh. Admiral Richard Byrd. Amelia Earhart, and one of the

£ pioneers of military airships. Admiral William Moffett.

But Barnaby is also a great aviator in his own right. One of the

few surviving Early Birds (anyone who flew before 1916), he holds

Glider Pilot's Certificate No. 1. signed by Orviile Wright himself. He
earned that certificate by breaking, in 1929, Orville's ten-minute
soanng record, a record that had remained intact since 1911. And
in 1930 he performed a stunt that paved the way for the testing of

the X-15 rocket plane and the more recent Space Shuttle. In that

year he climbed Into a glider that was then dropped at 3000 feet

from the belly of the dirigible Los Angeles. Barnaby. besides
capturing the front page, of the rotogravure section of the New York

Times, proved that a glider could be launched from a larger,

airborne craft and flown down to a safe conventional landing. This

is precisely what was done- recently with the Shuttle and earlier

with the X-15.

Barnaby was born on January 21
, 1893, in Meadville. Pa,, but at

the age ot seven his family moved to New York City, where they lived

in the neighborhood surrounding Columbia University From his



early cays n sppsared :hal young Ra'ot' would crow up to be an

artist. By age 14 he had already shown artistic promise and was
studying sculplure and drawing in the evenings al the.Art Students

League. But in 1908, a!ter a summer of reading newspaper stories

about Ihe Wright brothers' adventures at home and abroad. 15-

year-old Barnaby began experimenting with paper airplane de-

signs. By that fall he knew for certain that aviation would be his life,

(But he never forsook his artistic ab ty Ho has sculpted busts of

several aviation notables, including Admiral Moifett and Amelia

Earhart. and sculpted the large bronze commemorative plaque of

the Wrights that now resides a! Kitty Hawk.)

In the summer of 1909 he designed and built a working glider

and made several successful flights in it. He based the glider

entirely on plans and pictures of the gliders of Oito Lilienthal. the

German who was the world's first true aviator. Ralph Barnaby had
never seen a glider in real life.

In 1910 he met the Wrights, and after high school he attended

Columbia University, '"nalorng n "echan.ca; engineering. During

that time he was aclive in the Model Aero Club, a club that at-

tracted many early aviators and also allowed Barnaby the chance

to meei Alexander Graham Bell and Hudson Maxr" (inventor of

silencers for firearms).

In 1917. after a two-year stht as an engineer for the Elco Boat
Works. Barnaby entered Ihe U.S. Navy Though he wanted to be a

Tier, nt; ended up as an a: 'plane nsneclor going ;o Europe during

World War I to investigate parts shoi rages. I
here he uncovered a

foul-up of shipping and supplying errors and even sabotage that

kept American aircraft on the ground and ou'fbf the skies. After the

war he remained in Vie Navy, eventi..-; iy becom ng a p iot oi pow-

ered airplanes1
, though his first love continued to be gliders. Bar-

naby remained in the Navy until his retirement n 1917 and during

his service instituted the Army-Navy Standardization Board, which

continues to this day
Captain Barnaby works today at the Franklin Institute in Phila-

delphia. Pa., where his job is to preserve all the notebooks and
aiTlads benuealhed by his old friend Orville Wright to Ihe Institute

al his death in 1948. The 85-year-old Barnaby was interviewed for

Omni by lellow Early Bird pilot Paul Garber, Historian Emeritus of

Ihe National A i and Space Museum at the Smithsonian Institution

in Washington. DC.

Omni: What did you think of the Wright

brothers?

Barnaby: They were wonderful men. And
very fortunate in their choice of parents.

Their father was Bishop Wright of the

United Brethren Church. He was a very

strict man and a man of definite principles

and religious beliefs. Yet he felt that his

boys should do what they wanted to do.

They would come to him and say, "I want to

buy a bicycle." And he would say, "Okay

When you have earned enough money to

buy a bicycle, you buy a bicycle." He told

them they could do anything they wanted,

as long as they found the money to do it

with. He wasn't going :o finance them. And,

as a matter of fact, that was one of their

great characteristics. One of the biggest

mysteries in aviation was that no one could

find out who was financing ihe Wright

brothers. Who was behind them? The truth

was they never accepted a penny from
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anybody. Their bicycle shop supported
them.

Omni: I
understand that :he cost of ihe Kitty

Hawk flier was less than a thousand dollars,

including round trip tickets from Dayton,

Ohio.

Barnaby: That's true. And yet a few years

ago the Air Force Association wanted to

have a replica made for the Kilty Hawk
memorial. They canvassed the big aircraft

companies, and the lowest, bid they got

was one million dollars.

Omni: What do you think was the most im-

portant factor in the Wrights' being the first

to fly?

Barnaby: Well. I think Wilbur Wright stated it

very well in one of his early letters in which

he says that man already knows how to

build structures light enough and strong

enough and with wing area enough to sup-

port them in the air. We know how to build

power plants light enough, powerful

enough to drive "he structures through the

air. The thing we don't know is how to control

them in flight. And on top of all that, there

isn't anyone who knows how to fly

It's interesting to note that the Wright

brothers, of all their predecessors, all the

men who tried to fly before them, were the

only ones who were skilled pilots and had

several hours of flying with the control sys-

tem they invented. That was the secret.

They had to have a three-axis controlling

system: pitch, yaw, and roll. They devel-

oped all of that and got in hours of flying

with the' system before attempting to fly

their airplane.

Omni: They got in their practice by . .

.

Barnaby: Gliding. An important thing to

me- as a prime-interest glider man— is

that the Wright patent was applied for in

May of 1903. about six months before they

flew the first airplane. In other words, that

three-axis control system was worked up

entirely through their glider experiences.

They would make as many as 200 flights a

day And it wasn't so hard because at Kitty

Hawk they were flying under conditions that

no man had attempted to fly under before.

They were flying in twenty- and thirty-mile-

an-hour winds, which meant that they

could go up and make a flight of two or

three minutes and set down practically

where they had started from. Just hovering

there. Soaring, actually. So the job of get-

ting it back up the hill wasn't such a prob-

lem. I can imagine Lilienthal [Otto Lilien-

thal. the German aviator who made 2000
glider flights in the late 1800s] gliding off

thai big mound he built in Germany And
making a flight down, lasting three, four,

five, or six seconds. And then it would

probably take him half an hour to drag the

glider back up the hill again to make his

next flight.

Omni: When did you first meet the Wrights?

Barnaby: In October 1910, at the second
International Air Race. If was held on Long

Island, at Belmont Park. The same place

where Seatile Slew won the Triple Crown.

Omni: The airplane of Ihe Wright brothers

then was the Baby Grand, wasn'i it?



Barnaby: Thai's tight, the Baby Grand. I

was seventeen and I
told my high school

'

teacher; Mr. Small, thai that padicu.ai week
I probably would hot be in school, And he

said. "Whal's Ihc-: matter? Fam ly trouble?" I

-,;"! d t:o. I was going to the air races. He
sad "On you are. arc you?" I said, "Yeah."

And he said. "Could I go out with you?" So
he went with me to Belmont Park. I spent

most ot my time there at the Wright hangar,

Omni: What was your connection with the

Wrights?

Barnaby: My brother, who was a mechan-
ical engineer, worked for the American
Bosch Magneto Company. And they got the

contract to make the eight-cyTr-.der mag-

neto [the device that

the spark plugs] for the Baby Grand, He
took the magnsio our. -.q Belmont Park and
installed it and was there the whole week
iunn.g it up. He took me alone; .viin

: nin.

was one of those "hand me- this: hold on to

this: fetch me thats" for the Wright brothers.

Omni: The Wrights didn't win that race, did

they?

Barnaby: No, but the Baby Grand, had a

speed of eighty miles an hour when Orville

iost-hopped it That would have been faster

Shan anything else entered. But Orville

didn't race the Baby Grand. They had one

of their toppibts. Walter Brookms. do it He
came by the grandstand about a hundred
and fifty feel high when the engine sput-

tered and quit. He put the nose over in a
steep glide and went down. The' plane hit

and tolled end over end, wrapping the tail

around it and le-avng Brookns lying in the

I'eld behind it. He lay mere for a tew m'-n-

utes and people started to crowd out into

the field. Then Brooking got up and- waved.

He started walking in toward the grand-

stand, took about five steps, and col-

lapsed. They took him away- in an ambu-
lance, but he wasn'hbadly hurt.

Omni: How were the- two Wright brothers

different from each other?

Barnaby: Wilbur was the more aggressive

of the two. He was the spokesman goner

-illy '": wau mce outgoing. My ony per-

sonal knowledge of Wilbur, though, was
that one week. I

never saw him agan. Be-

cause it was in 1912 that he died.

Omni: On May 30, of typhoid fever, at home
in Dayton. Ohio, in bed.

Barnaby: That's right.

Omni: Orville Wright was a shy man?
Barnaby: Orville had very little to say at that

time. Oh, he talked normally. But he was
very reticent when meeting people. He
didn't seem to enjoy it very much.
Omni: You know him until his death, didn't

you?

Barnaby: Yes,
I knew him quite well,

I used

to see him often in Washington [DC.]. I got

best acquainted with him on the annual

aunt; to . ancev Field. They used to hold

sort of an open house once a year. The most
fun was the night boat from Washington to

Point Comfort. We'd all be on for dinner.

And there was one table that would-be Or-

ville Wright's. And Tony Fok'ker would be
there . . .

Omni; Ol Fokker A remit'?

Barnaby: Yes A whole gang of us. Now I

said that Orville was very reserved. He:was
with people he didn't know Bui with a gang
like that he could be most garrulous and full

ol good slones He Talked hs noad oil

Then afterwards we would adjourn to the

center of I he sh p. where they had this big

piano and we'd have a songlesl. Orville

loved thai. He didn't sing h mself, but he
woulc! sil there and rock. ;ap hs too:, and
have a wonderful time. The last lime I saw
Orville was on one ot those ;npa summer
of '47. He died in January the next year

But perhaps the closest I got to Orville

jned out in Dayton in

1928- and '2&. Saturday allernoons he

would hold open house, with sandwiches
and milk or lemonade. People would drop
m—mostly omcers slaho.ned ai Wr.ght

^Admiral Moffett was a great

public relations man. He
knew that to get money out of

Congress you had to

do startling things. So one day

he said, "Barnaby, would it

be possible to launch a glider

from a dirigible?"*

Field. It was there he told me the .actual

blow-by-blow story of the crash at Fort

Meyer. V rginia where he was attempting to

convince the Arm.y to use his plane.

Omni: You're speaking of the death of Lf.

Thomas Seltridgo. n September 1908?

Barnaby: Yes. Selfridge was riding as an

observer. Orville was the pilot. He.told me
that :hey had to pic a larger propelle' or-

He was gomg to take George K. Sweet, a

Navy man, and he was p'eity Dig. ho Ibey

needed nigger propellers. But in the mean-
lime Selfridge had received orders send-

ing him away '.ho nexl day. and he was
scheduled to be the next passenger after

Sweet. So Sweel graciously sad. "I ook.

I'm not going anywhere. You take my
-: ace " Sp Seifndge made the flight that

Sweet was supposed to make. Orvillesaid

hat after fiev got off. on the i rst
:.um he

hean.i "'nis clicking and ho didn't knew wna:

it was. Itwasatipofoneofthose big propel-

lers hiding-one of the braces ;nat ran from,

the wing pari to the tail. When he'd;makea
tun meie was enough spring in the tail so
the rudder would push it to one. side and
that would make the wire on that side go
slack, and it would start flapping. The pro-

peller would hit it and. just t<p it. Finally, on

this ohe: turn—apparently it was a fairly

steeo turn, pretty well banKed— if got

enough slack so the propeller actually cut

Omni: Speaking el haopier ; mes. il was
you who broke Orv-.ie Wnght s iong-sland-

ng :en-'- nu;e gilding record set at Kitty

Hawk in 1911.

Barnaby: Nine minutes and forty-five sec-

onds Yes. t was me summer of T929. 1 was
lust Trying to get my certificate at "he Cape
God Q.-icier School. I already had my A and
Beef Icates. For the C. the soaring certifi-

cate, you had to stay above '.he altitude of

you' launc.n point lor five minutes. So hey
launched ir-e in a gider called a P-uNing

from Corn Hill on the bay side of ihe Cape. I

s-arted crus ng Lip and down the ridge and
I
passed the reouireci five '" nutes. Then i

began thinking of that nne minutes and
forty-five seconds so I kept on until I

passed frteen minutes

Omni: Your first love has always neen ahc-

ers?

Barnaby: I was neve: pari icul-arly interested-

in engines. The ewer engines a pianc has

the more I like it. That's why I like sail-

planes. After all. practically all forced land

ngs are due lo engine failure Bui a friend

of mine once told me. "Flying a glider is like

havng eng'ne "aikro before you la*.e oh

On the other hand, that's tbesa'est place id

have an engine fail.

Omni: loll us about you' most spectacular

glider flight—the 1930 launch from the di-

rigible Los Angelss.

Barnaby: I did that for Admiral Moffett, the

first chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics. Wil-

liam Moffett was a great pub: c relations

man. He found that in order to gel money
out of Congress you had to dothings, star-

tling things. And so he sent for me one day
and sad. "Barnaby do you think r wou.d be
possible to launch a gldc irom a dmg Die.

from the Los Angeies?" I sort of drew a

deep bream Ho said. "You don': have lo

answer me now; It's just an clea I had Von

lhink.it over and come in and see me.tomor-

row: letme
;
know what you think. But think i

over carefully because if your answer is

yes, you're going to dp it."
I
didn't sleep

much that night. The next morning
I
finally

got myself unscrambled, and I said, "Yes.-

Admiral Moffett. I think it would definitely be
possible. And I'll do it, with a couple of

conditions." "What are they7 " he asked.

"First of all," I told him, "I'd like to use Ihe

Prfjfling glider fhat I flew to establish my
-ecrrd up al Cape Cod. The second is that I

go to Lakehurst [ihe New Jersey airship

ba?.el and supervise Ihe installation of the

release gear and the holding of me glider

and all that. "Moffett just said. "That's- easy."

Omni: Why were you concerned aboui the

release mechanism?
Barnaby: I wanted to be-sure I was going to

be held by a angle release instead of a

double ' his business of trying to lei go of

two releases at the same time :

s a lire na'c

Take a rubber band and sirei.cn : cu: with
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A HISS

OF DRAGON
His gene tinkering turned

the berry gatherers into

fire-breathing behemoths.

BY GREGORY BENFORD
& MARC LAI DLAW

Incoming Dragon!" Leopold

yelled, and ducked to the

left. I went right.

Dragons come in slow and easy

A blimp with wings, this

one settled down like a
wrinkled brown sky falling, I

scrambled over boulders,

trying to be inconspicuous and

fast ai the same time. II

didn't seem like a promising

beginning for a new job.

Leopold and I had been
working on the ledge in front of

the Dragon's Lair, stacking

berry pods. This Dragon must
have flown toward its Lair from, the

other side of the mountain
spire, so our radio tag on him

didn't transmit through all the

rock. Usually they're not so

direct. Most Dragons circle

their Lairs a few times,

checking lor scavengers and

egg stealers. If they don't

circle, they're usually too tired

And when they're tired, they're

irritable. Something told me I didn't

want to be within reach

of this one's Ihroat flame.

I dropped my berrybag rig

and went down the rocks feet

first. The boulders were

slippery with green moss for

about 20 meters below the

ledge, so I slid down on them.

I tried to keep the falls to

under four meters and
banged my butt when I

missed. I could hear Leopold

knocking loose rocks on the

other side, moving down toward

where our skimmer was parked.

PAINTING BY ERNST FUCHS



Ashadow fell over me, blotting out Beta's

big yellow disk. The brown bag above

thrashed its wings and gave a trumpeting

shriek. It had caught sight of the berry bags

and knew something was up. Most likely,

with its weak eyes, the Dragon thought the

bags were eggers—off season, but what

do Dragons know about seasons?—and

would attack them. That was the optimistic

theory The pessimistic one was that the

Dragon had seen one oi us. I
smacked

painfully into a splintered boulder and

glanced up. Its underbelly was heaving,

turning purple: anger. Not a reassuring

sign: Eggers don't bother Dragons that

much.
Then its wings fanned the air, back-

wards. It drifted off the ledge, hovering.

The long neck snaked around, and two

nearsighted eyes sought mine. The nose

expanded, catching my scent. The Dragon

hissed triumphantly.

Our skimmer was set for a fast takeoff.

But it was 200 meters down, on the only

wide spol we could find. I made a

megaphone of my hands and shouted into

the thin mountain mist, "Leopold! Grab air!

"

I
jumped down to a long boulder that

jutted into space. Below and a little lo the

left I could make out the skimmer's shiny

wings through the shifting green fog. I

sucked in a breath and ran off the end of

the boulder.

Dragons are clumsy at level flight, but

they can drop like a brick. The only way to

beat this one down to the skimmer was by

falling most of the way.

I banked down, arms out. Our gravity is

only a third of Earth normal. Even when
falling, you have time to think things over. I

can do the calculations fast enough—it

came out to nine seconds—but getting the

count right with a Dragon on your tail is

another matter. I ticked the seconds off and

then popped fhe chute, it fanned and filled.

The skimmer came rushing up, wind
whipped my face. Then my harness jerked

me to a halt. I drifled down. I
thumped the

release and fell free. Above me, a trumpet-

ing bellow. Something was coming in at four

o'clock and I turned, snatching for my
blaser. Could if be that fast? But it was
Leopold, on chute. I sprinted for the skim-

mer. It was pointed along the best out-

bound wind, flaps already down, a stan-

dard precaution. 1 belted in, sliding my feet

into the pedals. I caught a dank, foul reek of

Dragon. More high shrieking, closer.

Leopold came running up, panting. He
wriggled into the rear seat. A thumping of

wings. A ceiling of wrinkled leather. Some-
thing hissing overhead.

Dragons don't fly, they float. They have a

big green hydrogen-filled dome on their

backs to give them lift. They make the hy-

drogen in [heir stomachs and can dive

quickly by venting it out the ass. This one

was farting and falling as we zoomed away
'I banked, turned to get a look at the huffing

brown mountain hooting its anger ai us,

and grinned.

"I take back what I said this morning,"

Leopold gasped. "You'll draw full wages
and commissions, from the start."

I didn't say anything. I'd just noticed that

somewhere back there I had pissed my
boots full.

I covered it pretty well back at the strip. 1

twisted out of the skimmer and slipped into

the maintenance bay I had extra clothes in

my bag, so I slipped on some fresh socks

and thongs.

When I was sure I smelled approximately

human, I
tromped back out to Leopold. I

was damned if I would let my morning's

success be blotted out by an embarrass-

ing accident. It was a hirer's market these

days. My training at crop dusting out in the

flat farmlands had given me an edge over

the other guys who had applied. 1 was de-

termined to hang on to this job.

Leopold was the guy who "invented" the

Dragons, five years ago. He took a life form

native to Lex, the bloats, and tinkered with

their DNA. Bloats are balloonlike and nasty

H made those Dragons

outofmean sonsofbitches—
blimps with teeth

is what they were, it gets

tricky when you

mess with the iife cycie of

something that's

already that unstable.^

Leopold made them bigger, tougher, and

spliced in a lust for thistleberries that

makes Dragons hoard them compulsively

It had been a brilliant job of bioengineehng.

The Dragons gathered thistleberries, and

Leopold stole them from the Lairs.

Thistleberries are a luxury good, high in

protein, and delicious. The market for

them might collapse if Lex's economy got

worse—the copper seams over in Bahinin

had run out last month. This was nearly the

only good flying job left. More than anything

else, I wanted to keep flying. And not as a

crop duster. Clod-grubber work is a pain.

Leopold was leaning against his skim-

mer, a little pale, watching his men husk

thistleberries. His thigh muscles were siill

thick; he was clearly an airman by ancestry,

but he looked tired.

"Goddamn," he said. "I can't figure it out,

kid. The Dragons are hauling in more ber-

ries than normal. We can't get into the Lairs,

though. You'd think it was maiing season

around here, the way they're attacking my
men."

"Mating season? When's that?"

"Oh, in about another, six months, when
the puffbushes bloom in the treetops. The

pollen sets off the mating urges in

Dragons—steps up their harvest, but it

also makes 'em meaner."

"Great," 1 said. "I'm allergic to puffbush

pollen. I'll have to fight off Dragons with

running eyes and a stuffy nose."

Leopold shook his head absently; he

hadn't heard me. "Tcan't understand it—

there's nothing wrong with my Dragon de-

signs."

"Seems to me you could have toned

down the behavior plexes," I said, "Calm

them down a bit— I mean, they've outgrown

their competition to the point that they don't

even need to be mean anymore. They don't

browse much as it is . . . nobody's going to

bother them."

"No way—there's just not the money for

it, Drake. Look, I'm operating on fhe margin

here. My five-year rights to the genetic pat-

ents just ran out, and now I'm in competition

with Kwalan Rhiang, who owns the other

half of the forest. Besides, you think gene

splicing is easy?"

"Still, if they can bioengineer humans

. . . I mean, we were beefed up for strength

and oxy burning nearly a thousand years

ago."

"But we weren't blown up to five times the

size of our progenitors, Drake. I made
those Dragons out of mean sons of-

bitches—blimps with teeth is what they

were. It gets tricky when you mess with the

life cycles of something that's already that

unstable. You just don't understand what's

involved here."

I
nodded. "I'm no bioengineer—

He looked at me and grinned, a spread-

ing warm grin on his deeply lined face.

"Yeah, Drake, but you're good at what you

do—really good. What happened today,

well, I'm getting too old for that sort of thing,

and it's happening more and more often. If

you hadn't been there I 'd probably be stew-

ing in that Dragon's stomach right now

—

skimmer and all."

I
shrugged. That gave me a chance to

roll the slabs of muscle in my shoulders,

neck, and pectorals—a subtle advertise-

ment that 1 had enough to keep a skimmer

aloft for hours.

"So," he continued, "I'm giving you full

pilot rank. The skimmer's yours, You can fly

it home tonight, on the condition that you

meet me at the Angis Tavern for a drink later

on. And bring your girl Evelaine, too, if you

want."

"It's a deal, Leopold. See you there."

I whistled like a dungwarbler all the way
home, pedaling my new skimmer over the

treetops toward the city. I
nearly wrapped

myself in a floating thicket of windbram-

bles, but not even this could destroy my
good mood.

I didn't notice any Dragons roaming

around, though I saw that the treetops had

been plucked of their berries and then

scorched. Leopold had at least had the

foresight, when he was gene tinkering, to

provide for the thistleberries' constant re-



plenishment. He gave the Dragons athroai

flame lo singe the treetops with, which

makes the berries regrow quickly. A nice

touch.

It would have been simpler, of course, to

have men harvest the thistleberries them-

selves, but that never worked out, econom-
ically. Thistleberries grow on top of virtually

unclimbable thorntrees, where you can't

even maneuver a skimmer without great

difficulty.Andifamanfelltotheground . . .

well, if it's on the ground, it has spines,

that's the rule on Lex. There's nothing soft to

fall on down there. Sky life is more complex

than.ground life. You can actually do some-

thing useful with sky life—namely, bioen-

gineering. Lex may be a low-metal
world—which means low-technology—but

our bioengineers are the best.

A clapping sound, to the left, i stopped

whistling. Down through the greenish haze

I could see a dark form coming in over the

treetops, its wide rubbery wings slapping

together at the top of each stroke. A
smackwing. Good meat, spicy and moist.

But hard to catch. Evelaine and I had good
news to celebrate tonight; I decided to

bring her home smackwing for dinner. I

took the skimmer down in the path oi the

smackwing, meanwhile slipping my blaser

from its holster.

The trick to hunting in the air is to get

beneath your prey so that you can grab it

while it falls, but this smackwing was flying

too low. I headed in fast, hoping to frighten it

into rising above me, but it was no use. The

smackwing saw me, red eyes rolling. It

missed a beat in its flapping and dived

toward the treetops. At that instant a snag-

ger shot into view from the topmost

branches, rising with a low farting sound.

The smackwing spotted this blimplike thing

that had leaped into its path but apparently

didn't think it too threatening. It swerved

about a meter under the bobbing crea-

ture

—

And stopped flat, in mid-air.

I laughed aloud, sheathing my blaser,

The snagger had won his meal like a real

hunter.

Beneath the snagger's wide blimplike

body was a dangling sheet of transparent

sticky material. The smackwing struggled

in the moist folds as the snagger drew the

sheet upward. To the unwary smackwing

that clear sheet must have been invisible

until the instant he flew into it.

Within another minute, as I pedaled past

the spot, the snagger had entirely engulfed

the smackwing and was unrolling its sticky

sheet as it drifted back into the treetops.

Pale yellow eyes considered me and re-

jected the notion of me as food. A ponder-

ous predator, wise with years.

I flew into the spired city: Kalatin.

I parked on the deck of our apartment

building, high above the jumbled wooden
buildings of the city. Now that my interview

had been successful, we'd be able to stay

in Kalatin, though I hoped we could find a

better apartment. This one was as old as

the city—which in turn had been around for

a great deal of the 1200 years humans had

been on Lex. As the wood of the lower

stories rotted, and as the building crum-

bled away, new quarters were just built on

top of it and settled into place. Someday
this city would be an archaeologist's

dream. In the meantime, it was an inhabit-

ant's nightmare.

Five minutes later, having negotiated

several treacherous ladders and a splinter-

ing shinny pole into the depths of the old

building, I crept quietly to the wooden door

of my apartment and let myself in, clutch-

ing the mudskater steaks that I'd picked up

on the way home. It was dark and cramped
inside, the smell of rubbed wood strong. I

could hear Evelaine moving around in the

kitchen, so I sneaked to the doorway and

looked in. She was turned away, chopping
thistleberries with a thorn-knife.

I grabbed her, throwing the steaks into

the kitchen, and kissed her.

"Got the job, Evey!" I said. "Leopold took

me out himself and I ended up saving

iWe went in a balcony

entrance. Fat balloons nudged
against the celling . . .

dangling their cords. I snagged
- one and stepped off

into space. Evelaine hooked

it as I fell. We rode

it down, past the rock wa//s.9

his—"
"It/s you!" She covered her nose, squirm-

ing away from me. "What is that smell,

Drake?"

"Smell?"

"Like something died. It's all over you."

I
remembered the afternoon's events. It

was either the smell of Dragon, which I'd

got from scrambling around in a Lair, or that

of urine. I played it safe and said, "I think it's

Dragon."

"Well fake it somewhere else. I'm cooking

dinner."

"I'll hop in the cycler. You can cook up the

steaks I
brought, then we're going out to

celebrate."

The Angis Tavern is no skiff joint, good for

a stale senso on the way home from work.

It's the best. The Angis is a vast old place,

perched on a pyramid of rock. Orange fog

nestles at the base, a misty collar separat-

ing it from the jumble of the city below.

Evelaine pedaled the skimmer with me,

having trouble in her gown. We made a

wobbly landing on the rickety side deck. It

would've been easier to coast down to the

city, where there was more room for a glide

approach, but that's pointless. There are

thick cactus and thornbushes around the

Angis base, hard to negotiate at night. In

the old days it kept away predators; now it

keeps away the riffraff.

But not completely: two beggars ac-

costed us as we dismounted, offering to

shine up the skimmer's aluminum skin. I

growled convincingly at them, and they

skittered away. The Angis is so big, so full of

crannies to hide out in, they can't keep it

clear of beggars, I guess.

We went in a balcony entrance. Fat bal-

loons nudged against the ceiling, ten me-

ters overhead, dangling their cords. I

snagged one and stepped off into space.

Evelaine hooked it as I fell. We rode it down,

past alcoves sei in the rock walls. Well-

dressed patrons nodded as we eased

down, the balloon following. The Angis is a

spire, broadening gradually as we de-

scended. Phosphors cast creamy glows on

the tables set into the walls. I spotted

Leopold sprawled in a webbing, two empty

tankards lying discarded underneath.

"You're late," he called. We stepped off

onto his ledge. Our balloons, released,

shot back to the roof.

"You didn't set a time. Evelaine,

Leopold." Mods, introductory phrases.

"It seems quite crowded here tonight,"

Evelaine murmured. A plausible social re-

mark, except she'd never been to an inn of

this class before.

Leopold shrugged. "Hard times mean
full taverns. Booze or sensos or tinglers

—

pick your poison."

Evelaine has the directness of a country

girl and knows her own limitations; she

stuck to a mild tingler. Service was running

slow so I went to log our orders. I slid down

a shinny pole to the first bar level. Mice

zipped by me, eating up tablescraps left

by the patrons; it saves on labor. Amid the

jam and babble I placed our order with a

steward and turned to go back.

"You looking for work?" a thick voice said.

I glanced at its owner. "No." The man was

big, swarthy, and sure of himself.

"Thought you wanted Dragon work." His

eyes had a look of distant amusement.

"How'd you know that?" I wasn't known in

the city.

"Friends told me."

"Leopold hired me today."

"So I
hear. I'll top whatever he's paying."

"I didn't think business was that good."

"It's going to get better. Much better,

once Leopold's out of the action. A
monopoly can always sell goods at a higher

price. You can start tomorrow."

So this was Kwalan Rhiang. "No thanks.

I'm signed up," Actually I hadn't signed

anything, but there was something about

this man I didn't like. Maybe the way he was

so sure I'd work for him.

"Flying for Leopold is dangerous. He
doesn't know what he's doing."

"See you around." I said. A senso was
starting in a nearby booth. I took advan-

tage of it to step into the expanding blue

cloud, so Rhiang couldn't follow and see
CONF'MJIiOONPAGEIH
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tion as a variation in the gravitational field,

thus limiting the accuracy of such mea-
surements. Gravity measurements will

probably be confined to regional surveys.

The earth's temperature patterns picked

up by aerial detectors provide significant

geological and environmental data: certain

scanning devices measure the tempera-
ture patterns in waters downstream from a

power-generating plant. The temperature

•of rocks and soils and bodies of water will

vary from point to point on the earth's sur-

face and from moment to moment during

the day. Comparing images of a land area

made at night and during the day will tell

much about the "thermal inertia" and mois-

ture patterns near the surface of the earfh:

a body of water, or water-saturated soil, will

scarcely change in temperature between
night and day; but exposed dry rocks may
go from below freezing on a clear night to

well over 50 degrees Celsius under the fol-

lowing day's bright sun.

Thermal imagery over a city can pinpoint

the "leaky" roof thai results Irom poor build-

ing insulation. Poorly insulated steam lines

or water mains, overheated electrical in-

sulators; and other temperature- related

situations call attention to themselves in

temperature scans, which can lead to en-

ergy-saving corrective measures.

Traces of certain chemical elements can
also be detected from the air even in con-

centrations of only a few parts per billion:

for example, the element mercury is asso-

ciated with many minerals.

So far I have been discussing systems
or techniques by which aircraft study the

earth that do not produce direct images of

the terrain below. But the earth is studied

from the air by many different instruments-

that also make specialized—and strangely

beautiful— images. For example, the

health of trees and crops can be studied by

aerial photographs in color or in infrared.

Traces of certain elements in the soil favor

or disfavor the vigor of some plants. Color

and infrared aerial photographs can sensi-

tively show deficiencies of chlorophyll. By
the same infrared images, one can fly over

a forest and identify, in accurate detail,

stands of deciduous trees and evergreen

trees, and can recognize healthy trees ver-

sus diseased trees.

For all its proven effectiveness, however
aerial photography in visible light or even

by infrared light does have serious limita-

tions. Each picture varies wiih cloud cover

and the angle of the sun. Perspective dis-

torts the appearance of an object in relief.

Places habitually covered by thick clouds,

such as rain forests and mountaintops.

cannot be mapped by typical aerial pho-

tography at all. Even when the air is clear, at

the wavelengths of visible light and infrared

radiation, the atmosphere absorbs a signif-

icant amoun; of ran ation; when the weath-

er is cloudy or rainy, the performance of

aerial cameras is seriously impaired.

Moreover, as the sun rises, the appearance
of the landscape changes—and some-
times the appearance of the same terrain

taken under different lighting conditions

can be totally "different. Thus satisfactory

conditions for traditional aerial photogra-

phy occur, at best, only a few hours a day
for a few days of the year. Photographing
entire countries in a single program for

consistent maps is almost impossible.

These disadvantages are overcome,
and a number of special advantages are

gained, by employing an imaging radar

system known as "side-looking airborne

radar."

In side-looking airborne radar, a radar

anfenna is mounted on the belly of an air-

craft and aimed to the side. The antenna

directs pulses of microwave radiation in a

narrow fan-shaped beam at right angles to

the flight path of the aircraft. As each pulse

impinges on the terrain below, it is scat-

tered, and a portion of it is reflected back to

the aircraft. There it is received by the same
antenna and sent to a sensitive radio re-

ceiver. In the receiver a signal is created,

the strength of which depends on the

strength of the microwave energy received

at each instant. That signal controls the

brightness of a moving spot of light on a

cathode-ray tube (tv screen), which is re-

corded on a moving strip of photographic

film. The result. ng irrage shows the terrain

in striking detail and high relief. Because
microwaves are scarcely affected by the

atmosphere or the weather, side-looking

airborne radar can form images of the

ground even through clouds; in addition,

since radar systems provide their own il-

lumination, a side-looking airborne radar

system can map terrain even at night.

Side-looking airborne radar was first de-

veloped for military reconnaissance. Today

the most advanced side-looking airborne

radar systems are carried in modified jet

transport airplanes at heights of 12,000
meters or so and can form images of terrain

swaths. 40 kilometers wide starting 20
kilometers to the side of the airplane's flight

path. The flight path, and all the orienting

and metering equipment aboard the air-

plane, are controlled by a computerized
inertial navigator that does not require- vi-

sual reference to the ground; thus entire

provinces such as the rain forests of Brazil

have been mapped without the airplane

pilot's once seeing the area surveyed!

With this exotic technique, all of Brazil

and Venezuela have been imaged, at a

peak rate of one million square kilometers

per month. Once imaged by side-looking

airborne radar, these and other areas can
be surveyed by the other techniques de-
scribed here. So the applications of all

forms of aerial survey in the search for ores

and pefroleum will continue to expand.

probably eventually to play a decisive role

in every mineral find of importance in the

years to come. DO
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S'i'an Allen aloll in Gossamer
Albatross. Lighter yel

stronger than original Condor,

Albatioss lets Allen pedal
in upright position. Opposite:

Allen ilelt) with Gos-
samer designer Paul MacCready.

MAN
POWERED
FLIGHT

This spring, for $170,000, a

man will try to bicycle

across the English Channel.

BY SCOT MORRIS

The largesl cash prize m aviation his-

tory— over $170,000—has been
offered for the firsl successful
human-powered flight across the

English Channel
Henry Kremer. a British industrialist who

last year paid out $86,000 to the owner of

Gossamer Condor—the first airplane to fly

a rigorous, precisely defined pattern using

only human muscles for power— is again

putting up the money.

Condor's owner/designer Paul Mac-
Cready thinks that the new Kremer Prize is

as good as won The Caltech aerody-
namics Ph.D. and president of AeroViron-

ment. Inc., has already built a new airplane

that, he says, could fly across Ihe Channel
today if it weren't for the horrible weather
conditions there this time of year. Mac-



Cready is waiting for spring, but Bryan Al-

len, the young pilot who flew Condor into

aviation history, has already begun strenu-

ous daily training. They both know that in

May, the average temperature of the Eng-
lish Channel is 46°F (S°C). "I hate the cold

,

"

says Allen, of Bakersfield, California, "but I

expect I'll probably have to get dunked at

least once before I make it all the way."

There will be at least two boats along , and if

something goes wrong, "they may even be
able to catch the wreckage as it falls," says
Allen. "Hopefully, then, maybe I'll be in the
water for only a few seconds. A minute
would be an eternity."

Paul MacCready emphasizes that "We
want the pilot to be protected from the cold

water if he dumps in but still not be encum-
bered by a lot of extra gear while he's trying

to pedal the thing " Protection will come in

the form of boats and two-way radios, not
from extra clothing.

Can the airplane itself survive a water
landing? "That's a philosophical and eco-
nomic question," MacCready says, "There

are different ways to design such a plane.

You may want to put a lot of effort into what

to do when you have to land in the water.

You could make the plane so that it would
survive Ihe water landing, but by doing so

you would make it heavier and less effi-

cient, almost assuring a water landing Or
you could design it from another approach
and ignore the water landing. Just tell the

pilot there are sharks in the water down
there and that he'd belter not go in, and
focus every bit of attention on making sure

he doesn't land in the water In that case,

we may have to make two or three or four

planes and figure they're expendable."
MacCready worked on only one model of

the Gossamer Condor, but he is building

several versions of his new plane—and
under tightened security. After all, when he
was working on the Gossamer Condor, few
people in the country had even heard of

human-powered airplanes, so there was lit-

tle chance that someone might copy the
idea and beat him to the punch. Then the
Gossamer" Condor became famous, its in-

novative design and construction materials

a matter of public record. Magazines from
National Geographic to Mewswee/t !o
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Sports Illustrated did feature stories on it,

and if that wasn't enough publicity, the

airplane itself is on view for all to see, hang-

ing in the lobby of the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington, D.C.,

alongside such other pioneer flying ma-
chines as the X-15. The Spirit ol St. Louis.

and the Wright brothers' Flyer.

Anyone with the resources—about

S2000 in raw materials and 500-plus man-
hours of labor—could build a replica of the

Gossamer Condor today. Conceivably, with

a few improvements and a little luck, he
might even beat MacCready to the Kremer
Prize money

- MacCready thinks this is unlikely, but he

is understandably cautious not to divulge

too much about how his new airplane dif-

fers from the old. The new craft has the

working name of Gossamer Albatross , and

unless a sponsor is found who prefers

another name. Gossamer Albatross it is.

How does Albatross differ trom Condor?
We have been able to find out these facts:

• The Condor's wing was one 29-meter- (90
ft.] long piece, but it would be impossible to

ship such a structure to England, let alone

to find hangar space for it anywhere near

Dover, the takeoff point. So the wing of the

Albatross is in four 7.2-meter (22 ft.) sec-
tions that will be fitted together with tape
and glue just before the flight begins.

• The Albatross is stronger and lighter,

weighing in at just 25 kilograms (51 lbs.).

Additional instruments required for the
pilot's safety on this flight, and not carried

on the Condor, including an altimeter, a

variometer (which signals instantaneous

changes in rate of climb or descent), a

compass, and two-way radio gear (a head-
set and transmitter with voice-operated

mike) will add one or two kilograms, but the

Albatross will sfill be considerably lighter

than its overweight predecessor.
• To the casual observer the biggest differ-

Aoove. MacCready and crew work in relative

secrecy on the wing ol one ol his new craft.

MacCready. the lirst American ever to win the

International Soaring championship, was in-

spired to Ouild Ihe Condor alter daydreaming
about hang gliders. At right, Bryan Allen floats

over the city on Gossamer wings.

• The Condor is

the world's slowest plane.

MacCready can

jog along and shout up
instructions. 9



• Anyone with $2000
and 500 man-hours of labor

can build a Condor.

But MacCready is confident

the prize will be his3

• ence is that whereas the pilot lay on his

back, pedaling feet-first, in the Condor: he
sits almost vertically in the Albatross. It was
Bryan Allen's belief that he got more power
out of his legs in the upright position, and
some informal tests on an ergometer sug-
gested he might be right, So his cockpit

pod is taller, leaner, The fuselage is still

streamlined, but with its thickest part

forward—where Allen's shoulders are— it

may be a more efficient airfoil than Its

Condor counterpart.

• A closer look reveals that the heart of the

difference lies in new construction materi-

als (in place of aluminum, for example.
MacCready now uses carbon-filament tub-
ing, which is stronger, lighter, and much
harder to come by-—he makes it himself).

The wing is slimmer, sleeker, with more
struts, and put together more carefully so
that its contour more accurately fits the

computer design of what it is supposed lo

took like.

• All of this makes the wing a much more
efficient airfoil. Although no one gives out

exact numbers, Allen says that Albatross

can be flown with barely half the power
required to push Condor, "it's much easier

to fly," says MacCready. "I can tell the mo-

MacCready (left) uses an iron to mold the thin

plastic film over the wing info the proper
aerodynamic shape. His tirst craft's structure

was made ot aluminum. The Albatross is made
ofcarbon-lilament tubing. Above, bike racer and
pilot Allen sits in Albatross cocKpi! He feels up-

right position gives him more power.

merit I start pedaling— it's a completely dif-

ferent aircraft. You just get in , , , and fly it."

The Gossamer Condor itself was an in-

credibly docile behemoth, While it took the

legs of a cyclist to power it around a turn,

anyone in moderately good shape could fly

it straight.

On August 23, 1977, Paul MacCready
watched as Bryan Allen strapped his feet

into the pedals of the Condor and flew it

through a left turn and a right turn, around
pylons a half-mile apart, remaining over ten

leet off the ground at the start of the flight

and at the end, about eight minutes later.

All of a sudden the Kremer contest was
over. In southern California, on a crop-
duster airstrip near Bakersfield, a confi-

dent, visionary man took all the marbles
just 11 months after building his first test

model,

Around the world many sophisticated re-

search teams had taken up the quest,

building nearly 20 different craft that actu-

ally flew—for a few seconds, at least. In

January 1977, the best human-powered
aircraft ever was built by a group of

aeronautics students at Nihon University, in

Tokyo, working under Dr. Kimura, who had
helped to design the Japanese Zero of

World War II. Their plane, the Stork, made
of balsa and rice paper, was the latest in a

long line of human- powered planes that

Kimura's classes had been building over

the past decade. A tiny human dynamo
weighing less than 45 kilograms (100 lbs.)

had pedaled the Stork over a mile in a

straight line, easily the longest human-

powered flight in history TheSforA couldn't

make turns very well, but the Japanese
were working on the problem, and it looked

like in a year or two Kremer's money would
be paid off in yen,

But nobody counted on Paul MacCready.
In the summer of 1976, MacCready was on
vacation, daydreaming about powered
hang gliders. A high-performance hang
glider, he knew, could stay aloft with just a
one-horsepower engine. He reasoned that

if the size of the glider was increased three

times with no increase in weight, it would

require only one third horsepower for level

flight. That was within the capabilities of

any good athlete. After scribbling a few

calculations, MacCready realized that he
could build such a machine and that with it,

he could win the elusive Kremer Prize.

With mostly volunteer help from col-

leagues. MacCready then built one of the

strangest machines ever to take to the

air—the Gossamer Condor. Its design,

coincidentally. paralleled the Wright
Flyer—a push-propeller, a large wing in the

middle, and a small stabilizer wing out

front—but whereas the Flyer had two of

everything, the Gossamer Condor got by
with only one. MacCready's machine had a

wingspan of 29 meters (90 ft.), about the

same as a Douglas DC-9. yet the entire

vehicle weighed just 32 kilograms (70 lbs.).

Bryan Allen, the cyclist who powered and
piloted it, weighed 62 kilograms (137 lbs.).

It was made of thin plastic film, aluminum
tubing, balsa wood, piano wire, nylon cord.

Styrofoam sheet, corrugated cardboard,

and racing-bicycle parts, including an ul-

tralight chain made of plastic beads strung

on wires that transmitted the power from

Allen's legs to the 3.6-meter twin-bladed

propeller.

The Gossamer Condor scored several

aeronautic firsts:

• It was the first human-powered aircrafUo

stay up tor more than five minutes and the

first to successfully make 180-degree
turns,

• With a cruising speed of less than 16 kph,

lazy enough to allow the designer to jog

along below shoufing instructions up to the

pilot, the Gossamer Condor is the world's

slowes! airplane.

When Henry Kremer offered his £50,000.

it was the largest prize in aviation history

(surpassing, for example, the $25,000 Or-

teig Prize won by Charles Lindbergh for the

first solo flight across the Atlantic). Kre-
mer's money was worth somewhat less last

year than when he offered it, but it still

CONTINUED ON PAGE 141
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conjugations of Portuguese irregular

verbs, wishing thai somehow he could go

back and undo [he moment when he

agreed to speak to the old man who had

unfolded all the plans to assassinate An-

dreyevitch. "Now I must trust you," said the

old man. "Temos que confiar no senhof

americano. You love liberty, ne?"

Love liberty? Who knew anymore? What

was liberty? Being free to make a buck?

The Russians had been smart enough to

know that if they let Americans make
money, they really didn't give a damn
which language the government was
speaking. And, in fact, the government

spoke English anyway.

The propaganda that they had been

feeding him wasn't funny. It was too true.

The United States had never been so

peaceful. It was more prosperous than it

had been since the Vietnam War boom 30

years before. And the lazy, complacent

American people were going about busi-

ness as usual, as if pictures of Lenin on

buildings and billboards were just what

they had always wanted.

I was no different, he reminded himself. I

sent in my work application, complete with

oath of allegiance. I accepted it meekly

when they opted me out for a tutorial with a

high Party official. I
even taught his dam-

nable little children for three years in Rio.

When I should have been writing plays.

But what do I write about? Why not a

comedy

—

The Yankee and the Commis-

sar, a load of laughs about a woman com-

missar who marries an American blue

blood who manufactures typewriters.

There are no women commissars, of

course, but one must maintain the illusion

of a free and equal society.

"Bruce, my dear," says the commissar in

a thick but sexy Russian accent, "your

typewriter company is suspiciously close

to making a profit."

"And if it were running at a loss, you'd

turn me in, yes, my little noodle?" (Riotous

laughs from the Russians in the audience;

the Americans are not amused, but then,

they speak English fluently and don't need

broad humor. Besides, the reviews are all

approved by the Party, so we don't have to

worry about the critics. Keep the Russians

happy, and screw the American audi-

ence.) Dialogue continues:

"All for the sake of Mother Russia."

"Screw Mother Russia."

"Please do," says Natasha. "Regard me
as her personal incarnation."

Oh, but the Russians do love onstage

sex. Forbidden in Russia, of course, but

Americans are supposed to be decadent.

I might as well have been a ride designer

for Disneyland, Jerry thought. Might as well

have written shtick for vaudeville. Might as

well go stick my head in an oven. But with

my luck, it would be electric.

He may have slept. He wasn't sure. But

the door opened, and he opened his eyes

with no memory of having heard footsteps

approach. The calm before the storm: and

now, the storm.

The soldiers were young, but unSlavic.

Slavish, but definitely American. Slaves to

the Slavs. Put that in a protest poem some-

time, he decided, if only there were some-
one who wanted to read a protest poem.

The young American soldiers (But the

uniforms were wrong. I'm not old enough to

remember the old ones, but these are not

made for American bodies) escorted him

down corridors, up stairs, through doors,

until they were outside and they put him

into a heavily armored van, Whal did they

think, he was part of a conspiracy and his

fellows would come to save him? Didn't

they know that a man in his position would

have no friends by now?
Jerry had seen it at Yale. Dr. Swick had

been very popular. Best damn professor in

the department. He could take the worst

drivel and turn it into a play, take terrible

actors and make them look good, take

apathetic audiences and make them, of all

things, enthusiastic and hopeful. And then

one day the police had broken into his

^Gerald Nathan Crove,

the court finds you guilty of

murder and treason against the

United States . . . and

'its ally, the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.

Do you have anything to say

before sentence . . . ?9

home and found Swick with four actors put-

ting on a play for a group of maybe a score

of friends. What was it—Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf? Jerry remembered. A sad

script. A despairing script. But a sharp one,

nonetheless, one that showed despair as

being an ugly, destructive thing, one that

showed lies as suicide, one that, in short,

made the audience feel that, by God,

something was wrong with their lives, that

the peace was illusion, that the prosperity

was a fraud, that America's ambitions had

been cut off and that so much that was

good and proud was still undone

—

And Jerry realized that he was weeping.

The soldiers sitting across from him in the

armored van were looking away. Jerry

dried his eyes.

As soon as news got out that Swick was

arrested, he was suddenly unknown. Ev-

eryone who had letters or memos or even

class papers that bore his name destroyed

them. His name disappeared from address

books. His classes were empty as no one

showed up. No one even hoping for a sub-

stitute, for the university suddenly had no

record that there had ever been such a

class, ever been such a professor. His

house had gone up for sale, his wife had

moved, and no one said good-bye. And
then, more than a year later, the CBS news

(which always showed official trials then)

had shown ten minutes of Swick weeping
and saying, "Nothing has ever been better

for America than Communism. It was just a

foolish, immature desire to prove myself by

thumbing my nose at authority. It meant

nothing. I was wrong. The government's

been kinder to me than I deserve." And so

on. The words were silly. But as Jerry had

sat, watching, he had been utterly con-

vinced. However meaningless the words

were, Swick's face was meaningful: he was
utterly sincere.

The van stopped, and the doors in the

back opened just as Jerry remembered
that he had burned his copy of Swick's

manual on playwhting. Burned it, but not

until he had copied down all the major

ideas. Whether Swick knew it or not, he had

left something behind. But what will I leave

behind? Jerry wondered. Two Russian

children who now speak fluent English and

whose father was blown up in their front

yard right in front of them, his blood spatter-

ing their faces, because Jerry had ne-

glected to warn him? What a legacy.

Foramoment he was ashamed. A life is a

life, no matter whose or how lived.

Then he remembered the night when
Peter Andreyevitch (no—Anderson. Pre-

tending to be American is fashionable

nowadays, so long as everyone can tell at a

glance that you're reaiiy Russian) had

drunkenly sent for Jerry and demanded, as

Jerry's employer (i.e., owner), that Jerry

recite his poems to the"guests al the party.

Jerry had tried to laugh it off, but Peter was
not that drunk: he insisted, and Jerry went

upstairs and got his poems and came
down and read them to a group of men who
could not understand the poems, to a

group of women who understood them and

were merely amused. Little Andre said af-

terward, "The poems were good, Jerry,"

but Jerry felt like a virgin who had been

raped and then given atwo-dollar tip by the

rapist.

In fact. Peter had given him a bonus. And
Jerry had spent it.

Charlie Ridge, jerry's defense attorney,

met him just inside the doors of the court-

house. "Jerry, old boy, looks like you're

taking all this pretty well. Haven't even lost

any weight."

"On a diet of pure starch, I've had to run

around my cell all day just to stay thin."

Laughter. Ha ho, what a fun time we're,

having. What jovial people we are.

"Listen, Jerry, you've got to do this right,

you know. They have audience response

measurements. They can judge how sin-

cere you seem. You've got to really mean
it."

"Wasn't there once a time when defense

attorneys tried to gettheir clients off?" Jerry

asked.

"Jerry, that kind of attitude isn't going to

get you anywhere. These aren't the good

old days when you could get off on a tech-



THE WINDS
OF KITTY HAWK

Broadcast exactly 75 years
after the Wrights'

first flight, this new television

special recaptures

those dizzying moments aloft.

The competition to master the art of fly-

ing began to heal up at the turn ol the

century. It drew in such luminaries as

Alexander Graham Bell, noted for his

1 876 invention of the telephone, who built

and tested a tetrahedral kite' system. But

the leaders in Ihe race tor heavier-than-air

flight, and the eventual winners, were the

Wright brothers of Daylon. Ohio.

On December 17. 1903, on thewindy

beach at Kitty Hawk. North Carolina, the

two brothers, Orville and Wilbur, flew a

heavier-lhan-air Hying machine for the

first time in human history.

On December 17, 1978. on your local

television screen, you will be able to

see re-created that fateful day when the

Wright brothers finally conquered gravity,

in the ITT presentation, "The Winds
of Kitty Hawk."

Full-scale flying replicas of the original

Wright brothers' tlyers and gliders were

constructed and filmed in flight for this

two-hour original leleplay.

Michael Moriarty plays Wilbur Wright

and David Huffman plays Orville. But the

real star of "The Winds of Kitty Hawk" is

the location: Pismo Beach near San Luis

Obispo, California.

When the Wright brothers were first

planning their attempls at powered flight

they knew they would have to rely on the

power of [he wind if Ihey were ever to

leave the ground. They wrote to the

United States Geological Service ask-

ing for locations with flat, open spaces
and consistent winds of high velocity.

The Geological Service recommended
foursites.

From these four sites Orville and Wilbur

chose Kitty Hawk. II seemed that the con-

stant winds sweeping the area al over 40

kph (25 mph) and the long stretches of

sand dunes provided them with the best

possible environment for their flying ex-

periments. Other aspiring flyers of the

time were working on the assumption that

a catapult, or some similar device, would

be necessary to gel a flying machine into

the air. The Wright brothers hoped lhat a
strong wind and open spaces would be
their best allies.

In choosing the location for the televi-

sion special, the producers wanted to du
plicate the Wright brothers' conditions

as accurately as possible. Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina, is now so built up that if

wouldn't look at ail the way thai it did in

1 903. Pismo Beach proved a perfect

locale.

The title "The Winds of Kitty Hawk"
turned out to be far more appropriate

than anyone had imagined. Location film'

ing at Pismo Beach was so wind-swept

fhat all cameras used had to be
pletely disassembled, cleaned, and reas-

sembled at the end of each day. Every

still camera on the set broke down
at'least once during the course of

production.

There was no way to escape the wind.

Members of the crew became anony-
s because everyone had to

with faces hidden behind goggles and
scarves and wool hats pulled down, Ac-
tors would run for cover after each shot
was compleled, seeking refuge in cars

In choosing a location for the tv special, the producers wanted to duplicate the Wright brothers

ideals as accurately as possible. Pismo Beach came closest to Kitty Hawk as it was in 1903.

Pianes and gliders used in the filming w
During the shooting, Michael Moriarty w

s fragile, difficult to handle under the best conditions.
: 'flying' a replica whose wing snapped in the wind.

and station wagons on site. Months after

the completion of the filming, sand is still

in most of the equipment With the excep-
tion of one crew member, who recalled a
worse shoot one winter in Alaska, every-
one involved with the production agreed
that this was the mosi difficult location

filming fhey had ever experienced.
The planes and gliders used in the film-

ing were fragile, difftcull to handle even
under the best conditions, During the
Pismo Beach shoot there were unbeliev-
able problems. The flying machines had
to be staked to the ground, weighted, and
then tethered to prevent them from disap-
pearing instantly over the dunes The
winds whipped at them and tipped Ihem
over on guide wires and dragged them to

the ground. In one scene, Moriarty was
practicafly carried off by a wing, which
was then snapped in half like a match-
stick by the wind. If it looks like the
real thing on television, that's because it

really is.

During iwo days of fhe filming, a
reporter from the Virginia Pilot, the first

paper to bring news of the original Wright
brothers' flight, came out lo San Luis
Obispo. He agreed with the cast and
crew that Pismo Beach is closer than the
urban Kitty Hawk of loday lo the Kitty

Hawk of 1903.

The plane used in filming was con-
structed by a young couple, Tom and
Nancy Valentine. Four years ago. they
had started working on if in their small
apartment where they continued until size

required them to move the construction to

a hangar. When filming began, the pilots

had had no experience with the Valentine
replica planes and gliders. But, nonethe-
less, shooting of the flying sequences
was completed in one week.
On Sunday night, the 1 7th of Decem-

ber.the video re-creation of that first

Wright brothers flight, the blowing winds

and swirling sands, should very well

transport us all back in time to experience
the launching of the ultimate science fic-

tion story: man flies!

The producers and sponsors have
painstakingly preserved the authenticity

of that magic moment at Kitty Hawk. OO
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both hands and try to let go ot both ends at

the same time. You can't do it. It's going to

shoot off this way or that. So we devised a

single hold using abomb release, which we

installed under the belly ot the Los

Angeles. They put it right over where the

cockpit was to be. They had made a hatch

so I could transfer from the airship to the

Prufling while we were airborne.

Omni: And the whole thing was just a pub-

licity stunt?

Barnaby: Not entirely. See, the landing of

one of these big airships was a drill all in

itself. When you went into an airship base,

there'd be a handling crew that would

come out, take your lines, and bring you in.

But suppose you had to make a landing

somewhere, for some reason or other,

where there wasn't a landing crew? Each

airship carried a landing officer whose job

it was, if they had to make a forced landing,

to parachute down at the nearest town and

to round up the police department, the fire

departmenl. the Boy Scouts, the chamber

of commerce, the Rotarians—any number

of people they could—and get them out

and train them to handle the airship when

she came in. Well, Moffett's idea was that

they could send a landing officer down in a

glider that could be released ten miles or so

before they got there and go down and land

at the airport. And he'd organize a landing

crew right away They wouldn't have to wait

for him to come down in some field. That

was the official reason he gave for it.

Omni: Dropping a glider from a dirigible— it

reminds me of the Space Shuttle test or the

V-15 rocket plane being dropped from the

B-52 bomber.

Barnaby: As a matter of fact, just before the

firsttestlaunchingsoftheX-15, 1 was being

interviewed on a radio program about en-

gineering in aviation. And when I
explained

how they were going to take the pilot up in

this thing with no motor and no propeller

and drop him as a glider, the announcer

said, "Ralph, do you mean they're going to

take this man up forty thousand feet in a

plane that's never been flown before, cut

him loose, and he's going to fly down?" And

I
said, "Yes." He said, "Gosh. I just can't

imagine such athing as that. Can you imag-

ine what it would leel like to be sitting in that

thing and listening to a countdown?" I said,

"Yes ... I can ... I don't have to imagine. I

can remember when I sat in the same posi-

tion under the belly of the LosAngeies" He

said, "What did you think about?" I said, "I

sat there thinking, 'What am I doing here?"'

Omni: What was it like that day?

Barnaby; They woke us up at five o'clock

that morning, January 31 ,
1930. God it was

cold and dark. It had been warm the day

before and ice had melted and frozen in the

tracks of the big door and they couldn't get

the airship out. They had to get torches,

and it took an hour to get the doors open.

Then they walked the ship out to the moor-
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ing mast, hooked it up and walked the

mooring mast well out into the'field. ran it

out on its track. Then- they brought the glid-

er out, hoisted it up, and hooked it to the

release. I rode in the control car of the air-

ship. We went down the coast to Atlantic

City and then back up the coast and came
back in at 3000 feet toward Lakehurst.

When we were fairly close, we rigged an

aluminum ladder from the hatch down into

'the glider's cockpit, and I
climbed down.

That to me was the scariest part. I n the cold

weather my hands were numb, and going

down that aluminum ladder I was wonder-

ing if there was any chance of the glider's

busting loose while I was getting into it.

When I was all set I had them bring up the

speed to forty knots. We were headed into

the wind towards the approach end of the

field because I intended to circle il on the

way down, The captain started a count-

down. He started with ten and at zero he

cut her loose. I dropped like a flash. I

wanted to be sure and get away from the

Q was never particularly in-

terested in engines.

The fewer engines a plane has

the more I like it.

That's why I like sailplanes.

After all, practically

all forced landings are due

to engine failure.^

airship because there were two big propel-

lers ahead of me and three behind me. I

wanted to get down quick. I leveled off

about fifty feet below the ship. From then on

down it was duck soup. Except ... the only

thing I was thinking of on the way down was

a cup of hot coffee.

Omni: Set any records on the way down?

Barnaby: The flight was only thirteen min-

utes. I
didn't try for any soaring records or

anything like that. The amusing part of it

was that when I dropped away from the Los

Angeles and became the great glider ex-

pert, my total glider time was aboui twen-

ty-five minutes. And I hadn't flown anything

in a year. I was busy pushing pencils

around in the Bureau. They said. "Don't you

want to take the glider out and do an auto

tow or something to make a test run on it?" I

said, "I don't know. I'm afraid I might crack it

up. If I'm at three thousand feet l ought to

be able to learn to fly it on the way down."

Omni: "Did you ever drop away from the

dirigible Akron in a powered airplane?

Barnaby: No. I never did.

Omni: I
know that the Akron was the largest

airship of its time and carried tive fighter

aircraft, and it seems to me that both you

and Admiral Moffett were involved in its

j
. Well. I never dropped away from

tie Akron, but in away I was involved in the

hr'r.il disaster . . .

Omni: When a hurricane-force storm

pushed it into the-ocean off the coast of

New Jersey in April 1933.

. Barnaby: That's right.

Omni: Only three-survivors from a crew of

seventy-six. What was your role in if

Barnaby: Very indirect. I was doing

sculpture at that time. I was working in the

Bureau ol Aoronai.lcs. and I
wanted io do

a bust of Admiral Moflett. who was due to

retire in six months. He had seen my work

and agreed. I told him he didn't have to

pose, that whenever he had an hour oi

reading to do I would come up and work.

He'd sit there reading reports or the morn-

ing paper and I'd put my calipers on his

head for various things. When you start a

piece of sculpture you establish basic

points on the bust and measure from there

to the tip of the nose and other places on

the head. Then one day I told him. "Well,

Admiral, as far as the likeness is con-

cerned, I consider this done. But I've got to

dress you up. put on your collar and your

shoulders, and finish that part. But that's

easy. Sometime when you're in uniform

—

we only had to be in uniform once a

month—if you could give me half an hour, I

could finish up the necktie and stuff like

that. But one thing. I'd like somebody else

to see it. So far. nobody but you and I have^

seen this thing. I'm not qualified to say

whether it looks like you, and I don't know if

you are eiiher I get to working on this thing

and after a while it gets to looking more like

you than you do. and then I
know there's

something wrong." So he said, "Well, how

about I
bring Mrs. Moflett in tomorrow?" So

she came in. looked it over, and said, "I

think it's lovely It's perfect. Don't change it.

Finish it up. It's perfect the way it is." So l

said. "Okay. I only need one more day to

finish up the shoulders." The following

Monday morning as I was coming in I ran

into Admiral Moffett in the hall, and he was

in uniform. And I said, "Oh. Admiral, how

about letting me put on the finishing

touches loday?" He said, "Barnaby, I can't

today There's a car waiting down in front to

take me to Lakehurst. I'm going out on the

Akron." He never came back. He drowned

that night. Out off Atlantic City.

Omni: And the bust?

Barnaby: I took a mirror and put on my own

uniform and finished the job. And had it

cast in bronze for Mrs. Moffett. I took it

down to the Naval Academy, where it's now

in a niche at one side of the entry door

there—a bust of which I'm very proud.

Omni: You knew General Billy Mitchell?

Barnaby: Billy Mitchell was a wonderful

man, a man of great vision. But a man with

very little patience. He was just imbued

with aviation and felt that it was the military

weapon, the coming military weapon. The

trouble was, things didn't move fast

enough for him. He had many attributes of a



great man. For instance, like many great

men—and I have known a number that I

would pi..l in ihat class—he had a. wonder-

ful memory. He seemed to never forget

someone he had mei arc talked to. I met
h.m aboa-c sh-p corning back from France

after World War I. I was just one small en-

sign, and he was there .•.ill"' his whole statf.

Eddie Rickenbacker was there, too. But

,vl"on I took my walk around thedeck.every

day generally he would hail me and say.

"Come on over and sit down, Barnaby" And
he'd talk to me about the Navy and about

aviation and what I planned to do. I told him

I was going to s:ay iri aviation and that I had
agreed to stay in the Navy for two years

after I got home, I didn't see him again until

almost a year later at a big aviation ball in

November 1919. Mitchell saw me and ad-

dressed me by name even though he had
seen me only lour days on' the boat coming
back and talked to me- maybe a total of

fifteen minutes or so. He said, "I see you're

still in the Navy." I said. "Yes, I've decided to

stay in." "That's fine." he said, and we
talked awhile. After that I saw htm Irani time

to time. I remember when they had the

Lampert Committee hearings and he tes-

tified. That's when he blew his stack and

made all he statements that upset every-

body and led to his court-martial.

Omni: In 1926. for insubordination.

Barnaby: Yes. Oi course, he did exagger-

ate in away He would say, "We now havean

,
airplane thai can climb to thirty thousand

feet, that can fly so many thousand miles

and carry so much load. ..." He led you to

believe that there was one airplane lhat

could do that. There wasn't. One could fly

the miles, but do nothing else. Another

could climb, and so on. He tramped on so

many toes. I think if there had been some-

one who could have held him in check he

would undoubtedly have been the first

chief ofthe.AirForce. I don't think there was
anyone else who could have touched him,

Omni: Well, the public favored his ideas—

his demands for an independent air force

separate- from the Army and Navy and his

encouragemen I
oi commercial aviation

And he had proved the effectiveness of

airpower in those 1921 tests in which his

bombers sunk three "unsmkable" Ger' a-i

battleships. I
remember lhat many be-

lieved the real purpose behind his convic-

tion was to silence him for daring to attack

our outmoded military concepts.

Barnaby; I was very fond of him. I
felt very

bad about it.

Omni: How well did you know Admiral

Richard Byrd? You helped fit Out the plane

he took on his first arciic cxped-iion?

Barnaby: He took only an amphibian, you

now. We I lied -hat out. I met Byrd in Wasb-
~:iiou and worked wiihTiim on getting the

equipment together,

Omni: How did you like him?

Barnaby: Ah. . . I never got to know him very

well. I always thought he was kind of a

stuffed shirt.

Omni: And what about Charles Lindbergh?

Barnaby: We met on various occasions. I

Ihr-k. finally. I met him enough ; mos so thai

when I would run into him he knew me by

name. But that's all. ! won I say I knew 'mm.

Omni: Amelia Earhart?

Barnaby; A wonderlul gal. She was an ex-

cellent pilot. Bright. A brilliant woman, She-

was a woman I could have been very Fond

of. She. Orville Wright a no i served duimg

the late Twenties and Thirties on a contest

board of the National Aeronaut t.s Associa-

tion. We all go! involved <n a conlroversy

over pilots who flew in an unsanctioned air

race sponsored by one oi the Chicago-

newspapers.
Omni: She. and navigator Fred Noonan dis-

appeared m the Pacric n 1937 They wore

on a 27,000-mile round-the-world trip—the

first such flight attempted close to the

equator— and were losl somewhere be-

tween New Guinea and Howland Island,

But recently there have been the rumors

that Franklin Roosevelt had really sent her

on a secret spy mission against the

Japanese. That her real target was a fly-

iBiliy Mitchell was a wonderful

man, a man of great

vision. But a man with very

little patience. He
tramped on so many toes. Held

in check he would

undoubtedly have been the first

chief of the Air Force

3

over oi the Marianas or somewhere and that

she was forced down on some Japanese
island.

Barnaby: I do not believe i I think she iust

went down. I've read the books on her and
listened to her voice on the radio transmis-

sions. First of all, they didn't have the

equipment they should have had. And I

don't think Noonan was a very good choice

for navigator. And there is so damn much-

ocean. Now. I've looked at the map, and to

go to Howland la-land .by way of the
Marianas, where they talked about her go-

ing, would have strained her fuel level to

practically zero. And I
don't think Mr.

Roosevelt would have asked her to do it. I

can't imagine that. With all the naval aircraft

and all tbe ships they had, why would he

ask her to do that? It just is unbelievable to

me. Well, lots of things presidents have

done are unbelievable to me. That she

would do it. realizing how close to the edge
it was I don't think so.

Omni: Let's talk about one of your most
recent exploits—your first prize in ihe-Sc.'-

entific American international Paper Air-

plane Contest.

Barnaby: Actually, that story began de-

cades ago. In 193-1 I was reading a British

gliding magazine, and I saw Ihey were

holding a paper arpsane conies;. So I

made one of my paper planes, put if in a

cigar box-- txed the oox up with cotton

pads to hold it in place—and sent it off. It

took second prize.

Omni: And what kind of plane did you de-

sign lor Scientific American in 1967?

Barnaby; It was identical to the one I sent to

England. Well, it was the same nesion -lot

the same paper a: 'plane. I got "rich o
-
' my

experience in these matters in the Twen-

ties, when I was slalioned at Wright Field.

The Army still had some iighier-thar-air of-

ficers out there, and in order to get their

ilight pay they had to fly in balloons. They

couldn't it-si go 'or an airplane rice So
once a month fhey would inflate a gas bal-

loon and three or four ollhem would go lor a

four-hour ".rip. The true* would ust follow-

along. When their time was Up; they would'

signal the truck mat they we re going to land

and the truck would pick them up. Well, I

had always wanted to "aKe a bafoor -
: .ghl

and they -always had extra roorr- So I used

to go out riding. And to while away the lime I

would grab a handfi.,. of paper and take it

along. I'd fold up paper airplanes and turn

them loose It's '"possible "o make one thai

will fly straight all the time. Ultimately, they'll

start circling. Well, as soon as it starts cir-

cling it's just the same as a balloon. II drifts

along with you. We usually flew at around

three thousand feet or so—nice, comfort-

able—we co.uld talk to people on the,

ground. Gosh knows how many flights I

made, how many paper airplanes l re-

leased.
I
never saw one land. They would

disappear from sight before they got down.

I watched some for twenty minutes, still

circling around down underneath. But it's a

lot of fun to watch them. Also, you develop

quitean eye lo; gelling rhe plane absolutely

symmetrical, the two rudders iust the sa""e

and everything.

Omni: Did you make paper airplanes as a

young boy?
Barnaby: Yes. in the summer o! 1908. My
father [a mechanical engineer] had just

opened a consulting engineering office

down on Broadway, near Wall Street. And
that summer I worked-Jor him as office boy.

It was a.one-man operation, and he was out

.

a great deal when he had jobs to do, And I

answered the telephone. I had plenty of

spare time, and I read the daily newspa-

pers. It was during that summer that we
began to hear about the Wrighl brothers.

Wilbur had gone to Europe to fly. Orville had
lakori the a rplsno down to demonstrate it

at Fort Meyer. So I read the newspapers
and anything I co.uld get on aviation be-

cause the bug bit me immediately. That

was also the beginning of my paper
airplane work. I had an unlimited supply of

eight-and-a-half-by-eleveh-in.ch business

paper my -alhef's stationery, that
I
could

use to fold up. I began with the conven-

tional dart and then started developing

others. But what developed principally was
my desire to get into aviation. Up to that
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time I had been headed inward an art ca-

reer

Omni: What formal art training have you

had?

Barnaby: During Ihe years 1907 and 1908 I

was an even' rig class ssudent at the Art

Students League in New York City. I was in

the antiques class, where you worked with

charcoal, copynq GreeK sculptures.

Omni: You yourself sculpted the large

bronze commemorative plaque of the

Wright brothers erected at Kitty Hawk and

dedicated on the sixtieth anniversary of

their flight in 1963. When you made that

plaque, what did you work from since Or-

ville was no longer alive and Wilbur was

long gone?
Barnaby. Well, lots of photographs. I'll

never forget the dedication in- December.

The general topic of conversation that day

at Kitty Hawk was "Why did they have to

pick December 17?" It was bitter cold. The

temperature was around twenty. I think.

And a raw wind was coming in off the

ocean.

Omni: Now that you've seen the entire

panorama of seventy-five years of- flight.

whatisyour reaction to the Space Shuttle?

Barnaby: Well. I
think if there's ever going to

be any traffic back and forth into space

—

especially travel between space capsules

or space workshops or things of that

kind—you have to have a reusable shuttle. I

wouldn't venture to say anything about in-

terplanetary space travel, but it seems to

me that you can't wash the baby down with

the bath water every time you want to go

somewhere. It is just too costly, regardless

of how much wealth we have. But ... I admit

that my insight into the future has never

been too good. I can't see; that far.

Omni: When you say you "can't see that

fat" you're speaking literally, aren't you?

Barnaby: I've had some trouble with eye

charts in my time, yes,

Omni: So much so that despite having built

and flown your own glider at the age of

sixteen the Navy held off giving you your

wings for many, many years.

Barnaby: Yeah. And in facl I almost didn't

get in the Navy at all ,
thanks to the physical

.

Omni: That was in 1917?

Barnaby. Right. I had applied to Ihe U.S.

Naval Reserve Flying Corps. I was told to

report to the Brooklyn Navy Yard for physi-

cal examination and induction. I went in to

see the medical officer, and it was the same
old routine: "Take off your clothes. Stand

over there on the scale." I
weighed a

hundred twenty-six pounds. "That's un-

derweight. One hundred thirty is the

minimum. How tall are you?" This thing

slides down on my head, "Five feet four and

a quarter. You're under height, five feet six.

Stand over there and read the eye chart." I

couldn't read it. "Out." So I
walked out and

went away Aboul three weeks later I got a

letter from the Navy, bureau of navigation,

saying, "Your request for waiver of your

physical defect has been accepted. Re-

wlfcqw^

"/see you are a family, man, Mr. Wilkins."

port to the Brooklyn Navy Yard for induc-

lion." I hadn't requested any waiver. I

thought when they said they didn't want me
they meant It. So I went back over to the

Brooklyn Navy Yard with my letter and

slapped it down on the chief's desk, and he

looked at it and said, "Take it into the doc-

tor" I went into the doctor: he read the letter

and said. "Just what was your physical de-

fect?" I said. "Damned if I
know," I

wasn't

going to give him any information. He said,

"Well, there's no need of my giving you an

examination. Whatever it is, it's waived.

Hold up your right hand." And I
was in the

Navy

Omni: But you were still denied your Navy

wings for years because ol your eyesight.

Barnaby: Yeah. I had one eye that was
twenty-eighteen: the other was twenty-

thirty. You had to be twenty-twenty Even so,

I was flying all the time as copilot, espe-

cially during the 1930s. Back in those days,

in order to get flight pay, a military pilot had

topilotfour hours a month, And if there were

two aviators in the plane they had to split

the time. You would get two hours; I would

get two hours. Well, not having my wings. I

was very much wanted as a copilot be-

cause I could do my share of the flying, but

the other guy would get all the flight time.

After a lot of flight tinfe—hundreds of

hours, I would say— I
finally ialked the Ad-

miral into at least giving me flight pay. But

still no wings. Later. Commander Jimmy

Schumacher at Pensacola [Florida] invited

me down to teach a glider course, with the
k

chance that I might be able to wangle my-

self wings at the same time. So I
went down

and ran the glider school on weekends. At

first we just trained instructors. But then I

started doing a lot of glider flying myself,

and anytime there was an a r snow, I always

put on a glider exhibition. I'd go up to three

thousand feet, do a few loops and spins,

and come in and make a spot landing, I'd

taxi right up, park the glider right in the

line—in the row of other airplanes there. As

soon as I'd get out I'd go over and say to the

doctor. "Goddamn it, you know I can fly You

see me flying every day." And he'd always

say. "The rules say you have to have

twenty-twenty eyes."

Omni: So how did you gel your wings?

Barnaby: TonsiHit
:

s. I came down with a bad

case. The doctor look a look al me and

said. "Barnaby, I'll tell you what I'll do. You

el mo :ake your tonsils out, and I'll write the

waiver on your eyes." I
said, "Sold!" So I

had my tonsils out. That's how I got my
.

wings. I was over forty-four years old when 1

started flight training.

Omni: One final question. If given the chance,

would you like to fly on the Space Shuttle?

Barnaby: I would like to be, say. filty years

younger and do it. Yes. No. I don't know.

Was it Oliver Wendell Holmes who in his last

years, when a young lady walked by. said.

"Oh. to be eighty again!"? I would want to

be a little less than that, when you talk

about these Space Shuttles. I think maybe I

ought to be thirty again. But right now . . .

I've done enough. DO
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Editor's note: Parapsychology has always been attacked by naysayers in tweedjackets and lab coats who etdl.it names' like

"soft science" and "cargo cult." (A cargo cult is any scientific endeavor with a grab bag ofdifferent types ofresearch. Para-

psychology, which studies everythingfrom kauntingsto brain waves, qualifiesfor the insuk. So do anthropology, sociology,

and marketing.)

Because of this, it's especially importantforparapsychology to look like a science. And as in any other science, this means

parapsychoiogists must do rigorous research and—even more important—they must publish the results ofthat research. To

help thisfledgling science along, we present thefollowing paper, one ofthe most elegant examples ofparapsychological re-

search we've encountered:

PSI Burn:A Studyof Physiological Deterioration

inP^rapsychological Experimentation

BYA.PAULSTONEFINCH, O.D.*
Spaad Man Center, Institutefor Soft Seitnti

Coil Springs, N.C.

ABSTRACT: Anecdotal accounts suggest that the use of psychic powers is often

accompanied by unpleasant and sometimes fatal side effects for the practitioners.

In (his series of exploratory experiments, subjects were found to suffer varying de-

grees of physical pathology as a result of psi experimentation. This has some im-

portant implications for parapsychological research.

INTRODUCTION

Since its beginnings, parapsychology has been troubled

by the "decline effect"—the gradual collapse in perform-

ance of psychic tasks by talented subjects. Many researchers

have been driven to chemical intoxicants by unusually

gifted subjects who produced results that drifted, with mo-

notonous predictability, to eventual insignificance. Parapsy-

choiogists have been quick to blame the decline effect on

some obscure "decline principle" (i.e. God) that must be out

to fudge good research. Unfortunately, few have been will-

ing to examine their subjects for medical problems. This

series ofexperiments is the first to examine the possibility

that the decline effect can be attributed to physical pathol-

ogy that is the direct result of psi experimentation.

The likelihood of this connection was considered by re-

searchers at the Spaced Man Center (SMC) after a routine

healing appeared to produce severe brain damage. These

experiments were designed to test the various ways physi-

cal damage might result from performance of psychic

RESEARCH PLAN

C.T. Tartrecommends what he calls a state-specific ap-

proach to psi experimentation.
1 Consistent with this recom-

mendation, a specific state, North Carolina, was chosen for

the experiment. While there are other more specific states,

North Carolina was the only state convenient to Coil

Springs, home of the Spaced Man Center.

li> prevent any out-of-body experiences (OBEs) that

might occur, standard fear-agents (FAs) were employed: a

talking bejr and two boa constrictors were kept in flimsy

cages near the subjects through all the experiments.

Four standard psi tasks were selected: ESP, healing, re-

mote viewing, and psychokinesis (PK). A fifth psi task, sur-

vival, wan also explored after one of the subjects expired

during an experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

ESP Card Guessing

Standard 10,000-card runs were used with four sub-

jects, all students at nearby South Virginia Wesleyan Acad-

emy and Institute for Bible Study.

A standard personality test ("What's your favorite kind

of dog?") and an intelligence test ("Name the ingredients

in a Big Mac. You have four seconds.") were administered

both before and after the entire run, for each subject.

Since each run would have taken several years in ordinary

time, the techniques of time-waste spazmography were

employed, with results matrixed and decoded using a

combination rotofork advance/false time analyser devel-

'

oped by James Davis of the Foundation for Research on
the Nature of Nature (FRNN).1 Using this procedure, it

was possible to end the experiments before they began,

thus assuring false results and violating the scientific

maxim which insists that any falsifiable hypothesis must

be provable under the right circumstances. So the experi-

ments were conducted during lunch break on Monday.

Healing

Two kinds of healing were employed: remote and
"laying-on-of-glands" (LOG). Two talented healers, "Sister

Mavis" Johnson and Unsingh Ramadumbuni performed

healings on eight subjects. Both healers practiced the two

healing techniques on two subjects apiece. For the remote

healings, the healer was driven blindfolded in an old

Dodge around the town of Dogbreath, North Carolina,

while the healee reclined in a hammock behind Jimmy's
Grill at the corner of 3rd and 4th streets in Siliva Falls,

200 miles away in the Virginia mountains. The hammock,

'A, Pant Stoneflnik il a paidonymfor David
advertising executive who lines in North Caroli

nally appeared in The Sun.

His article on Psi Burn



made entirely «t recording tape , was designed arid built

by |amrs Davis of the FRNN The hammock was stolen

c in these experiments.

Symptoms Before/A tie

hum the Davis resider

Remote Viewing

In this experiment, the subjects were locked in a rigidly

meaningless room, a local laundromat, for half an hour.

The remote view was provided by a new Random
Thought Generator (RTG) designed by Reginald Sopht

of the SMC staff.
3 According to Sopht, who developed the

device under a grant from the Parasitology Foundation,

the basic RTG "is like God, only smaller;" The Sopht RTG
can generate up to 78 completely different thoughts per

second (tps), exceeding the legal limit by 10. In this exper-

iment, the RTG was secluded in a laboratory across town,

where it pumped out thoughts at a rate of three permin-
ute. Subjects were asked to draw or describe anything

they thought might not severely offend the RTG.

Before After Significance

Healing Healing

warts boils p = .02

trench-head brain lesions p = .008

rabies leprosy p = .04

headache dead p=.000OI)()0(KK'i

tremors earthquakes p = .001)

scars disfiguration s p = .007

paralysis catatonia P =.or>

H ilu : .004

Psychokinesis (PK)

Subjects in the PK experiment were asked to influence

the behavior of ordinary dice in a run of 300 tosses. The
experimenter Was drugged and carefully blinded to pre-

vent manipulation of results. Four subjects were used. We
forget what else we did, but we got some results, so it

doesn't matter.

Medical Examination

AH subjects in each experiment were given complete

medical examinations before and after the experiments.

Records were made of EEG, EOG, EMG, BVD, LTD,
GOD, GTO, GSR, BO, Thought Pressure, Terminal Ve-

locity, Load Stress, arid DOA. P values were determined

by urinalysis.

RESULTS

ESP

:As expected, all subjects exhibited significant ESP hit-

ting for the first several cards (p = .0003). Two subjects

continued hitting for maybe 40 or 50 cards (p =

.00000000005). The other .two commenced insignificance

within the first 12 cards. In terms of somatic develop-

ments, the following declines were noteworthy: Three of

the subjects began to mumble after the 500th card- The
fourth held out until the 1 254th card, then became quite

emotional, demanding to play with the bear. One subject

became salivary after the 2006th card and stopped

breathing several times in the hours that followed. An-
other guessed valiantly, if reluctandy, through 4780 cards,

then ate the cards, every one. The third and fourth sub-

jects waited until the 1979th card, then beat the experi-

menter senseless.

Healing

Medical analyses conducted before and after each

healing session revealed important changes in patient

pathology, as the following chart demonstrates;

For Healees A, C.and H, radiographs indicated slight

left brain hemisphere shrinkage, accompanied by loss of

analytical ability and improved sense of humor. F.ach of

these subjects seemed quite pleased with their healing.

In the case of healeeD.an additional survival study was

initiated following the subject's sudden passing. The event

of the death indicated paranormal agency, as no standard

pathological causes could be found. At the time, Sister

Mavis was performing her usual layiug-on-of-gland heal-

ing procedure, attempting to cure Dof a headache, when
the left halfof D's head suddenly imploded.

Remote Viewing

As far as anything made sense, viewer responses were

time-matched to the Random Thought Generator's out-

put. Here are sortie sample responses to RTG targets:

&*
**. 'Hi!'. ""•

*M±*
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or to use an opposable thumb. The most dramatic PK re-

snhs were obtained with the fourth subject, who said. "I

Will now make the dice explode." He did. All that re-

mainedwas a fine white powder and 42 litde black dots.

Evidence of physical pathology was also Found with the

PK subjects. All four became gaunt and palsied during

the experiment. Two developed athlete's mouth. The
third started knitting booties for his pet rat. The fourth

developed an ingrown head.

DISCUSSION -

That the decline effect should be accompanied by phys-

ical deterioration should be of no surprise to the experi-

enced parapsychologist. Indeed, anecdotal reports tend

to indicate a high rate of behavioral pathology among tal-

ented subjects who volunteer for testing. This, of course,

is the weil-knoWn "flake effect" and may reveal a corre-

spondence between certain personality types, psi abilities,

and tendencies to go to hell under psi stress.

The results of this series point toward two possible

conclusions; (1) Something isn't going quite right here;

and (2) The practice of psychic abilities is downright

Whatever the legal or rational implications, further ex-

perimeiitau'on is absolutely necessary.

JbfuscaHqn in Routing Procedure!
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A Report on Mrs. V«ble s Smart Dog,"Jmrtwl ofDull

GLOSSARY

Psi—Anything parapsychology studies is lumped together as "psi

phenomena."-™:,!:: , - - .ig.OBEs.and

anything else chat catches the wandering fancy ofa parapsychologiial

Xenogloisy—Speaking in a language you have no business speaking,

or even knowing. Babbling coherently in another tongue, Responsh

jtenoginssy is doing this under hypnosis.

be confused withEMP (extra-mental perception), which is having

Opinions about things without intellectual assistance.

Significance—A slaiisdcal measure of reality. Nothing is ever quite

true in statistics, only probable. Ifsomediingin an experiment is

found likely, we call it significant and give it a numerical value. This

ofconfusing numbers and given levels of importance. Significance

Should not.be confused wiuYmeaning. And almostanything mean-
ingful cari't be ex| i

:
(1 just askedotirstaff statistics

experrif the above explanation was correct. He said, 'Probably.")

Healing—-This occurs when a person with an illness recovers with th

assistance of goo;! than medical artifice. Inparaps

chology, it occurs regardless of the patient's eventual condition.

OBE—An acronym for out-of-body experience. OBEs are vacarions

! (leshalong.

Remote Ffciotng— V . >neaky jort. Some people,

maybe most peoph ha • ugsthatarenuiie
:

object will often give

two to help out.

oraecountand
only bad luck. 1

iy' fains

, and wi

thing is considered a nit. There
rf.apparent misses, the viewer h
lewheie and wound up viewing

uencingthe behavior of reality i

.. ,. ,
...' :: .-.''. - :

:.

people after they die, despite the relative eonvenit

:al value, thesrientifieequival

mething is worth, probably. It

saying "maybe." A p value of .50 is 50-50.

half hkely. Significance is generally said to begin at the .05

5% likely. Meaning is always 100% unlikely. DO



DRAGON
where we were sitting. I got a lifting, bright

sensation of pleasure, and then I was out oi

the misty confusion, moving away among
the packed crowd,

I saw them on the stairway. They were
picking their way down it delicately.

I

thought they were deformed, but the funny
tight clothes gave them away. Offworlders,

here for the flying. That was the only reason
anybody came to Lex, We're still the only

place men can seriously fly longer than a
few minutes. Even so, our lack of machines
keeps most offworlders away; they like it

easy, everything done for them,
I watched

Ihem pick their way down the stairs, think-

ing that if the depression got worse,
offworlders would be. able to hire servants
here, even though it was illegal. It could
come fo that.

They were short as children but
heavyset, with narrow chests and skinny
limbs. Spindly people, unaugmented for

Lex oxy levels. But men like that had col-

onized here long ago, paying for it in re-

duced lifetimes. I felt as though I was
watching my own ancestors,

Lex shouldn't have any oxy at all, by the

usual rules of planeiary evolution. It's a
small planet, 0.21 Earth masses, a third

gee of gravity. Rules of thumb say we
shouldn't have any atmosphere to speak of.

But our sun, Beta, is a K-type star, redder
than Sol. Beta doesn't heat our upper at-

mosphere very much with ultraviolet, so we
retain gasses. Even then, Lex would be
airless except lor accidents of birth. It

started out with a dense cloak of gas, just

as Earth did. But dim old Beta didn't blow
the atmosphere away, and there wasn't
enough compressional heating by Lex it-

self to boil away the gasses. So they stuck

around, shrouding the planet, causing
faster erosion than on Earth. The winds
moved dust horizontally, exposing cruslal

rock. That upsel the isostatic balance in the

surface, and splil open faults. Volcanoes
poked up. They belched water and gas
onto the surface, keeping the atmosphere
dense. So Lex ended up with low gravity

and a thick atmosphere. Fine, except that

Beta's wan light also never pushed many
heavy elements out this far, so Lex is

metal-poor, Without iron and the rest you
can't build machines, and without technol-

ogy you're a backwater. You sell your tourist

attraction—flying—and hope for trm best.

One of the offworlders came up to me
and said, "You got any sparkers in this

place?"

I shook my head. Maybe he didn't know
that getting a sendup by. tying your frontal

lobes into an animal's is illegal here. Maybe
he didn't care. Ancestor or not, he just

I looked like a misshapen dwarf to me, and
I

walked away,

Evelaine was describing life in the flat-

lands when I got back. Leopold was rapt,I—™

Evelaine does lhat to people. She's natural

and straightforward, so she was telling him
right out that she wasn't much impressed
with city life. "Farmlands are quiet and rest-

ful. Everybody has a job," she murmured.
"You're right that getting around is

harder—but we can glide in the updrafts,

in summer. It's heaven."

"Speaking of the farmlands," I said, "an
old friend of mine came out here five years

ago. He wanted in on your operations."

"I was hiring like crazy five years ago.

What Was his name?"
"Lorn Kramer. Great pilot,"

Leopold shook his head. "Can't re-

member. He's not with me now anyway.
Maybe Rhiang got him."

Our drinks arrived. The steward was
bribable, though—Rhiang was right be-

hind him.

"You haven't answered my 'gram,"
Rhiang said directly to Leopold, ignoring

us, I guess he didn't figure I was worth any

6/ looked into the

Lair again. One of the Dragons
was prodding at the

other, making iow, whuffling

sounds. - . . The other

Dragon wheeled and headed
for the entrance . .

.

and I saw my chance3

"Didn't need to," Leopold said tersely.

"Sell out. I'll give you a good price."

Rhiang casually sank his massive flank on

our table edge. "You're getting too old."

Something flickered in Leopold's eyes;

he said nothing.

"Talkis," Rhiang went on mildly, "market's

falling."

"Maybe," Leopold said. "What you been
getting for a kilo?"

"Not saying."

"Tight lips and narrow minds go to-

gether."

Rhiang stood, his barrel chest bulging.

"You could use a little instruction in polite-

ness."

"From you?" Leopold chuckled. "You

paid off that patent clerk to release my
gene cbnfigs early. Was that polite?"

Rhiang shrugged. "That's the past. The
presenf reality is that there may be an over-

supply of thistleberries. Market isn't big

enough for two big operations like ours.

There's too much
—

"

"Too much of you, that's my problem. Lift

off, Rhiang."

To my surprise, he did. He nodded to me,

ignored Evelaine, and gave Leopold a look

of contempt. Then he was gone.

I heard ihem first. We were taking one of

the outside walks that corkscrew around
the Angis spire, gawking- at the phos-
phored streets below. A stone slide clat-

tered behind us. I saw two men duck be-

hind a jutting ledge. One of them had
something in his hand that glittered.

"You're jumpy, Drake," Evelaine said.

"Maybe." It occurred to me that if we went
over the edge of this spire, hundreds of

meters into the thorn scrabble below, it

would be very convenient for Rhiang. "Let's

move on."

Leopold glanced at me, then back at the

inky shadows. We strolled along the trail of

volcanic rock, part of the natural formation

that made the spire. Rough black pebbles
slipped underfoot, In the distant star-

flecked night, skylight called and boomed.
We passed under a phosphor At the next

turn Leopold looked back and said, "I saw
one of them, Rhiang's right-hand man."

We hurried away. I wished for a pair of

wings to get us off this place. Evelaine un-

derstood instantly that this was serious.

"There's a split in the trail ahead," Leopold
said. "If they follow, we'll know . .

." He
didn't finish.

We turned, They followed. "I think I know
a way to slow them down," I said. Leopold
looked at me. We were trying to avoid slip-

ping in the darkness and yet make good
time. "Collect some of these obsidian
frags," I said.

We got a bundle of them together. "Go on
up ahead," I said. We were on a narrow
ledge.

I sank back into the shadows and
waited. The two men appeared. Before
they noticed me I threw the obsidian high

into the air In low gravity it takes a longtime
for them to come back down. In the dark-

ness the two men couldn't see them com-
ing.

I stepped out into the wan light. "Hey!" I

yelled to them. They stopped, precisely

where I thought they would. "What's going
on?" I said, to stall.

The biggest one produced a knife,

"This."

The first rock hit, coming down from over

a hundred meters above. It slammed into

the boulder next to him. Then three more
crashed down, striking the big one in the

shoulder, braining the second, They both

crumpled.

I turned and hurried along the path. If

they'd seen me throw they'd have had time

to dodge. It was an old schoolboy trick, but

it worked.

The implications, though, were sobering.

If Rhiang felt this way, my new job might not

last long.

I was bagging berries in the cavernous

Paramount Lair when the warning buzzer in

my pocket went off. A Dragon was coming
in. I still had time, but not much, I decided
to finish this particular bag rather than

abandon the bagging-pistol. The last bit of

fluid sprayed over the heap of berries and
began to congeal instantly, its tremen-



dously high surface tension drawing it

around the irregular pile and sealing per-

fectly. I
holstered the gun, leaving the bag

for later. I turned

—

A slow flapping boom. Outside, a wrin-

kled brown wall.

Well, I'd fooled around long enough—
now I dived for safety. The Dragon's Lair

was carpeted with a thick collection of nest-

ing materials. None were very pleasant to

burrow through, but I didn't have any

choice. Behind me I could hear the Dragon

moving around; if I didn't move out of his

way in a hurry I might get stepped on. The

emergency chute on my back tangled in a

branch, just as the stench in the Lair inten-

sified. I hurried out of it and went on. I'd just

have to be sure not to fall from any great

heights. I didn't worry about it, because my
skimmer was parked on the ledge just out-

side the Lair.

I stuck my head up through the nest to

judge my position. The bulk of the Dragon

was silhouetted against the glare of the sky

which was clear of fog today. The beast

seemed to be preening itself. That was
something I

never thought they did outside

of the mating season—which was six

months away.

I scrambled backward into the nest. The

buzzer in my pocket went off again, though

it was supposed to signal just once, for ten

seconds. I figured the thing must have bro-

ken. It quieted and I moved on, thinking. For

one thing, the Dragon that occupied this

Lair was supposed to have been far from

home right now—which meant that my
guest didn't really belong here. Dragons

never used the wrong Lair unless it was the

mating season.

I frowned. Why did that keep coming up?

Suddenly there was a rush of wind and a

low, thrumming sound. The light from out-

side was cut off I poked my head into the

open.
Another Dragon was lumbering into the

Lair. This was really impossible. Two Drag-

ons sharing a Lair—and the wrong one at

that! Whatever their reasons for being here,

I was sure they were going to start fighting

pretty soon, so I burrowed deeper, moving

toward the nearest wall.

My elbow caught on something. Cloth. I

brushed it away, then looked again. A
Dragonrobber uniform like my own. It was
directly beneath me, hall-buried in the nest-

ing material. I caught my breath, then

poked at the uniform. Something glittered

near one empty sleeve: an identification

bracelet. I picked it up, shifted it in the light,

and read the name on it; Lorn Kramer.

Lorn Kramer! So he had been in

Leopold's group after all. But that still didn't

explain why he'd left his clothes here.

I tugged at the uniform, dragging it to-

ward me. It was limp, but tangled in the

nest. I jerked harder and some long, pale

things rattled.out of the sleeve.

Bones.

I winced. I was suddenly aware that my
present situation must be somewhat like

the one that had brought him here.

I looked into the Lair again. One of the

Dragons was prodding its snout at the

other, making low, whuffling sounds. It

didn't look like a hostile gesture to me. In

fact, it looked like they were playing. The

other Dragon wheeled about and headed

for the entrance. The first one followed, and

in a minute both of them had left the Lair

again—as abruptly and inexplicably as

they had entered it,

I saw my chance. I ran across the Lair,

grabbed my skimmer, and took off. I moved
out, pedaling furiously away from the

Dragons, and glanced down.

For a minute I thought I was seeing

things. The landscape below me was
blurred, though the day had been clear and

crisp when I'd flown into the Lair. I blinked. It

didn't go away, but got clearer. There was a

cloud of yellowish dust spreading high

above the forest, billowing up and around

the Lairs I could see. Where had it come
from?

I sneezed, passing through a high plume

iThen my view spun
and I was looking at the

sky. It dawned
on me ... I was clinging

to a Dragon's tail.

It occurred to the Dragon at

the same time . . .

He let out a tongue of flame.?

of the dust. Then my eyes began to sting

and I sneezed again. I
brought the skimmer

out of the cloud ,
but by this time my vision

was distorted with tears. I began to cough

and choke all at once, until the skimmer

faltered as I fought to stay in control, my
eyes streaming,

I knew what that dust was.

Nothing affected me as fiercely as

puffbush pollen: it was the only thing I was
really allergic to.

It affected Dragons, too. It set off their

mating urges.

But where was the damned stuff coming

from? It was six months out of season. I

started pedaling again, legs straining. I

turned to get a better view.

A flash of light needled past my head,

and I
knew. Three skimmers shot into view

from around the spire of Paramount Lair.

The tip of one of my wings was seared away

by a blaser. My skimmer lurched wildly, but

I held on and brought it up just as the first

skimmer came toward me. Its pilot was
wearing a filtermask. Attached to the

skimmer were some empty bags that must

have held the puffbush pollen. But what I

was looking at was the guy's blaser. It was
aimed at me.

I reeled into an updraft, pulling over my
attacker, grabbing for my own blaser. The

skimmer soared beneath me, then

careened into a sharp turn. It was too

sharp. The guy turTied straight into the path

of his companion. The two skimmers
crashed together with a satisfying sound,

then the scattered parts and pilots fell

slowly toward the treetops. Seconds later,

the forest swallowed them up.

I looked for the third man, just as he came

up beside me. The bastard was grinning,

and I recognized that grin. It was Kwalan

Rhiang's.

He nodded once, affably, and before I

could remember to use my blaser, Rhiang

took a single, precise shot at the chain-

guard of my skimmer. The pedals rolled

uselessly. I
was out of control. Rhiang lifted

away and cruised out of sight, leaving me
flailing at the air in a ruined skimmer,

I had exactly one chance, and this was to

get back to the Lair I'd just abandoned. I

was slightly higher than the opening, so I

glided in, backpedaled for the drop—and

crashed straight into the wall, thanks to my
ruined pedals. But I made it in alive, still

able to stand up and brush the dirt from my
uniform. 1 stood at the mouth of the Lair,

staring out over the forest, considering the

long climb that lay below me.

And just then the Dragons returned.

Not one, this time—not even two. Five,

shadows wheeled overhead; five huge

beasts headed toward the Lair where I was
standing. And finally, five Dragons dropped

right on top of me.

I leapt back just in time, scrambling into

the blue shadows as the first Dragon

thumped to the ledge. It waddled inside,

reeking. I moved back farther. Its four

friends were right behind. I kept moving

back.

Well, at least now I knew why they were

doing this. Kwalan Rhiang had been set-

ting off their mating urges by dusting the

Dragons with puffbush-pollen, messing up

their whole life cycle, fooling with their al-

ready nasty tempers. It made sense. Any-

thing less subtle might have gotten Rhiang

into a lot of trouble. As it was, he'd doubt-

less fly safely home, waiting for Leopold's

Dragons to kill off Leopold's men.

Out in the cavernous Lair, the Dragons

began to move around, prodding at each

other like scramblemice, hooting their airy

courting sounds. The ground shook with

their movement. Two seemed to be

females, which suggested that I might look

forward to some fighting between the other

three. Great.

I fumbled at my pockets for something

that might be of help. My warning buzzer

had shattered in my rough landing; I threw

it away. I still had my bagging-gun, but it

wouldn't do me a lot of good. My blaser

seemed okay. I unholstered it and began to

move along the wall. If I went carefully, I
.



might be able lo get onto the outer ledge,

two of the males were fighting now, lung-

ing, the sounds ot their efforts thundering

around me. I made a short run and gained
a bit of ground. One of the Dragons re-

treated from the battle—apparently the

loser I groaned. He had moved directly in

my path.

A huge tail pounded at the ground near

me and a female started backing my way,

not looking at me. There was no place to

go. And I was getting tired of this. I decided
to warn her off. I made a quick shot at her

back, nipping her in the hydrogen dome.
She squawked and shuffled away, con-

fused. I went on.

I stopped. There was a hissing sound
behind me. Turning, I could see nothing but

the Dragon I'd just shot. She didn't appear
to be making the sound, but it was coming
from her direction. I peered closer, through
the blue gloom, and then saw where the

noise was coming from.

Her hydrogen dome was deflating.

1 nearly laughed aloud. Here was the

answer to my problem.
I could deflate the

Dragons, leaving them stranded, unable to

fly, while I climbed down this spire without

fear of pursuit. I lifted my blaser and aimed
at the male nearest the rear of the Lair. A
near miss, then a hit. Hydrogen hissed out

of his dome as well. Then I got the second
female, and another male who was directly

across from me.
One Dragon to go. The others were roar-

* ing and waddling. The Lair was full of the

hissing sound.

I turned to my last opponent. He wasn't
looking my way, but he was blocking my
exit. I moved in closer and lifted my blaser

Then he saw me.
I flung myself aside just as he bellowed

and pounded forward, filling the entrance
to the Lair, blocking out the sunlight, I rolled

into the thorny nest. I fired once, hitting him
in the snout. He swung his head toward me,
pushing me around toward the outer ledge,

bellowing. I fired again, and once more
missed his hydrogen dome. I made a dash
around his rump just as he spun my way, tail

lashing against me. His dark little eyes nar-

rowed as he sighted me, and his throat

began to ripple.

My time was up. He was about to blast

me with his throat flame.

The Dragon opened his mouth, belched
'drogen, and ignited it by striking a spark
n his molars

—

That was the wrong thing to do.

I saw it coming and ducked.
The cavern shuddered and blew up. The

orange explosion rumbled out, catching
the Dragons in a huge rolling flame. I buried

myself in the nesting strands and grabbed
onto the lashing tail of my. attacker. Terrified

by the blast, he took off. My eyebrows were
singed, my wrists burned
The world spun beneath me A tendril of

smoke drifted into view just below, mingled
with flaming bits of nesting material and the

leathery hide of Dragons. Then my view

spun again and I was looking at the sky It

gradually dawned on me that I was clinging

to a Dragon's tail.

It occurred to the Dragon at the same
time. I saw his head swing toward me,
snapping angrily His belly was flashing

purple. Every now and then he let' out a
tongue of flame, but he couldn't quite get at

me. Meanwhile, I held on for my life.

The Dragon flew on, but my weight
seemed to be too much for it. We were
dropping slowly toward the trees, as easily

as if I'd punctured his bony dome with my
blaser But it would be a rough landing. And
I'd have to deal with the Dragon afterward.

I spied something rising from the trees

below us. It shot swiftly into the air after a
high-flying bulletbird, its transparent sheet
rippling beneath its blimplike body. It was a

huge snagger—as big as my own skimmer.

I kicked on the Dragon's tail, dragging it

sideways. The Dragon lurched and spun
and then we were directly over the snagger.

I let go of the tail and dropped, my eyes
closed,

iOne dragon to go.

The others were roaring and
waddling. My time was up.

. . . I froze. Rhiang aimed his

blazer at my head
His legs jerked convulsively

. . . I danced away as a

daggerbush snapped at me3

In a second, something soft rumpled be-
neath me. I had landed safely atop the

snagger. I opened my eyes as the
Dragon—having lost my weight—shot
suddenly upward. I watched it glide away,

then looked down at the snagger, my savior.

I patted its wide, rubbery body. My weight
was pushing it slowly down, as if I were
riding the balloons in the Angis Tavern. I

looked forward to a comfortable trip to the
ground.

"I like your style, kid."

I jumped, nearly losing my place on the

snagger. The voice had come out of mid-air.

Literally.

"You," I said. Mo more was necessary He
was banking around behind me.
Kwalan Rhiang had returned in his

skimmer. He circled easily about me as I fell

toward the treetops. He came in close, smil-

ing, his huge legs pedaling him on a gentle
course.

I had to turn my head to keep an
eye on him.

"I said before I'd top what Leopold was
paying you," he shouted, his thick voice

cutting the high air. 'After today, I think I'd

pay double. I could use someone like you."

1 felt my face harden. "You bastard.

You're responsible for what just happened.
Why would I work for someone who's tried

to kill me?" ' .—

He shrugged. "Gave you a chance to

prove yourself. Come on, you're wasting

your time with Leopold."

'And you're wasting your lime with me."
He shrugged again, utterly sure of him-

self. 'As you wish I gave you a chance."
I nodded. "Now just go away."

'And leave you to tell Leopold about all

this? You don't think I'm going to let you
back alive, do you?"

I froze. Rhiang slid a blaser from its hol-

ster at his waist and aimed it at my head.
His grin widened. The muzzle dropped a

fraction, and I breathed a little easier.

"No," he said distantly, "why kill you
straight off? Slow deaths are more interest-

ing, I think. And harder to trace."

He aimed at the snagger. If he punctured
it I'd drop into the trees. It was a long fall. I

wouldn't make it.

I growled and grabbed for the gun at my
waist, bringing it up before Rhiang could
move. He stared at me tor a moment, then

started laughing. I looked at what I was
holding.

"What're you going to do with that?" he
said. "Bag me?"

It was my bagging-pistol, all right. I'd

dropped the blaser back in the Lair. But it

would still serve a purpose.

"Exactly." I said, and fired.

The gray fluid squirted across the narrow
gap between us, sealing instantly over

Rhiang's hands. He fired the blaser but

succeeded only in melting the bag enough
to let the weapon break away. It fell out of

sight.

His eyes were wide. He was considering

death by suffocation,

"No," he choked.
But I didn't fire at his head. I put the next

bag right over his feet, sealing the pedal
mechanism tight. His legs jerked convul-

sively. They slowed. Rhiang began to

whimper, and then he was out of control.

His skimmer turned and glided away as he
hurried to catch any updraft he could. He
vanished behind Paramount Lair, and was
gone.

I turned back to observe the treetops.

Rhiang might be back, but I doubted it.

First he'd have a long walk ahead of him,

over unpleasant terrain, back to his base
. . .if he could maneuver his skimmer well

enough to land in the treetops, and make
the long, painful climb down.

But I didn't worry about it. I watched the

thorntrees rise about me, and presently the

snagger brought me gently to the ground. I

dismounted, leaving the snagger to bob
back into the air, and began to walk gin-

gerly across the inhospitable ground,
avoiding the spines. A daggerbush
snapped at me I danced away. It was
going to be a rough walk out. Somewhere
behind me, Rhiang might be facing the

same problem. And he wanted me dead.
But I didn't have as far to go. DO



GAME
me 380 dollars in his fist. And he wouldn't

tell me where he got it. either—me. his own
grandson who's going to need a new body

one of these days.

So we went body shopping.

Senator. I guess you know how it is with

.the poor. Everything costs more and is not

as good. When you are poor" like us you

don't want to go downtown to Saks's Body

Shop, for example, or Lord & Taylor's Relite

Center. You figure they'll laugh at you or

arrest you for loitering. You simply don't

shop there. You shop in your neighborhood.

In our case, that means that we bring our

business to Dapper Dan's Living Models

store, which is located at 103rd Street and

Broadway. I'm not trying to get that com-

pany into trouble. It just happens to be

where we went.

Maybe you've read what those places

are like. Plenty of neon, three or tour good-

looking bodies in the window junk inside.

Always a couple of salesmen in sharp suits

telling jokes on the videophone, These
salesmen must sell to each other, because
I never see anyone else in there.

We walked in and started looking over

the goods. One of the salesmen came drift-

ing over, nice and-easy, smiling while he

was still 50 feet away.

"Looking for a nice body?" he asked.

"No. just looking for a fourth for bridge." I

told him.

He laughed. I was a very witty fellow.

"Take your time." he said. "But if there is

anything specific
—

'.'

"How much is that one?" Grandfather

asked.

"I see that you're a man of taste." the

salesman said. "That is our Eton model

—

part of General Dynamics's new spring

line. The Eton is six feet tall, 170 pounds,

reilexes rated AA. All its organs have re-

ceived the Good Housekeeping seal of

approval. General Clay Baxter occupies a

modified Eton, did you know that? The brain

and nervous system are by Dynaco and
have been rated a 'best buy' by Consumer
Queries. Sculpturewise, this particular

model came out very nicely— notice the

facial flesh lones and the crinkly laugh lines

around the eyes. You don't always get that

sort of detail."

"How much is it?" Grandfather asked.

"I forgot to mention, it comes with a ten-

year guarantee on parts and labor backed

by a Good Housekeeping seal of ap-

proval."

"How much?"
"Well. sir. this week we're having our an-

nual clearance sale. Solely because of

that. I can let you have this number for

eighteen thousand nine hundred dollars.

twelve percent off list."

Grandfather shook his head. "Do you ac-

tually expect to sell that thing up here?"

"You'd be surprised." the salesman told

him. "Sometimes a man hits it on the num-
bers or comes into an inheritance

—

"

"For eighteen grand it'd pay me to die,"

my grandfather said. "You got anything

cheaper?"

The salesman had plenty of cheaper

models. There' was a Renault-Bofors

'Hombre' for $10,000 and a Socony-GM
'Everyman' for $6500. There was a Union

Carbide-Chrysler 'Go-Man' with plastic

hair and glass eyes for $2200 and a Texas

Instrument 'Veracruzano' without voicebox.

gyrocenter. or protein conversion unit for

$1695.

"Hell. I wasn't interested in a new syn-

thetic, anyhow." Grandfather said. "You got

a used-body department?"

"Yes. sir. we do."

"Then show me some good retreads."

He took us into a back room where the

bodies were stacked against the wall like

cordwood. It was like one of those old-time

chamber of horror things. I mean, honestly,

you wouldn't have worn one of those bodies

to a dog-fight. There really ought to be a law

against selling that sort of thing—lopsided

bodies with chewed ears, bodies still

bloody, with a new heart Sewed in quick,

lab bodies that hadn't worked out. bodies

assembled out of parts found at wrecks

and other disasters, suicides' bodies with

the wrists taped and a couple of quarts of

new blood pumped in. lepers' bodies with

flesh-tone plastic sprayed over the sores.

^f^&i"



We hadn't been expL-ciing the r e:
r

ez:is

to be pretty, but we hadn't expected any-

thing like this, either. I thought Grandiather

was going IP turn around and march qui of

that store. But he didn't. Shaking his head a

little, he picked out a pretty good-looking

synthetic with an extruded arm and a leg

missing. God knpwsitwas no beauty, but at

least it didn't look as it it had just been

pulled out or a train wreck.

"I might be interested in something like

this." Grandfather said cautiously.

"You have a good eye for merchandise."

the salesman told him. "it just so happens

that this little number will outperform a lot of

the high-price new jobs."
"

'I ocms sickly ' Grandfather said.

"Not a chancel This is a prime corpus,

my dear sir. and it comes complete with

reconditioned heart, extractor-type lungs,

heavy-duty liver, and enriched glands. This

model comes with four kidneys as standard

equipment, a double-insulated stomach,

and :wo hu'idrerj feet of Armour's finest

intestine. What- do you think of that, sir?"

"Well. I
don't know." Grandfather said.

But the salesman knew. It took about fif-

teen minutes for him to sell the lopsided

body to. my grandfather

You get a one-month guarantee on re-

treads. My grandfather go! into it the- follow-

ing day. and it lasted him three weeks. Then

the heart began to race and flutter, one

kidney shut down completely, andlhe other

« three only worked part-time, A lung patch

blew out, the intestines started leaking.

and the liver began to shrink,

Grandfather is in bed now, and Doc
Saunders says it's a day-to-day thing. The

company won't make good on the body

They got some pretty nifty clauses in that

contract of theirs, and our block legal ad-

visor says we could fight it in the courts for

ten years and not be sure of the outcome.

And in the meantime. Grandfather would

be dead.

So I'm writing' to you first and primarily.

Senator, to ask you to do something about

thisquick. whilethere's still time. My grand-

father says that all I'll get from you is a form

letter or maybe even a real letter from your

secretary expressing regret at your inability

[o rectify this grievous wrong and that you'll

probably mention how you've introduced or

sponsored a bill before Congress that'll do

something about it if it ever gets passed.

And all that crap. So I and Grandfather

expect he'll die because he hadn't the

price of a decent body and nobody will do

anything about it. That's business as usual,

right? Isn't that what always happens to the

little people?
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But that brings me -o the second reason

I've written you. I've been talking it over with

my buddies. Senator, and we all agree that

my grandfather and all the rest of the poor

have been conned long enough. This Gold-

en Age is not so nice for people like us. It's

not that we want anything so much; we just

can't go on knowing that other people have

privileges— like long-life—that we don't

have. We figure that that stuff has gone on

long enough.

We've decided that i! you and the other

people in power don't do something about

it, then we're going to. The time-has come to

take a stand,

We're going to declare war
You may think this is sort of sudden.

Senator, But it isn't, really. You'd be. sur-

prised how many people have been think-

ing about this sort of thing. But each of us

has thought we were alone and that every-

one else was satisfied. And now we learn

that a hell of a lot of us have been thinking

the same thoughts as Grandfather and
doing a slow burn about it.

Before this, we didn't know what to do.

Now we do know.

We are simple men. Senator, and we
don't have any big thinkers among us. We
figure that all men ought to be roughly

equal. And we understand that no laws are

going to do that.

So our program is to kill rich guys, Do
away with them entirely

That may not sound very constructive . as

the tv says. But to us it looks simple,

straightforward, and we think it'll beeffec-

tive.

We're going' to kill the rich when and how
we can, And we're not going to discrimi-

nate, either. We don'! care how the money
was made, nor what he uses it for. We'll kill

labor leaders as well as bankers, high-

class criminals as well as big-deal oil men.

We'll kill anyone and everyone who has a lot

more than we do. We'll kill until the rich are

like us. or we're like them, or until we all

meet in the middle. We'll kill our own people

if they profit off of this thing, too. And we'll

sure as hell kill senators and congressmen,

too.

Sothereitis. Senator. 1 hope you help my
grandfather. If you do. it'll mean that maybe
you see things our way. and we'll be glad to

put you on the deferred list and give you

three weeks to get rid of the wealth you've

been able to accumulate.

You know where to reach my g randfather.

Me. you can't reach at all,. However this

thing goes, I'm dropping out of sight. Don't

bother looking for me.
Remember—there's a hell of a lot more

of us than there are of you. We've never

been able to bring this thing off before, my
grandfather tells me—never in the history

of the world, But what the hell
,
there's got to

be a first time for everything. Maybe we'll

even make it this time: pull down your Gold-

en Age and build our own.

I
don't expect you'll see it our way. So

here's looking at you, Senator—right down
the sights of a gun. DO

Back,
by popular
demand.

list of endangered species in the United

States.

Maw alligators have made a

comeback.

intent on preserving this

legendary reptile helped the

alligator get back on its feet.

Once again some southern

swamps and marshes are

teeming with alligators.

With wise
conservation policies,

other endangered
species have also made (t

comebacks . . .the
cougar, gray whale,
r'-j'-lfii: walrus, wood
duck, to name a few.

If you want to help
save our endangered
species, join the National

WiUiit!? Federation,

Department 106, 1412

jMf/, 16th Street, MW.
iSSuNj§» Washington, DC
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BODYSNATCHERS
The extraterrestrials have returned to Earth.

Many light-years away in adislant galaxy a world is dying. Pow-

erful winds swirl loose topsoil from the arid surface into an ethe-

real haze beneath the planet's twin amber moons. Strange, al-

most invisible plants quiver, discharging pale clouds of spores

into the angry atmosphere. Tiny diaphanous flecks, like some

insect swarm, spin and tumble across eons until gravity tugs

them into the ionosphere and down into blue sky and onto a

green, hospitable planet. The spores settle like fluff from

milkweed onto sidewalks and streets and parks and rooftop

gardens in San Francisco: the invasion of the body snatchebs

has begun. What will happen to us? Will our world survive it?

BY CYNTHIA GRENIER

The spores begin their

journey from their dying
home. Donald Sutherland
inspects the (irstpod

man. Later he nearly

succumbs but rallies to

destroy a pod factory.



f What kind of world do the invaders have in mind after their takeover? 3

Producer Bob Solo and director Phil Kaufman feel the Jack Fin-

ney classic has more lo say to the world of the Seventies than
that of the Fifties, which is why they decided to make a film now
based on the book. Admiring though they are of the 21 -year-old
film directed by Don Siegel, they are convinced that their own
movie is considerably more than a mere updated remake. Their
vision of The Body Snatchers. scripted by W.D. Richter, one of

Hollywood's brightest young writers, promises to be considera-
bly more chilling in that we get to see just what kind of a world
the invaders have in mind once they complete their takeover. To
protect the secrets and ultimate shock of this new Invasion, the
producer has imposed extraordinary security measures. The
startling final sequence was literally never committed to paper.

'
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£The humans try to escape from their transformed city only to find that the pods are in control. •>

Donald Sutherland, Brooke Adams, Leonard Nimoy, and Jeff

Goldbloom struggle as besf they can against the power of the

alien pods. Each day they see their spouses, besf friends,

neighbors, and each other gradually possessed and trans-

formed by the terrifying life that has spun loose from the dying

planet. The humans try to escape from their transformed city

only to find the pods have control of the airport and all telecom-

munications, Sutherland does succeed, against desperate

odds, in blowing up a pod factory, but will this stop the deter-

mined deadly invaders? Will San Francisco be taken over by

the pod people? Will the nalion go the way of San Francisco?

Can Donald Sutherland save the country? Omni can't tell you,

because we don't know. The real answer is in the film, DO



HALLS OF WIN

EXPLORMTIOnJS
By Alexis Land Anne duPont

In
the short span of avialion history, a

legacy of machines and accomplish-

ments has accumulated. Much of it

exists in the museums of America. Some
museums attempt to portray the whole

history of aviation; others convey only

various aspects of it. For anyone with

even the mildest curiosity about rockets,

airplanes, and flying, aviation museums
hold a ticket that will satisfy.

The most spectacular must be the

Smithsonian's National Air and Space

Museum in Washington, D.C.. visited by

some 10 million people per year. This

massive monument to flight is dominated

by three giant glass-roofed galleries and

has 20 smaller, adjoining ones. ThB 1903

Wright Kitty Hawk Flyer holds the premier

spot in the first gallery; that gallery also

contains some of the most significant

specimens in the history of flight, includ-

ing Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis, the

X- 15 supersonic rocket plane, and the

Gossamer Condor. (See "Man -Powered

Flight" by Scot Morris on page 92.)

The second gallery houses a selection

of the largest real airliners the Smithso-

nian could accommodate—including a

DC-3 hanging from the ceilingl—and ex-

hibits showing the story of air transporta-

tion. Thethird gallery, Space Hall, is

among the most awe-inspiring displays of

human accomplishment anywhere on

earth. Huge rocket boosters frame the

hall, which contains such space finery as

the Skylab orbital workshop and the

linked Apollo-Soyuz spacecraft. The

hall's centerpiece has to be the original

Lunar Lander backup craft, a duplicate of

Eagle, which brought men to the moon in

1 969. Some of these are arranged so the

public can walk through them.

Each of the 20 smaller galleries is dedi-

cated to a separate subject or theme,

such as World War I aircraft, air racers,

military jet fighters, helicopters, and so

on. When taken in totality, they cover the

entire subject of flight. The National Air

and SpacefMuseum is open from 1 1 a.m.

to 5 p.m. seven days per week (between

April 1 and Labor Day, until 8:30 p.m.);

admission is free.

The next most popular aviation mu-
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seum, and deservedly so, is the United

States Air Force Museum at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton,

Ohio. Unless you see it, it's difficult to

imagine a B-36, a Mustang, a B-17, a

B-25, a Twin Mustang, a dozen jets, and

more contained in one room, Almost any

aircraft the Air Force has used is there,

displayed in two huge hangars. And be-

cause wingspans vary from 7.5 to 69 me-

ters (25 to 230 feet), it has been possible

i an Incredible number to-

gether. Although ropes and barriers are

used, and in some cases the planes are

too close to walk around, the displays al-

low an excellent opportunity to study and

admire a wide variety of airplanes

close up.

Across the field is an annex filled

chockablockwith parts, aircraft, and arti-

facts awaiting their turn to shine again.

The restoration shops are busy, with an

estimated 1 2 to 20 years' work for the

The National Air and Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution. Above: Space Hall.

museum waiting in the annex. More build-

ings are planned for the overflow and the

newly restored machines as they roll out

of the shops. The Air Force Museum col-

lection is stunning; a must for aviation

buffs. Admission is free; the museum is

open daily Monday through Friday from

9 a.m. to 5 P.M; weekends, 10a.m to 6 p.m.

The Hall of Aviation at The Franklin

Institute In Philadelphia is filled with air-

planes you can see, touch, and climb

into, "Hands-on" exhibits and actual

planes chronicle the whole history of air

travel. The first display visitors encounter

in the Hall is a Wright biplane suspended
from a six-meter-high (20-fool) ceiling. It's

an impressive item from The Franklin

Institute's extensive collection of Wright

brothers artifacts, the largest holding ol

its kind in the world. The Institute plans to

showcase the Wrights' original drawings,

notes, airfoils, and lift balance materials

this December in a special celebration of

the 75th anniversary of powered flight.

Beneath the Wright biplane is an as-

sortment of modern aircraft: a Beechcraft
Sierra, a Beechcraft Bonanza, and a

Boeing-Blokow helicopter, A T-33 military

jet trainer perched high above the floor is

an irresistible draw for children, who love

to sit in its cockpit and handle the con-

trols. There is also a mechanical flight

simulator for all would-be pilots. Dwarfing
its smaller relatives is a retired British Air-

ways 707 parked just outside. Tours of the

entire plane and explanations of what it's

like to pilot one are conducted every 20
minutes. The Franklin Institute is open
daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sundays, from

to 5 p.m. except major holidays.

Widely varying in content, the Experi-

mental Aircraft Association Museum in

Hales Corners, Wisconsin (near Milwau-

kee) features anything and everything

pertaining to aviation, from an original

1911 vintage Gurliss in flying condition to

modern-day jets, The concept of E.A. A. is

member involvement with aviation of any
kind; be it arm chair, photography, col-

lecting name plates, old movies, flying,

designing, restoring, acrobatics, record

breaking, model making, replica build-

ing, and in August of each year, a mad
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rush to hold the world's largest air opera-

tion and convenlion.

This amazing museum makes the visi-

tor aware that he too can have a part in

aviation; infinite money and training are

not necessary. Many of the aircraft at the

E.A.A. Museum are originals: the Curtiss

Sweetheart of 1 91 1 , a JN-4 Jenny, a Jun-

kers Stuka, HM Flying Flea, Fort Trimotor/

a Heath Parasol, and more. An amazing

collection! Over 90 airplanes of the col-

lection of 190 are on display. Some are

restored, some are in serviceable condi-

tion, others are partially rebuilt. A book
' and souvenir area carries manuals and

plans for building aircraft, many
published by the E.A.A. The staff, which

is knowledgeable and courteous, readily

answers visitors' questions. This mu-

seum, better than any other, says that fly-

ing is fun and something that you can

take part in. It is open, year round, Mon-

day through Saturday, from 8:30 a.m. to

5 p.m., Sundays 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Closed

Christmas, New Years, Easter, and

Thanksgiving,

Silver HIM Museum at Suitland, Mary-

land, is the revamped storage and resto-

ration facility for the National Air and

Space Museum. It contains large aircraft,

such as Enola Gay. the B-29 that

dropped the atomic bomb, and soms of

the marvelous civil aircraft such as the

Canard photo plane made by an aerial

photo company for its own use. There are

over 1 00 aircraft on display, and the res-

toration shops are now open to the pub-

lic. It is a wondrous place indeed for the

airplane buff to visit. Admission is free,

but reservations are required two weeks

in advance, with groups limited to 30

people. Tours are 1 a.m. Wednesdays

and Fridays, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Saturdays

and Sundays. Write or phone Tour Sched-

uler. Education Office, National Air and

Space Museum, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. 10560.

The Wright Brothers National Memo-
rial at Kitty Hawk. North Carolina, is the

site of the (irst successful powered air-

plane flight. Reconstructions of the shop

and hangar stand as they did 76 years

ago, complete with stove, beds, and

other mementos. Towering over all this is

the dune "Kill Devil Hill," with the Wright

monument thrusting skyward from its

creSt. The visitor center contains tools

and equipment used by the Wrights as

well as drawings, several engines from

the first aircraft experiments, and repro-

ductions ot the 1902 Wright Glider and

the 1903 Wright Flyer, The items exhibited

at Kitty Hawk are duplicated elsewhere,

but for a sense of history and the begin-

nings of aviation, a visit to the Wright

Brothers National Memorial is unbeat-

able. Admission is free, and the visitor

center is open daily year round from 9

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. From June through Sep-

tember it is open until 6:30 p.m. If you fly in,

be sure to bring your lunch; no food is

available unless you hike to town.
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Some of the smaller museums are filled

with surprises. The Glen H. Curtiss Mu-

seum of Local History, an old school

building in Hammondsport, New York, is

stuffed Irom cellar to top floor with local

historical objects, dolls, kitchen utensils,

costumes, uniforms, and of special inter-

est, glass slides and photographs of

early aviation in Hammondsport. Many of

the exhibits relate to Glen H. Cbrtiss.his

airplanes, bikes, motors, awards, news-

paper clippings, and photographs,

Among the ten aircraft displayed are re-

productions of the June Bug ot 1 908 and

the Mercury Aircraft Company Chick of

1929. The museum is open from May 15

through October 31.

In Cleveland, Ohio, at the Frederick

C. Crawford Auto/Aviation Museum,
squeezed among 1 50 antique automo-

biles are several Thompson Air Race Tro-

phy winners. Frederick C. Crawford

headed Thompson Products and donat-

ed the Thompson trophy. There are only a

few other airplanes in the exhibit, but the

ones there are rare and beautifully re-

stored: two Curtiss Flying Boats and a

Curtiss Oriole (1920), one of the first to

use a molded plywood tuselage, are es-

pecially noteworthy. The museum is open

daily except Mondays and holidays

.

The Old Bhinebeck Aerodrome, just

north of Rhinebeck, New York, recaptures

the thrill and excitement of early aviation,

Airplanes of the Pioneer and Lindbergh

eras are used in the air shows on Satur-

days, and World War I aircraft are used in

the mock battles of the Sunday atternoon

shows. These weekend shows are won-
derful tun for the whole family, as well as

for the serious aviation enthusiast, who
will see such airplanes asaSopwith Pup,

SPAD XIII. and a Fokker D VII actually fly-

ing. There are over 40 aircraft in the col-

lection; more than halt fly and are used in

the shows. The museum is open daily

from 1 a.m. to 5 p.m. from May 1 5 through

October, The air shows are on Sundays at

2:30 pm. from May through October and
on Saturdays also, July through October.

The Naval Aviation Museum at Pensa-

coia, Florida, does not have as extensive

a collection as that of the Air Force, but

the small number of aircraft is beautifully

restored and handsome'y displayed.

They range from a faithful reproduction of

theA-1 Amphibian, the Navy's first air-

cratt (1911), to modern-day jets of types

still in active service. The building, which
is expandable by design to include more
exhibits when funds become available,

houses the giant NC-4 Flying Boat (the

first aircraft to fly across the Atlantic) in

one corner, a PBY Catalina in another,

and groupings of some of the most beau-
tiful airplanes ever. Do take a camera; ex-

cellent color photographs may be ob-

tained without flash or tripod during nor-

mal public hours. Another delight of this

museum are the personnel, who were vi-

tally interested participants in Naval avia-

tion, past and, present and— like aviators

the world over—enjoy talking about flying

and airplanes more than anything else.

Admission is free, and the museum is

open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. "except on
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New
Year's Day.

Planes have occupied center screen in

scores of great films. Many of these Hying

stars are the property of Movieland of

the Air. developed by the late superstunt

pilot Frank Tallman. Movieland of the Air is

the home base of Tallmanlz Aviation Inc.,

famous for the planes it has supplied and
flown in films and tv. At the Movieland of

the Air Museum the visitor can see the

North American B-25 used in Catch-22,

all the planes featured in The Great

Waldo Pepper. Capricorn One, and
flocks more. There are numerous histori-

cal aircraft and replicas as well as en-

gines, armament,and air artifacts. You

can see, for example, a Thomas Morse
Scout of 1918; a Bleriot XI replica; a Boe-
ing P-1 2 ot 1928: a North American P-51

Mustang Racer; and a Curtiss P-40 Fly-

ing Tiger.

The museum is filled with movie sets,

billboards, and photos. Modern aircraft

used in current Tallmantz projects are

parked outside the main building. Mov-
ieland of the Air is located at the Orange
County Airport about five miles south of

Santa Barbara, Ca. It is open daily, ex-

cept Mondays, year round, 10 a.m. to 5

pm. Admission; Adults $2.25: juniors 75fi;

children 50C Group rates available.

And for liquid propulsion fanatics, The
Alabama Space and Rocket Center is

considered the world's largest exhibit on
space exploration and rocketry. The cen-

ter also serves as the Visitor Information

Center for NASA's Marshall Space Flight

Center. Within the main building are many
models and displays of rockets and
space flight, Recent "sens-u-round" type
additions are the Lunar Odyssey space
travel experience and the Zero-Gee Ma-
'chine.where one can feel the weightless-

ness of outer space.
Outside the building visitors can walk

through a forest of projectiles varying in

size, shape,and tunction from anti-tank

missiles to the giant Saturn V moon
rocket.

A two-hour bus tour of the Marshal!

Space Flight Center departs from this

building several times a day and makes
numerous stops where the traveler can
slepoff- the bus and into a Skylab.mockup
or the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator where
astronauts train for space missions.

The Center, located on Highway 20 in

Huntsville, is open daily year round
except on Christmas Day. Admission
is S3.00 for adults; children

(6-12)S1,00.DO

For information on all aviation museums
in tfte U.S. and Canada, a useful guide is

the Aircraft Museum Directory published

by Quadrant Press. Inc., New York, 2nd
edition, 1978.
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CLOCK
metamorphosing universe suddenly cut

loose from ils t

; rne-anc'nor.

The world faded o,it around Ian Ross: the

shadows boiled and seethed and slithered

past him. caught in a cyclonic wind-tunnei

and swept away past him. leaving him in

darkness.

He sal now. still, quiet, too isolated to be

frightened.

,
He thought perhaps clouds had covered

the sun.

There was no sun.

He thought perhaps it had been an

eclipse, that his deep concentration of his

hopeless slate had kept him from noticing.

There was no sun.

No sky. The ground beneath him was

gone. He sat. merely sat. but on nothing,

surrounded by nothing, seeing and feeling

nothing save a vague chill. It was cold now.

very cold now.

After along timehe decided to sland and

did stand: there was nothing beneath or

above him. He stood in darkness.

He could remember everything that had

ever happened to him in his life. Every mo-

ment of it. with absolute clarity. It was some-

thing he had never experienced before. His

memory had been no better or worse than

anyone else's, but he had forgotten all the

details, many years in which nothing had

happened, during which he had wasted

time1— almost as a mute witness at the dull

rendition of his life.

But now. as he walked through the timbo

that wasall he had been let" ol '.he world, he

recalled everything perfectly. The look of

terror on his mother's face when he had

sliced through the.tendons of his left hand

with the lid from the tin can "of pink

lemonade: he had boon four years old. The

feel of his new Thorn McAn shoes that had

always been too tight from the moment

they had been bought but that he had

been forced to wear to school every day.

even though they rubbed him raw at the

back of his heels: he had been seven years

old. Tbe Four Freshmen standing and sing-

ing for the graduation dance. He had been

alone. He had boughtone ticket to support

the school event. He had been 1 6. The taste

of egg roll at Choy's. the first time. He had

been 24. The woman he had met at the

library in the seciion where they kept the

books on animals. She had used a white

lace handkerchief lo dry her temples. It

had smelled of perfume. He had been 30.

He remembered all the sharp edges of

every moment from his past. It was remark-

able. In this nowhere.

And he walked through gray spaces,

with the shadows of other times and other

places swirling past. The sound of rushing

wind, as though the emptiness through

which he moved was nemo, constantly tilled

and emptied, endlessly without measure or

substance-

Had he known what emotions to ca.i on

for release, he would, have done so. But he

was numb : n Its skin Not merely chilled, as

this empty place was chilled, but somehow

inured to feeling .from the edge of his per-

ceptions to the center of his soul. Sharp.

clear, drawn back from the absolute past,

he remembered a day when he had been

11 .
when his mother had suggested that for

his birthday fhey make a small party to

which he would mvte a tew friends. And so

(he remembered with diamond-bright per-

fection), he had invited six boys and girls.

They had never come. He sat alone in the

House that Saturday, all his comic books

laid out in case the cake ana party lavors

and pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey did-nothold

their attention sufficiently. Never came. It

grew dark. He sat alone, with his mother

occasionally walking.- through the living

room to make some consoling remark. But

he wasalone. and he knew fhere was only

one reason for it: Ihey had all iorgotten. It

was simply that he was a waste of time for

those actually living their lives. Invisible, by

token of being unimportant. A thing un-

noticed: on a street, who notices the mail-

box, the fire hydrant, the crosswalk lines?

He was an invisible, useless thing.

He had never permitted another party to

be thrown for him.

He remembered that Saturday now. And

found the emotion. 26 years late, to react to

this terrible vanishment of the world. He

began to tremble uncontrollably and he sat,

down where there was nothing to sit down

on. and he rubbed his hands together, feel-

ing the tremors in his knuckles and the

ends of his fingers. Then he felt the con-

striction in his throat, he turned his head

this way and that, looking for a nameless

exit from self-pity and loneliness; and then

he cried. Lightly, softly because he had no

experience at it.

A crippled old woman came out of the

gray mist of nowhere and stood watching

him. His eyes were closed, or he would

have seen her coming.

Atter a while, he snuffled, opened his

eyes, and saw her standing in front of him.

He stared at her. She was standing. At a

level somewhat below him. as though the

invisible ground of this nonexistant place

was on a lower plane than that on which he

sat.

"That won't help much," she said. She

wasn't surly, -but neither was there much
succor in her tone.

He looked al her and immediately

stopped crying.

"Probably just got sucked in here." she

said. It was not quite a question, though it

had something of query in it, She knew and

was going caretully.

He continued to look at her. hoping she

could tell him whal had happened to him.

And to her? She was here. too.

"Could be worse." she said, crossing her

arms and shifting her weight off her twisted .



Sir

vhat is it?"

ig.ed. "No.one's ever beer- able-

sure Be" there's some a found

bound to happen, but her lace grew ml -

I nftely sad and there was desolation in her

I expression. "Maybe. Maybe we'll meet
I again Never happens, but it might. Never

:?,-,v nat retained buy again. Bui it might

She slaved lo walk away, hobbling awk-
wardly. Ian gol lo r a ieei"wilb difficulty, but

Las

aulckly as he could. "Hey. wait! Where
are you going 9 Please lady don't leave me
here all alone. I'm scared to be here by
myself."

She siopped and turned, tilting oddly on

-a" bat; -eci. "Get lo -<eep moving. Keep

-, in
!

:

He ma-

my better than I do Sol
to waste on you. You'll

;eeo walking. |ust keep

- I-mI " CiOi i 'ell

(hem. It was a great city in flames. It

seemed mo-e substantial than the vagrant

wisps of countryside or sea scenes thai

had been ribboning past them as they

..spoke The wooden ouildmgs are eiiy low-

ers seemed almesi sold enough to crush

anything ir liner palh Flames leaped to-

ward the gray, dead-skin sky; enormous
tongues of crackling flame that ate the ci-

ty's g.ut and chewed the pnanu.irn -mage
leaving ash (Bui even the dead ashes had
more life than the cravress through which
the vision swirled.)

Ian Ross ducked. m'crrene-c I'hen
I was

gone.

"Don't worry about it. son." Ihe old

woman sale ' Looked a lo:
! ke London dur-

ing the Big Fire. First the Plague, then the

Fire. I've seen its like before Car'- -n,r: vou.

None of it can hurt you."

He tried to stand, found himself still

ung' What was that burning civ .-, nr =

nese shadows that go past all the time?"

\s if ro mark his Question a vagrant filmy

thanlorri caravan of cassowary-like ani-
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'According fo all Ihe signs .
.

. it should be a good day.
"



leaving empt-ness between them, the luna-

tic rushed forward, clapping his hands as if

preparing himself for a long, arduous, but

pleasurable chore. He was of indetermi-

nate age but clearly past his middle years.

His hair was long and wild .
he wore a pair of

rimless antique spectacles, and his suit

was turn-ot-the-eigfiteenth -century. "Well,

well, well." he called, across ins narrowing

space between them, "so good to see you.

sir!"

Ian Ross was startled. In the timeless

time he had wandered through this limbo,

he had encountered coolies and Berbers

a'ndThracian traders and silent Goths . . .

an endless stream of hurrying humanity

lhat would neither speak nor stop. This man
' was something different. Immediately. Ian

knew he was insane- But he wanted to talk I

The older man reached Ian and ex-

tended his hand. "Cowper. sir. Justinian

Cowper. Alchemist, metaphysician, con-

sultant to the forces of lime and space, ah

yes.tfmelDol perceive in you. sir. one only

recently come to our little Valhalla, one in

need of illumination? Certainly! Definitely 1

can see that is the case."

Ian began to say something, almost any-

thing, in response! but the wildly gesticulat-

ing old man pressed on without drawing a

breath. "This most recent manifestation, the

one we Were both privileged lo witness

was. I'm certain you're aware, the pivotal

moment at Waterloo in which the Little Cor-

poral had his tat chewed good and proper.

Fascinating piece of recent history,

wouldn't you say?"

Recent history? Ian started to ask him

how long he had been in this gray place.

but the old man barely paused before a

fresh torrent of words spilled out.

"Stunningly reminiscent of that marvel-

ous scene in Stendahl's Charterhouse of

Parma in which Fabrizio. young, innocent,

fresh lo that environ, found himself walking

across a large meadow on which men were

running in all directions, noise, shouts, con-

fusion . .
. and he knew not what was hap-

pening, and not till several chapters later

do we learn—ah, marvelous!—that it was.

in fact, the Battle of Waterloo through which

he moved, totally unaware of history in the

shaping all around him. He was there, while

not there. Precisely our situation, wouldn't

you say?"

He had run out of breath. He stopped.

and Ian plunged into the gap. "That's what

I'd like to know, Mr. Cowper; What's hap-

pened to me? I've lost everything, but I
can

remember everything, too. I
know I should

be going crazy or frightened, and I
am

scared, but not out of my mind with it
.

, .
I

seem to accept this, whatever it is. 1-1 don't

know how to take it. but 1 know I'm not

feeling it yet. And I've been here a long

time I"

The old man slipped his arm around lan's

back andj^egan walking with him, two

gentlemen strolling in confidence on a

summer afternoon by the edge of a cool

park. "Quite correct, sir, quite correct. Dis-

sociative behavior; mark of the man unable

to accept his dc-svny. Accspl it. sir. I urge

you; and fascination follows. Perhaps even

obsession, but we must run that risk,

mustn't we?"

Ian wrenched away from him. turned to

face him. "Look, mister. I don't wantto hear

all that craziness! I
want to know where I am

and how I get out of here. And if you can't

tell me. then leave me alone!"

"Nothing easier, my good man. Explana-

tion is the least of it. Observation of

phenomena, ah. that's the key. You can fol-

low? Well, then: we are victims of the law of

conservation of time. Precisely and exactly

linked to the law of the conservation of mat-

ter; matter, which can neither be created

nor destroyed, Time exists without end. But

there is an ineluctable entropic balance,

absolutely necessary to maintain order in

the universe. Keeps events discrete, you

see. As matter approaches universal dis-

tribution, there is a counterbalancing, how

shall I put it. a counterbalancing 'leaching

out
1

of time. Unused time is not wasted in

477?e world was vanishing . .

,

as if all the sand

had run out of the hourglass

around him: as if he

were the only fixed and

immutable object in a

universe suddenly cut loose

from its time-anchor.^

places where nothing happens. /( goes

somewhere. It goes here, to be precise. In

measurbale units—which I've decided,

after considerable thought, to call 'chro-

He paused, perhaps hoping Ian would

compliment him on his choice of nomencla-

ture. Ian put a hand to his forehead; his

brain was swimming.

"That's insane. It doesn't make sense."

"Makes perfectly good sense. I
assure

you. I was a top savant in my time; what I've

told you is the only theory that fits the facts.

Time unused is not wasted; it is leached

out, drained through the normal space-

time continuum and recycled. All this his-

tory you .see shooting past us is that part of

the time-flow that was wasted. Entropic

balance, I
assure you."

"But what am I doing here?"

"You force me to hurt your feelings, sir."

"What am I doing here?!"

"You wasted your life. Wasted time. All

around you. throughout your life, unused

chronons were being leached out. drawn

away from the contiguous universe, until

their pull on you was irresistible. Then you

.went on through, pulled loose like a piece

of wood in a rushing torrent, a bit ot chaff

whirled away on the wind. Like Fabrizio.

you were never really (here. You wandered

through, never seeing, never participating.

and so there was nothing to moor you sol-

idly in your own time."

"But how long will I stay here?"

The old man looked sad and spoke

kindly tor the first time: "Forever You never

. used your time, so you have nothing to rely

on as anchorage in normal space."

"But everyone here thinks there's a way

out. I
know it! They keep walking, trying to

find an exit."

"Fools. There is no way back."

"But you don't seem to be the sort of

person who wasted his life. Some of the

others I've seen. yes. I can see that; but

you?'

The old man's eyes grew misty He spoke

with difficulty. "Yes, I
belong here

. .

."

Then he turned and. like one in a dream.

lost, wandered away Lunatic, observing

'phenomena. And then gone in the gray-

ness of time-gorged limbo. Part ot a glacial

period slid past Ian Ross and he resumed

his walk without destination.

And after a long, long time that was time-

less but filled with an abundance of time,

he met Catherine.

He saw her as a spot of darkness against

the gray limbo. She was quite a distance

away, and he walked on for a while, watch-

ing the dark blotch against gray, and then

decided to change direction. It didn't mat-

ter. Nothing mattered: he was alone with his
y

memories, replaying again and again.

The sinking of the Titanic wafted through

him.

She did not move, even though he was

approaching on a direct line.

When he was quite close he could see

that she was sitting cross-legged on noth-

ingness; she was asleep. Her head was

propped in one hand, the bracing arm

Supported by her knee. Asleep.

He came right up to her and stood there

simply watching. He smiled, She was like a

bird, he thought, with her head tucked

under her wing. Not really, but that was how

he saw her. Though her cupped hand cov-

ered half her face he could make out a

sweet face, very pale skin, a mole on her

throat; her hair was brown, cut quite short.

Her eyes were closed: he decided they

would be blue.

The Greek Senate, the Age of Pericles,

men in a crowd--property owners—
screaming at Lycurgus's exhortations in

behalf of socialism. The shadow of it sailed

past not very far away.

.

Ian slood staring, and after a while he sat

down opposite her. He leaned back on his

arms and watched. He hummed an old

tune the name of which he did not know

Finally, she opened her brown eyes and

stared at him.

At first momentary terror, startlement.

chagrin, curiosity Then she took umbrage.

"How long have you been there?"

"My name is Ian Ross." he said.



"I don't care what your name is!" she-said

angrily. "I asked you how long you've been
sitling Ihere watching me."

"1 don't know. A while."

'I don'! like being watched: you're being

very rude."

He gol In his (set without answering and

began walking away. On wei

.

She ran after him. "Hey, wail!"

He kept walking. He didn'l have to be
bothered like that. She caught up with him

and ran around to stand in front of him. "I

suppose you just think you can walk oft like

that!"

"Yes. I can. I'm sorry I
bothered you

Please get out of my way if you don't want

me around."

"I didn't say that."

"You said I was being rude. I am never

rude; I'm a very well-mannered person,

and you were jusi being insulting."

He walked around her. She ran alter him.

'All right, okay, maybe I was- a little out of

sorts. 1 was asleep, after all."

i-
! e slopped. She stood in front of him.

Now It was her move. "My name is

Catherine Molnar. How do you do?"

"Not. too well, that's how."

"Have you been here long?"

"Longer than I wanted to be here, that's

for sure.

"

"Can you explain what's happened to

me?"
He thought about it. Walking with some-

.one would be a nice change. "Let me ask

you something," Ian Ross said, beginning

to stroll off toward the phantom image of the

Hanging Gardens of Babylon wafting past

them. "Did you waste a lot of time, sitting

around, not doing much, maybe watching

television a lot?"

They were lying down side by side be-

cause they were tired. Nothing more than

that. The Battle of the Ardennes. First World

War. was all around them. Not a sound. Just

movement, Mist. fog. lurretless tanks, shat-

tered trees all around them. Some corpses

left lying in the middle of no-man's-land.

They had been together for a space of time

. . it was three hours, it was six weeks, it

was a month of Sundays, it was a year to

remember, it was the best of times, it was

the worst of times: who could measure it?

There were no signposts, no town criers, no

grandfather clocks, no change of seasons.

who could measure it?

They had begun to talk freely. He told her

again that his name was Ian Ross, and she

said Catherine. Catherine Molnar again.

She confirmed his guess that her life had

been empty. "Plain," she.said. "I was plain. I

am plain. No. don't bother to say you think I

have nice cheekbones or a trim figure; it

won't change a thing. If you want plain, I've

go! it,"

He didn't say she had nice cheekbones

or a trim figure. But he didn't think she was
plain

The Battle of the Ardennes was swirling

away now.

She suggested they make love,
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Ian Ross got to his feet quickly and
walked away.

She watched him for a while, keeping

him in sight. Then she got up. dusted off

her hands though there was nothing on

them, an act of memory, and followed him.

Quite a long time later, aftertrailing him but

not trying to catch up to him. she ran to

match his pace and finally, gasping for

breath, reached him.

"I'm sorry," she said.

"Nothing to be sorry about."

"I oifenoed you."

"No. you didn't. I just felt like walking."

"Stop it, Ian. I did, I .offended you."

He stopped and spun on her. "Do you

think I'm a virgin? I'm not a virgin."

His vehemence pulled her back from the

edge of boldness-. "No. of course you're

not, I never thought such a thing," Then she
said. "Well ...

I
am."

"Sorry," he said, because he didn't know

the right thing to say, il there was a right

thing.

"Not your fault." she said. Which was the

righ' inir.g to say.

From nothing to nothing. Thirty-four

years old. the properly desperate age for

unmarried, unmotherhooded. unloved.

Catherine Molnar. Janesville. Wisconsin.

Straightening the trinkets in her jewelry

box. ironing her clothes, removing and re-

folding the sweaters in her drawers, hang-

ing the slacks with the slacks, skirts with

the sk rk-; blouses-. wi;h I he b-ouses. coals

with the coats, all in order in the closet.

reading every word, in Time and Reader's
Digest, learning seven new words every

day never using seven new words every

day mopping the floors in the three-room

soart :->?"!
1 puiiirc; aside one full evening to

pay the bills and spelling out Wisconsin

completely, never the Wt abbreviation on

:l-e return envelopes, I slening to talk-radio,

calling for the correct time to set the clocks,

spooning out the droppings from the kitty

box. repasting photos in the album of'

scenes with round-faced people, pinching

back the buds on the coleus, calling Aunt

Beatrice every Tuesday at seven o'clock,

talking brightly to the waitress in the

orange-and-blue un'form at the chicken pie

shopps. repainting '•-, ,t"i""~: , , -. -_

J
. v so

the moon on each nail is showing heating

morning water for herself alone for the cup
of herbal tea setting the table with a cloth

napkin and a placemat, doing dishes,

going to the office and straightening the

bills of lading precisely From nothing to

nothing. Thirty-four.

s not

"I hate men who can't think past the pil-

low" she said, touching his hair.

"What's that?"

"Oh. it's just something I practiced, to

say after the first time I slept with a man, I

always felt there should be something orig-
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inal to say instead of all the tilings I read In

novels,

"

"I think it's a very clever phrase." Even

now he found it hard to touch fret He lay

with hands at his sides.

She changed the subject, "I was never

abletoget very far playing the piano. I have

absolutely no give between the thumb and
first finger And that's essential, you Know.

You have to have a long reach, a good
spread, I think they call it, to play Chopin. A
tenth: that's two notes over an octave. A full

octave, a perfect octave, those are just

technical lerms. Octave is good enough. I

don't have that."

"I like piano playing." he said, realizing

how silly and dull he must sound and
frightened (very suddenly) that she would

find him so, that she would leave him. Then
he remembered where they were and he

smiled. Where could she go? Where could

he go?
"I always hated the fellows at pa: ties who

could play the piano ... all the girls clus-

tered around those people. Except these

days it's not so much piano; not ioo many
people have pianos in their homes any-

more. TTie kids grow up and go away and
nobody takes lessons and the kids don't

buy pianos. They get those electric

guitars."

'Acoustical guitars."

"Yes, those, I don't think it would be' much
better for fellows like me who don't play,

.even if it's acoustical guitars."

They got up and walked again.

most important thing in that endless world

of gray spaces, even if they never found
iherr way back.

And. they began to use their time to-

gether setting small goals for each "day"

upon awakening. We wir walkfria.Z (ar; we
will play word games in which you have to

begin the name of a female movie star from
the last letter of a male movie star's name
that / have to begin off the last letter of a
female movie star; we will exchange shht

and blouse and see how it feels for a while;

we will sing every camp song we can re-

member They began to enjoy their time

together. They began to live.

And sometimes his voice fadea oul am::

she could see him moving his lips but there

was no Sound.
And sometimes when the mist cleared

she was invisible horn the ankles down and
her body moved as through thick soup.

And as they used, their time, they be-
came alien in that place where wasrec ti'~e

had gone to rest.

And they began to fade. As the world had
leached oul lor 'an Boss -n Scotland and
for Catherine Molnar in Wisconsin, they

began tb vanish from limbo. Matter could

neither be created, nor destroyed, but it

could be disassembled and sent where it

was needed for entropic balance.

He-saw her pale skin become transparent.

She saw his hands as. clear as glass.

And they thought: too late. Itcomes too late..

Invisible motes of their selves were
drawn off' and were sent away from that

gray place. Were sent where needed -to

maintain balance. One and one and one,

separated on the wind and blown to the

farthest corners of the tapestry that was
time and space. And could never be re-

called- And could never be rejoined.

So they touched, there in that vast limbo

of wasted time, for the last time, and
shadows existed for an instant, and then

were gone: he first, leaving her behind for

the merest instant of terrible loneliness and
loss, and then she, without shadow, pulled

apart and scattered, followed, Separation

without hope of return,

There was the faintest keening whine of

matter fleeing.

There was the soundless echo of a di-

minishing moan.
The universe was poised to accept re-

stored order.

And then balance was regained; as if

they had never been,

Great events hushed in mist swirled past.

Ptolemy crowned King of Egypt, the Battle

. of- the Teutoburger Forest, Jesus crucified,

the founding of Constantinople, the Van-

dals plundering Rome, themassacre of the

Omayyad family, the Court of the Fujiwaras

in Japan. Jerusalem falling to Saladin . , .

and on and on. . . great events. . .empty
time . . . and the timeless population
trudged past endlessly . .

. endlessly : .
,

unaware that finally, at last, hopelessly and
too late . . , two of their nameless order

had found the way out. DO
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UFD
arm's length, long tail wiih three blue
trails, with sudden sidewlse motion"; "ob-

ject the size of a basketball, silvery, then
red, seemed to be spinning"; "pear-

shaped, size of a B-52. metallic, seen
with binoculars": "round object with trian-

gular section on top which was spinning

like the streamers on a pole at the fair."

Despite the wavering accuracy of

these reports, the phenomena were eas-

ily identified as Venus because of their re-

ported direction and movement.
But can Venus really be so easily distin-

guished as Vallee would like to believe?

Some famous cases provide interesting

and troubling results.

Astronaut Michael Collins (later on the

first moon-landing flight and now with the

Smithsonian in Washington) was passing
over Australia on the Gemini-10 mission

in July 1966. He was standing up in the

open hatch, taking star photographs,
when he spotted a UFO.

"The sun is just beginning to come
up," Collins radioed to the ground.. "Also,

to the east, we see an extremely bright

object. I believe it's too bright to be a

planet. It's north of Orion about six or

eight degrees. Is it the Gemini-B
Agena [satellite]?"

But Collins was wrong, as he later can-

rJidly confessed; "I think I was fooled by
the planet Venus, " Star charts confirmed
:he position of Venus right where Collins

had seen his "extremely bright object . ,
.

too bright to be a planet," One of the best-

trained sky observers in the world (or out

of it) had been fooled by Venus.

The astronaut was not the first pilot to

mistake Venus for a nearby craft. Thou-

sands of World War II pilots, flying at alti-

tudes higher than ever before frequented
by men, often reported being paced by
a brightglowing object. On occasion,

gunners opened fire, fearing they were
being attacked by secret Axis air

weapons. But they were not in danger,

just as the object was safe from their

bullets—they had no chance of hitting

the planet Venus.

plain away, authorities released a cate-

gorical identification of the killer UFO as

Venus.
Years later, investigators came across

declassified records of a giant, strato-

spheric spy balloon launched upwind
of the sighting area a few hours earlier.

Designed to carry automatic cameras
across Russia, the balloons were part of a

top secret program that had not been dis-

closed even to Air Force investigators

—

even though balloon-program officials

must have known that one of their tests

had led to the freak death of Captain

Mantell, luring him Lorelei-like above his

safe altitude.

So Venus was off the hook. It had not

led a man to his death. The best it could

do, years later, was to lead a man on a

merry chase.

In the predawn hours of April 17, 1966,

Ohio state trooper Dale Spaur chased a

UFO for almost 1 60 kilometers across

Ohio into Pennsylvania. Later, Air Force

investigators claimed that Spaur, a former

race car driver, had become overexcited

by the brilliant planet Venus and had im-

agined it was a UFO only a few dozen
meters in front of his speeding patrol car.

But independent UFO investigators dis-

agreed, pointing to the distinctly un-

Venuslike maneuvers of the UFO at the

start and finish of the great chase and to

reports o! other witnesses.

According to Spaur. he chased the ob-

ject at speeds of 160k.p.h. (lOOm.p.h.},

but it always kept barely ahead. Strange-

ly, when the trooper was forced to slow

down for traffic, the UFO obligingly

slowed down and waited for him.

In a study to be published shortly, UFO
investigator Robert Sheaffer has shown

Venus, on the other hand, has also

been the fall guy for some- cases in which
desperate debunkers have stretched I
facts rather than not come up with an ex- f
planation. The most famous such event is S
probably the "Mantell Case" of 1948, °

when a pilot chased a UFO high into the -|

sky over Kentucky, then apparently |
blacked out from lack ot oxygen and s

crashed. _
|

What had he been chasing? The bright §
image was also seen from an air base I
control tower, but all that investigators f
could determine was, Venus had gener-

*

ally been in the direction of the UFO and Unidentified craft spotted by a geologist in
might have been visible in daytime. But

, Wamski
with no other ideas and a dead pilot to ex- sighting. Adamski lore is making a comeback

that the country roads followed by Spaur,
together with reports of changing posi-
tions of the UFO, consistently point to

within a few degrees of the known posi-

tion of Venus.

"Spaur says he passed dozens of

cars and trucks," Sheaffer adds, "and it's

curious that none of those other drivers

reported anything unusual during the

times Spaur claimed the UFO was right in

front of his hood. One policeman, alerted

by radio, did later claim to have seen
another object—but its reported posi-

tion was nowhere near Spaur's UFO.

Lest people suspect that policemen
are immune to UFO misperceptions, in

1 975 half a dozen police cars trom Wash-
ington D.C. and Maryland gathered at a
street intersection before dawn to watch
a brilliant UFO in the sky. A helicopter was
sent up after it. Yet when experts from ni-

cap (National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena), a Washington-
based pro-UFO group, were called, the

object was quickly identified as Venus.

An even more illuminating Venus case
took place in Milledgeville, Georgia, in

October 1 967. Police officers reported

predawn pursuit of a "big red football-

shaped light" in the eastern sky, The offi-

cers lost sight of the object after 13 kilo-

meters (eight miles) but upon heading
back into town were startled tosee the

object chasing them and illuminating the

inside of their police car.

The UFO returned subsequent morn-
ings, chasing other motorists. An aircraft

took off to chase the UFO, but while the

pilot could see only a receding light,

ground observers claimed he had flown
directly under the object.

The much-maligned University of Colo-

rado UFO study was in progress at that

time and sent two scientists to the scene.
They were able to identify the UFO as
Venus, a conclusion endorsed by Dr. J.

Allen Hynek. Wrote Hynek later: "The
case should be read by all UFO investi-

gators. It is a fantastic example.of how
persuasive the planet Venus can be as a
non-screened UFO. Police-officers in 1

1

counties were 'taken in' by this planet."

The most unusual UFO sighting with a
possible Venus connection has to be the

famous "Father Gill" case, which oc-
curred near a remote mission station at

the eastern end of New Guinea in June
1959.

Skeptics dismiss the case as a gross
misidentiiication of a haze-distorted

Venus—but it seems a bit more complex
than that. Believers label it a close en-
counter of the third kind, in which aliens

actually waved to a group of startled

earthmen—but there are nagging doubts
about that version, loo. The best thai can
be said is, the 20-year-old report from Fa-
ther Gill at Boianai is likely to remain a
mystery forever.

Father Gill reported a large disk-



shaped object. emi:lng 'ays. surrounded

by smaller objects, with humanlike fig-

ures walking around on top. When the

missionary and some natives waved, the

figures waved back.

The problem is this: In the direction Gill

says he saw the UFO, Venus was shining

near its brightest When Venus set, Gill re-

corded that his UFO disappeared. That

some unusual optical eftect was present

in the skies over New Guinea is support-

ed by eyewitness accounts from other

missionaries down the. coast.

Father Gill later admitted lhat his 'small

UFOs' were probably twinkling stars, but

insisted his 'disk' was not. Gill also

claimed to have seen Venus separately

'from the UFO, but euros analyst Allan

Hendry pointed out that the rarely seen

planet Mercury was brightly shining in the

sky where Venus would be expected, and

Gill might have mistaken it for Venus.

Bui Gill's disk UFO cannot be as easily

pinned .down as those ot his neighboring

missionaries. He insisted the object was

very large—although he later reduced its

angular size by a factor of ten, to "five

times the moon's apparent diameter." He
insisted that the object did not gradually

set (as Venus would have done), but re-

mained steady above the horizon. He
also stood by his report that he (and

some of the natives) Gould see movement

on top of the disk.

Even comparing Gill's testimony to

some of the wilder misperceptions of

Venus, the leap to a claim of "Explained"

tor the case must be considered risky.

The Center for UFO Sfudies Sums up the

case Ihis way; "Wefeel confident that the

sighting was generaled either by an

extraordinary UFO as described or by

Venus distorted in size and shape by

amazing atmospheric conditions and

memory spanning eighteen years by Fa-

ther-Gill . . . but nothing else." So was if a

spaceship, or was it Venus?

That's still quite a gap. It is not likely

ever to be bridged in the Gill case.

George Adamski first met the people

fromVenus in 1 952, according to his

published accounts. In August 1954 he

was taken on board a Venusian scoutship

with an all-girl crew for a short jaunt

around the moon. On the hidden far side,

Adamski saw lakes, rivers, and prosper-

ous cities—which were gone by the time

our astronauts got there.

He also discoursed at length with inter-

planetary sages, who revealed to him the

philosophical secrets of the universe.

The Adamski flying saucer photo-

graphs are among the most famous of

UFOs ever published. But despite the

fame, Adamski (who died in 1 965) is gen-

erally regarded as a fraud. The late sci-

ence fiction editor Ray Palmer, who more

than anyone helped to publicize the con-

cept of "flying saucers from outer space,"

revealed that Adamski's books in the

1950s were rewrites of bad science fic-

tion manuscripts Adamski had unsuc-

cessfully submitted .
Last year, UFO re-

searcher Ray Stanford claimed that

Adamski admitted to him in a moment of

candor that this whole flying saucer busi-

ness was financially motivated to replace

the income he had brought in as a rum-

runner during Prohibition.

Today, the Adamski stories have none-

theless experienced something of a re-

vival, as diehard Adamski loyalists from

the 1950s are reinforced by UFO theo-

rists of the 1970s, This line of thought

runs that Adamski's experiences-were

During a space walk in 1966. Gem;ni asw^iji Mike Collins spc.tte.n a nriiiiarv UFO "too bngnt n

be a piano!." Bui CoiUnr,. ,',«£ mniions of skywztcners. lad Pesn iooied by !.no pianet Venus.

genuine but that he had been deliberate-

ly lied toby the aliens for .some obscure

purpose still in dispute. UFO contactees

such as Adamski, who were despised by

the "nuts-and-bolts" UFO buffs, in the

1950s (people who believed that UFOs
were alien spaceships, but that the .pilots

had too much sense to talk to crackpots

like Adamski), had become respectable

in the 1970s.

It is not inconceivable, some UFO buffs

suggest, that Venus actually is inhabited

by aliens who have misled earth sclen-

tists through counterfeit radio signals. All

human Venus probes may have been
quietly destroyed and alien radio trans-

mitters substituted.

It's a theory worthy of George
Adamski at his best—or worst-

depending on your point of view.

On the other hand, the sec ret-inhabi-

tants of Venus may be hostile. At ieast,

'

that is what Karl Mekis claim'ed. He con-

vinced thousands of people, and wound
up in prison for it.

''

In 1953, Mekis began a publicity cam-

paign announcing an imminent invasion

trom Venus. Operating from his head-
.

quarters in Santiago, Chile, the former SS
guard offered terrified terrestrials an es-

cape hatch: Mekis could sell ihem "sur-

vival passes" and minor posls in the post-

invasion Venusiatl administration. He had

been authorized, to do so, or so he.

claimed, by an advance agent of the

Venusian occupation forces. *

Over the next six years, Mekis (moving

to Rome to avoid the attention of Chilean

authorities) accumulated a fortune of

more than $300.obO and an arrriy of be-

lievers who sent tllm all their money and

then went but to beg, borrow, or steal

But passing through Austria on va-

cation in 1959, Mekis was arrested, tried,

convicted, and sentenced to several

years in prison on fraud charges ("UFO

Bunko").

Less than a year later, earth's first inter-

planetary probes reached Venus. It must

have scared them off, since the invasion

never came.

As the fleets of many more American

and Russian space probes arrive at

Venus in December 1978, they will be try-

ing to pierce the cloudy curtains of se-

crecy surrounding that distant planet. But

on another plane of consciousness, the

planet Venus has itself been casting its

essence across interplanetary distances

to create mystery and confusion here on

earth.

Venus has been mistaken millions of

times for an airplane, a satellite, a space-

ship, a weather balloon, and a dozen dif-

ferent configurations of flying saucers.

Millions of UFO sightings triggered by

the veiled planet are a tribute to the grip

Venus has on human imagination and

perception. The goddess would have

been pleased. OO



THE ARTS
be replaced by the cartooned shot when
it was completed hy one of his many ani-

mators. Translated to lull-color animation,

[hough I could still "see" the original if I

tried, the difference was stunning. Judg-
ing only by these few minutes of film, my
guess is that this picture, the first major
step beyond Disney in the past-30 years,

may be the high-water mark in animation
to date.

Enthused, by the fooiage, I returned to

Bakshi's office to discuss the reactions

he is expecting from the Tolkien cult audi-

ence. Adapting such a popular subject,

he must have some apprehensions about
being accused of misini.eroroiciiion "I've

always written my films," he explained.

"This is all new to me. I've never

done a film from a novel before,
I
had to

constantly ask, 'How do I stay honest to

myself as a director and an artist, and at

the same time, stay honest to the writer of

the original material?' It was a new prob-
lem to me, but I learned how to cope
with it." "Tolkien fans," Bakshi
said, "could have spent 20 hours in

specific areas. One of 'he great things in

Tolkien was how much the Hobbils ate.

They ate forever, and the way Tolkien

described it. you could si! there and have
uricn wilh them for three days. Tolkien

fans and I could sit' and do three hours on
that and not get past the first act. It

wouldn't be fair to ask that of normal
movie audiences-. We chose those things
that we felt the entire, audience would
like, and perhaps if the film does really

well we'll all go to lunch together."

BaKshi's concern for faithfulness to the
original text brought him to England with

producer Saul Zaentz (One Flew Over the

Z-jcknn's Nesi.i. Before they started fhe

film, casting English actors lo "piay' the

3 parts that Bakshi would later use as
tasis for the visual characterizations.

he and Zaentz visited Tolkien's daughter,

".he said, 'No matter what

you do, ten percent of all Tolkien fans

aren't going to like how you design the

nsraoters.' A: ;en cement she was being

nice. She didn't have to tell me thai. My
interest as a filmmaker is synonymous
with my interest as a Tolkien fan. I have
the same right to my images as any

Tolkien fan,

What I came away from that meeting with

was the understanding that

it's not how the characters .ook. but iha'.

you like the way they look. This led me to

I deal with the really tough questions: Will

the story play on screen? Will we remem-
ber the visual images? Will the picture

carry the emotions that a good film

should have? Can the characters, how-
ever they're drawn, be brought to life? If

ne up right every time, than I've

made a movie of Lord of the Flings.
"

—James Delson

ANSWERS TO GAMES {page 144
)

No Specified Mode of Behavior
1. Sixty degrees. Joining the two ends of

the lines across the unseen face of the
cube would complete an equilateral

triangle.

2. The lake's diameter is 1000 meters.

The fish makes a right-angle turn on the
circumference of the circle, so its diame-
ter, therefore, is the hypotenuse of a right

triangle having sides of 600 and 800 me-
ters (the square of the hypotenuse equals
the sum of the squares of the sides).

3. Pour the contents of glass No. 2 into

glass No. 5.

4. "I will be shot with poison arrows.'

5. Place the corn in boiling water and
start both timers. When the four-mmute -

timer runs out, turn it over (elapsed time:

four minutes). When the seven-minute
timer runs out, turn it over (elapsed time:

seven minutes). The four-minute glass will

run out exactly one minute later (eiapsed
time: eight minutes). At that time, bra the
seven-minute glass over again, its sand
will run out one minute later (eiapsed
time: nine minutes).

6. Make two vertical cuts, perpendicular

to each other, along the cakes diameters.

cutting it into four equal pieces. Then
make one horizontal cut through the cen-
ter of the cake.

9. Pick a fruit from the "Apples & Or-

anges" box. Whichever fruit it is, put the

appropriate label on that box. Remove
the incorrect "Apples & Oranges" label,

which must belong on one of the other

two boxes. Which box? Not the one from
which you have just taken a label be-

cause that would leave the third box un-

changed, and we have been told all three

labels are wrong. The "Apples & Or-

anges" label must go on" the third box,

and its label moved to the only box now
remaining without a label.

10. The letters are the initials of the first

seven numbers: One, Two. Three, etc,

The eighth letter, then, is £.

11. Alfred, while Louise had had "had
had," had had "had." "Had had" had had
the teacher's approval.

12. "I ought to owe nothing, fori ate

nothing."

1 3. Number the bags from one lo ten.

Take from each bag a number of coins

equal to the number of the bag—one coin

from bag No. 1 . two from bag No. 2, and
so on. Weigh them all together. The result

will be light by a number of grams equal
to the number of the bag -hat conuiins the

tight coins.

Ten Tricky Teasers

1. Two grooves, oneoneach side.

2. Electric trains, don't have smoke.
3. One of the coins is not a quarter, it is a
dime. The other coin, of course, is. a
quarter.

4. Since one of the terms in this series will

be (x-x), which equals zero, the product
of the entire series is zero.

5. 103.(50-^=100, 100+3 = 103)
6. Three,

7. True. The third error is that there are
only two errors.

8. Two hours (unless he had a digital

alarm clock that can be set for A.M or

P.M.).



DEATHS
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nicality and a lawyer could delay trial for

five years. You're guilty as hell, and so if

you cooperate, they won't do anything to

you. They'll just deport you."

"Whal a pal," Jerry said. "With you on my
side, I haven't a worry in the world."

"Exactly right," said Charlie. "And don't

you forget it."

The courtroom was crowded with cam-

eras. (Jerry had heard that in the old days

of'freedom of the press, cameras had often

been barred from courtrooms. But then, in

those days the defendant didn't usually tes-

tify and in those days the lawyers didn't

both work from the same script, Still, there

was the press, looking for all the world as if

they though! they were free.)

Jerry had nothing lo do for nearly half an

hour. The audience (Are they paid? Jerry

wondered. In America, they must be) filed

In, and the show began at exactly eight

o'clock. The judge came in looking impres-

sive in his robes, and his voice was reso-

nant and strong, like a father on television

remonstrating his rebellious son. Everyone

who spoke faced the camera with the red

light oh the top. And Jerry felt very tired.

He did not waver in his determination to

try to turn this trial to his own advantage,

but he seriously wondered what good it

would do. And was it to his own advan-

tage? They would certainly punish him

more severely. Certainly they would be an-

gry, would cut him off. But he had written

his speech as if it were an impassioned

climactic scene in a play (Crave Against

the Communists or perhaps Liberty's Last

Cry), and he the hero who would willingly

give his life for the chance to instill a little bit

of patriotism (a little bit of intelligence, who
gives a damn about patriotism! J in the

hearts and minds of the millions of Ameri-

cans who would be watching.

"Gerald Nathan Crove, you have heard

the charges against you. Pledse step for-

ward and state your plea."

Jerry stood up and walked with, he

hoped, dignity to the taped X on the floor

where the prosecutor had insisted that he

stand. He looked for the camera with the

red light on. He stared into it intently, sin-

cerely, and wondered if, after all, it wouldn't

be better just to say nolo contendere or

even guilty and have an easier time of it.

"Mr. Crove," intoned the judge, "America

is watching, How do you plead?"

America was watching indeed. And
Jerry opened his mouth and said not the

Latin but the English he had rehearsed so

often in his mind:

"There is a time for courage and a time

for cowardice, atimewhen aman can give

in to those who offer him leniency and a

time when he must, instead, resist them for

the sake of a higher goal. America was

orice a free nation. But as long as they pay

($&cex&M—e

"Ifs hereditary. ... I got it from my sister"

our salaries, we seem content to be slaves!

I plead not guilty, because any act that

serves to weaken Russian. domination of

any nation in the world is a blow for all the

things that make life worth living and

against those to whom power is the only

god wbrlh worshiping!"

Ah. Eloquence. But in his rehearsals he

had never dreamed he would get even this

"far, and yet they still showed no sign of

stopping him. He looked away from the

camera. He looked at ihe prosecutor, who

was taking notes on a yellow pad. He

looked at Charlie, and Charlie was re-

signedly shaking his head and putting his

papers back in his briefcase. No one

seemed to be particularly worried lhat

Jerry was saying these things over live

television. And the broadcasts were live—

they had stressed that, that he must be

careful to do everything correctly the first

time because it was all live

—

They were lying, of course. And Jerry

stopped his speech and jammed his hands

into his pockets, only to discover that the

suit they had provided for him had no

pockets (Save money by avoiding nones-

sentials, said the slogan), and his hands

slid uselessly down his hips.

The prosecutor looked up in surprise

when the judge cleared his throat. "Oh, I

beg your pardon," he said. "The speeches

usually go on much longer. I congratulate

you, Mr. Crove, on your brevity."

Jerry nodded in mock acknowledgment,

but he felt no mockery.

"We always have a dry run," said the »

prosecutor, "just to catch you last-

chancers."

"Everyone knew that?"

"Well, everyone but you, of course, Mr.

Crove. All right, everybody, you can go

home now."

The audience arose and quietly shuffled

out.

The prosecutor and Charlie got up and

walked to the bench. The judge was resting

his chin on his hands, looking not at all

fatherly now, just a little bored. "How much

do you want?" ihe judge asked.

"Unlimited," said the prosecutor.

"Is he really that important'?" Jerry might

as well have hot been there. "After all,

they're doing the actual bombers in Brazil."

"Mr. Crove is" an American," said the

prosecutor, "who chose to let a Russian

ambassador be assassinated."

"All right, all right," said the judge, and

Jerry marveled that the man hadn't the

slightest trace of a Russian accent.

"Gerald Ndthan Crove, the court finds

you guilty of murder and treason against

the United States of America and its ally,

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Do

you have anything to say before sentence

is pronounced?"
"I just wondered." said Jerry, "why you

all speak English."

"Because," said the prosecutor icily,

"we are in America."

"Why do you even bother with trials?"

"To stop other imbeciles from trying what



you did. He just wants to argue, Your
Honor."

The judge slammed down his gavel.

"The court sentences Gerald Nathan
Crove

:
.to be put Eo death by every available

melhod until such time as he convincingly

apologizes lor his action to the American
people. Court stands adjourned, Lord in

heaven, do I have a headache."

They wasted no time. At five o'clock in

the morning. Jerry had barely fallen asleep.

Perhaps they rnonilored this, because they

promptly woke him up with a brutal electric

shock across the metal floor where Jerry

was lying. Two guards— this time
Russians—came in and stripped him and
then dragged him to the execution
chamber even though, had they let him, he
would have walked.

The prosecutor was waiting. "I have
been assigned your case," he said, "be-

cause you promise to be a challenge. Your
psychological profile is interesting. Mr.

Crove. You long to be a hero."

"I wasn't aware of that."

"You displayed it in the courtroom, Mr,

Crove. You are no doubt aware—your
m-ddle name implies it—of the last words
a< the American Revolutionary War espio-

nage agent named Nathan Hale. 'I regret

pal I -ave but one life to give for my coun-

q be sa:d. You shall discover that he was
—«Ja*en He should be very glad he had

-

:
-
f -^

"Sncs 'you were arrested several weeks
"
=

: ;? .i^e'ro. we have been grow-

; l :;-- - :--s for you. Development
e : _ ;:-?-e-a;ed but they have been
~z i=_ i-se-safon environments until

-= :--t-"" T
~-e--r minds are blank.

: . _= - - - =.vare of somec, yes, Mr.

! :
^~

_-r" :::^: ~~-_ starship sleep drug.
- : " -tI ^ this case, of course.

= -' ~= "
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i ~; technique we use on

I

rterstefe- figrSs—that is quite useful.

Wien we execute you. Mr. Crove, we shall

:^ conSnuousty taping your brain. All your
"-"emo-es .. r= -a—e- -ndecorously

f
dumped into the head of the first clone,
.-; _,_ „„ £_^__ zeccr-e you. How-
ever, he will clearly remember all your life

_p to and including the moment of death.
"It was so easy to be a hero in the old

days, Mr. Crave. Then you never knew for

sure what death was like. It was compared
to sleep, to great emotional pain, to quick

departure of the soul from the body. None
3f these, of course, is particularly accurate.

Jerry was frightened. He had heard of

multiple death before, of course— it was
aimored to exist because of its deterrent
value. "They resurrect «you and kill you
again and again," said the horror story, and

I now he knew that it was true. Or they

| wanted him to believe it was true.

What frightened Jerry was the way they
I planned to kill him. A noose hung from a
I hook in the ceiling. It could be raised and
I towered, but there didn't seem to be the

I slightest provision for a quick, sharp drop

to break his neck. Jerry had once almost

choked to death on a salmon bone. The
sensation of not being able to breathe ter-

rified him.

"How can
I
get out of this?" Jerry asked,

his palms sweating.

"The first one, not at all," said the prose-

cutor. "So you might as well be brave and
use up your heroism this time around. Af-

terward we'll give you a screen test and see
how convincing your repentance is. We're
fair, you know. We try to avoid putting any-

one through this unnecessarily. Please sit."

Jerry sat. A man in a lab coat put a metal

helmet on his head. A few needles pricked

into Jerry's scalp.

"Already." said the prosecutor, "your

first clone is becoming aware. He already

has all your memories. He is right now living

through your panic—or shall we say your
attempts at courage. Make sure you con-
centrate carefully on what is about to hap-

pen to you, Jerry. You want to make sure
you remember every detail.

"Please," Jerry said.

"Buck up, my man," said the prosecutor
with a grin. "You were wonderful in the

courtroom. Let's have some of that noble
resistance now."

Then the guards led him to the noose
and put it around his neck, being careful

not to dislodge the helmet. They pulled it

tight and then tied his hands behind his

back. The rope was rough on his neck. He
waited, his neck tingling, for the sensation

of being lifted in the air. He flexed his neck
muscles, trying to keep them rigid, though
he knew the effort would be.useless. His
knees grew weak, waiting for them to raise
the rope.

The room was plain. There was nothing

to see. and the prosecutor had left the
room. There was. however, a mirror on a
wall beside him. He could barely see into it

without turning his entire body. He was
sure it was an observation window. They
would watch, of course.

Jerry needed to go to the bathroom.
Remember, he "told himself, I won't really

die. I'll be awake in the other room in just a
moment.

But his body was not convinced. It didn't

matter a bit that a new Jerry Crove would be
ready to get up and walk away when this

was over. This Jerry Crove would die,

"What are you waiting for?" he de-
manded, and as if that had been their cue
the guards pulled the rope and lifted him
into the air.

From the beginning it was worse than he
had thought. The rope had an agonizingly
tight grip on his neck; there was no ques-
tion of resisting at all. The suffocation was
nothing, at first. Like being under water
holding your breath. But the rope itself was
painful, and his neck hurt, and he wanted
to cry out with the pain; but nothing could
escape his throat,

Not at first.

There was some fumbling with the rope,
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WORLDS BEYOND—In the January OMNI visionary Buckminster FuHe

nia governor Jerry Brown,. and Apollo astronaut Rusty Schweickart examine bur

possible futures beyond planet earth. Space travel, exploration, and industrial-

ization are only a few of the topics explored. You'll learn what's next in space re-

search, how it feels to actually make the leap into space, and how to develop the

tenuous connection between ecology and technology that may only be possible

by crossing the "final frontier and colonizing the mysterious world beyond."

SOLAR POLITICS— Is solar energy a dream of the distant future? Former con-

gressional investigator Helen Drui.sine doesn
:

ithink so, and in the next OMNI she

tells us why. According to Druisine, one of the major obstacles to a solar solution of

the much heralded energy crisis facing us is our U.S. Department of Energy.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW/THOR HEYERDAHL— "It's possible, given the enor-

mous amount of people living on the planet today and Ihe progress of technology,

especially as evidenced by the increased number of nonbiodegradable chemi-

cals we are dumping into all rivers and sewers, that sooner or later we are going to

kill the ocean—.and that will be the death of this planet." The.speaker is Thor Hey-

erdahl, famous for his exploits on the Kan-Tiki balsa raftand the two Ra reed

boars, which earned him across the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Fresh from re-

ceiving the prestigious United Nations environmental award, Dr. Heyerdahl's life-

long proximity to ocean habitats enables him to offer penetrating insights regard-

ing the future of our biosphere. His unique experiences as a global adventurer,

explorer and environmentalist make fascinating reading in the January OMNI.

THE FOREVER WAR—In 1977 Roger Guillemin and Andrew Shally shared the

Nobel Prize tor Physiology/Medicine for their deciphering of the chemical struc-

ture of several hypothalamic hormones, a scientific achievement that eventually

could lead to chemicals that control appetite and obesity, prevent blindness and

diabetes, improve memory and teaming, and yes, even to an over-the-counter

aphrodisiac, perhaps in the form of a nasal spray. Working together, there's no

telling what wonders Guillemin and. Shally could create. Only they don't work to-

gether For more than 20 years these two titans of science have been engaged in

a healed battle that, according to contributing editor Bill Stuckey, has become a

forever war Follow the blow-by-blow account of this conflict in the next OMNI.

and it jumped up and down as the guards

tied it to the hook on the wall. Once Jerry's

feet even touched the floor

By the time the rope held still, however,

the effects of the strangling were taking

over and the pain was forgotten. The blood

was pounding inside Jerry's head. His

tongue felt thick. He could not shut his

eyes. And now he wanted to breathe. He
had to breathe. His body demanded a

breath.

His body was not under control. Intellec-

tually, he knew that he could not possibly

reach the floor, knew that this death would

be temporary, but right now his mind was

not having much influence over his body,

His legs kicked and struggled to reach the

ground. His hands strained at the rope be-

hind him. And all the exertion only made his

eyes bulge more with the pressure of the

blood that could not get past the rope; only

made him need air more desperately.

There was no help for him, but now he

tried to scream for help. The sound now

escaped his throat—but at the cost ot air,

He felt as if his tongue were -being pushed

up into his nose. His kicking grew more

violent, though every kick was agony. He
spun on the rope; he caught a glimpse of

himself in the mirror. His face was turning

purple.

How long will it be? Surely not much
longer!

But it was much longer.

If he had been underwater, holding his

breath, he would now have given up and

drowned.

if he had a gun and a free hand, he would

kill himself now to end this agony and the

sheer physical terror of being unable to

breathe. But he had no gun, and there was
no question of inhaling, and the blood

throbbed in his head and made his eyes

see everything in shades of red, and finally

he saw nothing at all.

Saw nothing, except what was going

through his mind, and that was a jumble, as

if his consciousness were madly trying to

make some arrangement that would elimi-

nate the strangulation. He kept seeing him-

self in the creek behind his house, where he

had fallen in when he was a child, and

someone was throwing him a rope, but he

couldn't and he couldn't and he couldn't

catch it, and then suddenly it was around

his neck and dragging him under.

Spots of black stabbed at his eyes. His

body felt bloated, and then it erupted, his

bowel and bladder and stomach ejecting

all that they contained, except that his vomit

was stopped at his throat, where it burned.

The shaking of his body turned into con-

vulsive jerks and spasms, and for a mo-

ment Jerry felt himself reaching the wel-

come state of unconsciousness. Then,

suddenly he discovered that death is not

so kind.

There is no such thing as slipping off

quietly in your sleep. No such thing as

oeing "killed immediately" or having death

mercifully end the pain.

Death woke him from his unconscious-



ness, for perhaps a tenth of a second. But

that tenth of a second was infinite, and in it

he experienced the infinite agony of im-

pending nonexistence. His life did not flash

before his eyes. The lack of life instead

exploded, and in his mind he experienced
far greater pain and fear than anything he

had feit from the mere hanging.

And then he died.

For an instant he hung in limbo, feeling

and seeing nothing. Then a light stabbed at

his eyes and soft foam peeled away from

his skin and the prosecutor stood there,

watching as he gasped and retched and
clutched at his throat. It seemed incredible

that he could now breathe, and if he had
experienced only the strangling, he might

now sigh with relief and say, "I've been
through it once, and now I'm not afraid of

death." But the strangling was nothing. The
strangling was prelude. And he was afraid

of death.

They forced him to come into the room
where he had died. He saw his body hang-
ing, black-taced, from the ceiling, the hel-

met still on the head, fhe tongue protrud-

ing.

"Cut it down," the prosecutor said, and
for a moment Jerry waited for the guards to

obey. Instead, a guard handed Jerry a
knife.

With death still heavy in his mind, Jerry

swung around and lunged at the prosecu-

tor. But a guard caught his hand in an irre-

sistible grip, and the other guard held a

pistol pointed at Jerry's head.

"Do you want to die again so soon?"

asked the prosecutor, and Jerry whim-
pered and took the knife and reached up to

cut himself down from the noose. In order to

reach above the knot, he had to stand close

enough to the corpse to touch it. The
stench was incredible. And the fact of

death was unavoidable. Jerry trembled so

badly he could hardly control the knife, but

eventually the rope parted and fhe corpse
slumped to the ground, knocking Jerry

down as it fell. An arm lay across Jerry's

legs. The face looked at Jerry eye-to-eye.

Jerry screamed.

"You see the camera?"
Jerry nodded, numbly.

"You will look at the camera and you will

apologize for having done anything against

the government that has brought peace to

the earth."

Jerry nodded again, and the prosecutor

said, "Roll it."

"Fellow Americans," Jerry said, "I'm

sorry. I made a terrible mistake. I was
wrong. There's nothing wrong wilh the Rus-

sians. I let an innocent man be killed. For-

give me. The government has been kinder

to me than 1 deserve." And so on. For an
hour Jerry babbled, insisting that he was
craven, that he was guilty, that he was
worthless, that fhe government was vying

with God for respectability.

And when he was through, the prosecu-

tor came back in, shaking his head.

"Mr. Crave, you can do better than that.

"Nobody in the audience believed you
for one minute. Nobody in the test sample,

nol one person, believed that you were the

least bit sincere. You still think the govern-

ment ought to be deposed . And so we have
to try the trealment again."

"Lei me fry to confess again."

'A screen test is a screen test, Mr. Crove.

We have to give you a little more experience
with death before we can permit you to

have any involvement with life."

This time Jerry screamed right irom the

beginning. He made no attempt at all to

bear it well. They hung him by the armpits

over a long cylinder filled with boiling oil.

They slowly lowered him. Death came
when the oil was up to his chest— by then

his legs had been completely cooked and
the meat was falling off the bones in large

chunks.

They made him come in and, when the oil

had cooled enough to touch, tish out the

pieces of his own corpse.

He wept all through his confession this

time, but the test audience was complelely

unconvinced. "The man's a phony," they

said. "He doesn't believe a word of what

he's saying."

"We have a problem," said the prosecu-

tor. "You seem so willing to cooperate after

your death. But you have reservations. You

aren't speaking from the heart. We'll have to

help you again."

Jerry screamed and struck out at the

prosecutor. When the guards had pulled

him away (and the prosecutor was nursing

an injured nose). Jerry shouted. "Of course
I'm lying! No matter how often you kill me it

won't change the fact that this is a govern-
ment of fools by vicious, lying bastards!"

"On the contrary." said the prosecutor.

trying to maintain his good manners and
cheerful demeanor despite the blood pour-

ing out of his nose, "if we kill you enough,
you'll completely change your mind."

"You can't change the truth!"

"We've changed it for everyone else

who's gone through this. And you are far

from being the first who had to go to athird

clone. But this time, Mr. Crove, do try to

forget about being a hero."

They skinned him alive, arms and legs

first, and then, finally, they castrated him

and ripped the skin off his belly and chest.

He died silently when they cut his larynx

out—no, not silently. Just voiceless. He
found that without a voice he could still

whisper a scream that rang in his ears
when he awoke and was forced to go in and
carry his bloody corpse to the disposal

room. He confessed again, and the audi-

ence was not convinced.

They slowly crushed him to death, and
he had to scrub the blood out of the crusher

when he awoke, but the audience only

commented. "Who does the jerk think he's

fooling?"

They disemboweled him and burned his
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guts in front of him. They infected him with

rabies and let his death linger for two

weeks. They crucified him and let exposure

and thirst kill him. They dropped him a

dozen times from the roof of a one-story

building until he died.

Yet the audience knew that Jerry Crave

had not repented.

"My God, Crove, how long do you think I

can keep doing this?" asked the prosecu-

tor. He did not seem cheerful. In fact, Jerry

thought he looked almost desperate.

"Getting a little tough on you?" Jerry

asked, grateful for the conversation be-

• cause it meant there would be a few min-

utes between deaths.

"What kind of man do you think I am?
We'll bring him back to life in a minute any-

way, I tell myself, but I
didn't get into this

business in order to find new, hideous ways

of killing people."

"You don't like it? And yet you have such a

natural talent for it."

The prosecutor looked sharply at Crove.

"Irony? Now you can joke? Doesn't death

mean anything to you?"

Jerry did not answer, only tried to blink

back the tears that these days came un-

bidden every few minutes.

"Crove, Ihis is not cheap. Do you think it's

cheap? We've spent literally billions of ru-

bles on you. And even with inflation, that's a

hell of a lot of money."
"In a classless society there's no need for

money."

"What is this, dammit! Wow you're getting

rebellious? Wow you're trying to be a hero?"

"No."

"No wonder we've had to kill you eight

times! You keep thinking up clever argu-

ments against us!"

"I'm sorry Heaven knows I'm sorry"

"I've asked to be released from this as-

signment. I obviously can't crack you."

"Crack me! As if I didn't long to be
cracked."

"You're costing too much. There's a defi-

nite benefit in having criminals convinc-

ingly recant on television. But you're getting

too expensive. The cost-benefit ratio is

ridiculous now There's a limit to how much
we can spend on you."

"I have a way for you to save money,"

"So do I. Convince the damned audi-

ence!"

"Next time you kill me.don'l put a helmet

on my head."

The prosecutor looked absolutely

shocked. "That would be final. That would

be capital punishment. We're a humane
government. We never kill anybody perma-

nently."

They shot him in the gut and let him bleed

lo death. They threw him from a cliff inlo the

sea. They let a shark eat him alive. They

hung him upside down so that just his head

was under water, and when he finally got

too tired to hold his head out of the water he

drowned.""

But through all this, Jerry had become
more inured to the pain. His mind had fi-

nally learned that none of these deaths was.
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permanent after all. And now when the

moment of death came, though it was still

terrible, he endured it better. He screamed
less. He approached death with greater

calm. He even hastened the process, de-

liberately inhaling great draughts of water,

deliberately wriggling to attract the shark.

When they had the guards kick him to

death he kept yelling, "Harder," until he

couldn't yell anymore.

And finally when they" set up a screen

test, he fervently told the audienqe that the

Russian government was the most terrify-

ing empire the world had ever known, be-

cause this time they were efficient at keep-

ing Iheir power, because this lime there was
no outside for barbarians to come from,

and because they had 'seduced the freest

people in history into loving slavery. His

speech was from the heart—he loathed the

Russians and loved the memory that once
there had been freedom and law and a

measure of justice in America.

And the prosecutor came into the room

£ The soldiers were

young, but unSlavic. Slavish,

but definitely American.

Slaves to Slavs. Put that in a

protest poem sometime,

he decided, if only there were

someone who wanted

to read a protest poem. 9

ashen-faced.

"You bastard," he said.

"Oh. You mean the audience was live

this time?"

"A hundred loyal citizens. And you cor-

rupted all but three of them."

"Corrupted?"

"Convinced them."

Silence for a moment, and then the pros-

ecutor sat down and buried his head in his

hands.

"Going to lose your job?" Jerry asked.

"Of course."

"I'm sorry. You're good at it."

The prosecutor looked at him with loath-

ing. "Noone ever failed at this before. And I

had never had to take anyone beyond a

second death. You've died a dozen limes,

Crove, and you've got used to it."

"I didn't mean to."

"How did you do it?"

"I don't know."

"What kind of animal are you, Crove?

Can't you make up a lie and believe it?"

Crove chuckled. (In the old days, at this

level of amusement he would have laughed

uproariously. But inured to death or not, he

had scars. And he would never laugh

loudly again.) "It was my business. As a

playwright. The willing suspension of dis-

belief."

The door opened and a very important-

looking man in a military uniform covered

with medals came in, followed by four Rus-

sian soldiers. Trie prosecutor sighed and

stood up. "Good-bye, Crove."

"Good-bye," Jerry said.

"You're a very strong man,"

"So," said Jerry, "are you." And the pros-

ecutor left.

The soldiers took Jerry out of the prison

to a different place entirely. A large com-

plex of buildings in Florida. Cape Canav-
eral. They were exiling him, Jerry realized.

"What's it like?" he asked the technician

who was preparing him for the flight.

"Who knows?" the technician asked. "No

one's ever come back. Hell, no one's ever

arrived yet,"

'After I sleep on somec, will I have any

trouble waking up?"

"In the labs, here on earth, no. Out there,

who knows?"

"But you think we'll live?"

"We send you to planets that look like

they might be habitable. If they aren't, so

sorry. You take your chances. The worst that

can happen is you die."

"Is that all?" Jerry murmured.

"Now lie down and let me tape your

brain,"

Jerry lay down and the helmet, once

again, recorded his thoughts. It was irresist-

ible, of course: when you are conscious

that your thoughts are being taped, Jerry

realized, it is impossible not to try to think

something important. As if you were per-

forming. Only the audience would consist

ot just one person. Yourself when you woke
up.

But he thought this: That this starship

and the others that would be and had been

sent out to colonize in prison worlds were

not really what the Russians thought they

were. True, the prisoners sent in the Gulag

ships would be away from earth for cen-

turies before they landed, and many or

most of them would not survive. But some
would survive.

I will survive, Jerry thought as the helmet

picked up his brain pattern and transferred

it to tape.

Out there the Russians are creating their

own barbarians. I will be Attila the Hun, My
child will be Mohammed. My grandchild

will be Genghis Khan.

One ot us, someday, will sack Rome,
Then the somec was injected, and it

swept through him, taking consciousness

with it, and Jerry realized with a shock of

recognition that this, too, was death: but a

welcome death, and he didn't mind. Be-

cause this time when he woke up he would
'

be free.

He hummed cheerfully unlil he couldn't

remember how to hum, and Ihen they put

his body with hundreds of others on a star-

ship and pushed them all out into space,

where they fell upward endlessly into the

stars. Going home. DO
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worked out to over $86,000 last November,

when MacCready accepted a "cheque" for

that amount from Prince Charles (at a Lon-

don reception hosted by the Royal

Aeronautical Society], while Henry Kremer

looked on with pride. After 18 years Kremer

was delighted to pay up: He had feared

that he might never see his dream realized

in his lifetime. He was so inspired, in fact,

that he offered a new prize—£100,000—

for the first human-powered flight across

the English Channel.

Even if all his design secrets were known,

MacCready is confident no one will beat

him to the prize. "The airplane itself is the

least of the problems," he says. More im-

portant are the logistics of pulling the whole

thing off successfully and safely. First, he

must get a plane (or several) over to Eng-

land; he must have a place from which to

operate that is relatively close to the shore,

a crew thereto put the plane together, and a

pilot who is in peak condition—despite

week after week of England's spring rains.

"We have to arrange for multiple boats.

good communications gear, and all sorts of

emergency things and redundant safety

measures. If we can't assure the pilot's

complete safety, we won't do it."

Then there's the problem of the notorious

weather conditions in the Channel, 34
kilometers (21 miles) across at its narrowest

point between Dover and Calais. "We've

done a lot of work just to get data on typical

weather conditions—which way the winds

come from, and how strong, in what month.

Then we must figure out a way to get

through the huge mass of traffic in the

Channel, where over 300 large ships go by

every day, traveling about twice the speed

oftheA/ba/ross. at right angles to its line of

flight, leaving water- and air-wakes behind

[hem. Flying through that will be like a tor-

toise trying to cross a freeway."

Close attention to the wind was a lesson

hard-learned with the Gossamer Condor. It

flew only at dawn, when the wind was virtu-

ally still—a breeze of more than six kph was
too dangerous to fly in. Once, during a test

flight, the Gossamer Condor flew into the

vortex of still-swirling air left by a crop-

duster plane that had taken off from that

spot on the runway over two minutes be-

fore, and its fragile wing snapped like a

toothpick.

"Ideally," Allen says, "I'd like to take off

into still air—though I could probably do it

into a wind of up to eight kilometers (five

m.p.h.)—then gain a little altitude and pick

up an onshore breeze blowing into France.

Once the plane is in the air and away from

anything that would cause turbulence, the

wind could be blowing 32 km (20 m.p.h.)

and it wouldn't affect the Albatross one bit."

It would, of course, drastically affect the

flight path and the impact of landing. In still

air, the 34-kilometer (21 -mile) flight will take

a minimum of two hours, and Allen is pre-

paring himself for a workout of three hours

or more, should he have to buck a head

wind. "Once the plane is in the air, tlying it is

easy. It's like riding a bike.

"

Bryan Allen, 26, will have lo churn out a

quarter-horsepower continuously for at

least two hours—an output that many
athletes could match or beat. Strength and

endurance are only two of the qualities that

Allen brings to the job. Another Ls his

build—at two meters, weighing just 62

kilograms, Allen packs more power per

kilogram than most Olympic athletes. Add
to that fhe years of experience Allen had as

a champion amateur cyclist and as a pilot

of sailplanes and hang gliders before he

ever met Paul MacCready, and you have a

picture of a man who seems destined to fly

himself into history, as the pilot and the

power plant of the Gossamer Albatross.

(After the winning of the first Kremer Prize,

an admiring Swedish girl wrote and asked

if there were any plans to mass-produce

the engine, and if so she'd be willing to

help!)

What does Allen think about as he trains

for his flight? First, the chilly landing that will

follow a failure. His next worry is wending

his way, at low altitude, through the Channel

traffic—the tortoise-crossing-the-freeway

problem MacCready mentioned, In addi-

tion to the big tankers, Allen worries about

the sightseeing boats that will undoubtedly

be out there on the day of the flight, not to

mention the risk that some BBC helicopter

will come out to take newspictures. Allen

would like to fly at an altitude of 150 to 300

meters, above all the turbulence, but doing

that would require the development of an

appropriately light and unencumbering

parachute; and at this stage that possibility

seems rather remote. Allen will probably

have to fly at a lower altitude— between 3

and 12 meters off the water. MacCready
estimates—weaving his way through the

boats. Allen says this thought evokes in him

a recurring, frightening vision; "I keep think-

ing what an incredible news story it would

be— it would make every newspaper in the

world— if this entire plane got tangled in the

rigging of some sailboat or fishing boat."

Allen's vision is no more than a dream,

surety, but quite appropriate, for the Gos-

samer Albatross in fligh; seems itself the

figment of some unconscious reverie. With

its "short wing" out front—the 7-meter

stabilizer— its big wing in the middle and

its propeller behind, the plane, from a dis-

tance, appears to be flying backward. And

everything occurs in dreamlike slow mo-

tion. The pilot pedals not furiously but at the

seemingly lazy rate of about 80 revolutions

per minute, and the yellow and red blades

of the prop whoosh quietly through the air

only a bit faster, at about 90 rpm. (The offi-

cial explanation for the two-colored prop is

that this makes it easier to count revolu-

tions. This was an unplanned benefit. Allen

confides, which actually originated be-

cause of the short supply of colored Mylar

Monokote at the local hobby store.)

The Gossamer Albatross flies like a

dream. And this summer it will help to fur-

ther one of mankind's oddest dreams, the

realization of which was ironically post-

poned by the Wright brothers' achievement

75 years ago: the dream of truly flying, like

the birds, under one's own power.DO
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Be playful, mocking,

tactical, or even shady .

BY SCOT MORRIS

game/'g am/noun. 1: activity engaged in

for diversion or amusement; PLAY (such

as children happy at their games). 2: of-

ten derisive or mocking; FUN, SPORT.

3; a procedure or strategy for gaining an

end; TACTIC. 4: an illegal or sh&dy

scheme or maneuver; RACKET. 5: a spe-

cified type of activity or mode of behavior

(such as the dating game; the game of

politics). 6: the flesh of wild animals

hunted for sport.

There has been an eternal conflict

among those who play games, mainly be-

cause there are so many differing opin-

ions as to what a game is. As you can

see, the dictionary offers several interpre-

tations of the word. For the record, let us

categorically state that we have no inter-

est in definition 6. There is nothing in this

month's column for those interested in the

flesh of wild animals.

There may also be nothing for those

who view games as a "specified mode of

behavior" (definition 5). The following

puzzles are aimed more at people who

see games as play, fun, tactics, or even

shady schemes or maneuvers. Straight-

forward, orderly behavior will get you no-

where this issue.

Okay, so be playful, mocking, tactical,

or even shady. We call this group of

NO SPECIFIED MODE OF BEHAVIOR

1 . Figuring the angles. Can you calculate

the angle made by the two dotted lines on

the faces of this cube? (Clue; the easiest

way to figure this out is to take the long

way around, but don't be obtuse.)

2. Asthe fish swims. Cylinder Lake's

shoreline is a circle. A perch starts off at a

point on the shore and swims due north

for 600 meters before hitting the opposite

shore. He then swims due east and hits

the shore again after 800 meters. What is

the diameter of the lake?

3. Moving glasses Six g :asses are

placed in a row. The first three are filled

with water. The last three are empty.

aoooo
By moving one glass only, can you ar-

range them so that full glasses alternate

with empty ones?

4. The missionary's choice. A missionary

is captured by savages who fell him, "You
' may make one statement. If what you say

is true, you will be deep fried in boiling oil.

If it is false, you will be shot with poison

arrows." The clever missionary thought

about his dilemma for a moment, then

made the one statement that saved his

life. What was it?

5. Hourglass figures. You want to boil

corn-on-the-cob for exactly nine minutes.

How can you do it using two sand

timers—one measuring four minutes, the

other, seven minutes?

6. Cur the cake With only three cuts,

slice the birthday cake into eight equal

pieces.

7. Hold on, I'm comin'. Lady Guinevere is

trapped in a castle on a square island

surrounded by a ten-meter moat. Sir Lan-

celot cannot jump the moat in his heavy

armor. Hehas two planks, each nine and

one halt meters long, but no way of fas-

tening them together. How can Sir Lance-

lot reach the castle without getting his suit

wet?

rS

8. Lions and deer. City Zoo keeps its nine

lions (here.pictured as rectangles) ail to-

gether in a large square cage. Oddly

enough, all the lions have arthritis and re-

main in the positions shown below at all

times. Can you give each lion its own pri-

vate cage by building just two more

square enclosures?

The zoo also has ten arthritic deer (cir-



cles), which are constantly positioned as

shown below in a circular pen. Give each
deer its own private compartment by

drawing only three lines.

10. Spelling test. What is the next letter in

the following series:

OTTFFSS
1 1

,

Punctuate the following so it makes
sense:

Alfred while Louise had had had had had
had had had had tiad had the teacher's

approval

1 2. Overcharged. A restaurant customer,

upon being served a burned steak,

stormed out oi the establishment without

eating—or paying. The manager tracked

him down, however, and sent him a bill for

the meal. The man wrote the following

message on the check and mailed it

back:

I02004I80

This cryptic note, interpreted correctly,

can be read as a proper English sen-

tence. What did the outraged diner tell

the restaurant manager?
13. The weigh-off. Here are ten money
bags, each filled with a large number of

coins. All the coins look alike, but those in

one bag are counterfeit. Each of the

counterfeit coins weighs one gram less

than a real coin. You have a gram scale

but are permitted only one weighing. How
do you find out which bag contains the

lighter coins?

9. Apples and oranges. Three boxes are

labeled "Apples," "Oranges," and "Ap-

ples & Oranges." Each label is incorrect.

You may stick your hand into one (and

only one) box and pull out one (and only

one) piece of fruit. No feeling around or

peeking permitted. How can you label

each box correctly?

TEN TRICKY TEASERS

Here are some classic mind puzzles. The
trick is not so much in the solving, but in

reading the problems carefully.

1

.

How many grooves does the average
1 2-inch, 33 V3 rpm long-playing phono-

graph record have?
2. An electric train heads north at 80

miles per hour. The wind is blowing from

the east at 20 miles per hour. In what di-

rection will the smoke from the engine

point?

3. You have two coins in your pocket, to-

taling 35 cents. One of them is not a quar-

ter. What are the coins?

4. What is the product of the following se-

(x-a)(x-b)(x-c)...(x-z)

5. Divide 50 by Vz and add 3. What is the

result?

6. Sir Isaac Newton bought seven apples

and ate all but three. How many were iett?

7. True or false: "There is three errers in

this sentence."

8. A tired astronomer went to bed at ten

o'clock one night after setting his alarm

clock for noon the following day. When
the alarm woke him, how many hours had
he slept?

9. A Latin scholar said that the object pic-

tured below had been found by archaeol-

ogists excavating an ancient Roman city.

What do you think the artifact's purpose
had been?

TOTI

E
HORS
ESTO

10. "How much will one cost?" asked the

customer in a hardware store.

"Twenty cents," replied the clerk.

"And how much will twelve cost?"

"Forty cents."

"Okay. I'll take nine hundred and

twelve."

"Fine. That will be sixty cents."

Question: What was the customer buy-

ing?

Answers: page 135 DO



MAN WILL NEVER EL

IAJDRD
By Lawrence Maddry

Let us put aside for the moment Ihe

argument thai if God had intend-

ed for man to fly He would have
adorned Adam with feathers.

The question confronting Omni readers

is whether a fraude extraordinaire—the

belief that two brothers named Orville

and Wilbur flew a plane at Kitty Hawk on

December 1 7, 1 903—has snorted down
the runway of gullibility, fueled by clever

press agentry. and crash-landed in other-

wise reliable journals and encyclopedias

. of record as a demonstrable fact.

I stand before you as a representative

of The Man Will Never Fly (MWNF) Soci-

ety, International. Our society is dedica-

ted to the proposition that the brothers

were a classic example of two Wrights

making a wrong.

The society's motto is "Birds Fly, Men
Drink." We do not believe that the Wrights

flew. Or, indeed, that man has flown. The
society also adopts the corollary view that

man will never fly, or, if he does, will

never—given a choice—fly sober.

If man does not fly, it may well be
asked, what were the Wrights accom-
plishing at Kitty Hawk? Virtually nothing, it

appears.

MWNF Society member Dick West
probably came closest to the truth when
he suggested that the contraption the

Wrights constructed on ihe dunes at Kitty

Hawk was a "fat chaser."

We know that matter is never des-

troyed. It is merely transmuted into an-

other form. It is the same with fat. Dieters

are often heard to exclaim: "I lost five

pounds!" Where do the pounds go? Into

the air, of course, clogging the atmo-
sphere with millions of microscopic fat

particles. The Wrights' fat chaser didn't

work. Today the air is as clogged with fat

particles as ever. And, as empty of

airplanes.

Nevertheless, the monstrous hoax con-
tinues. This year, the credulous public

celebrates the 75th anniversary of flight.

And on the eve of that anniversary—as
isourcustorrW-the Man Will Never Fly So-
ciety will gather to refute the proposition

of powered flight with every bottle, flask,

and goatskin at our disposal.
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This writer was present at last year's

meeting, taking notes. My report follows:

Members are gathered in a large din-

ing hall in the Carolinian Hotel, not far

from Kitty Hawk. The room is aswarm with

men and women in varying states of in-

toxication. Many members are supine be-
neath tables covered with white cloths.

A piano plinks. Hundreds of society

members, many making it to their feet,

rise to yodel the official song. The lyrics

ride to the tune of "The Daring Young Man
on the Flying Trapeze." The chorus goes:

"Oh, fill up your glasses and let's have a

round,

For Wilbur and Orville, those men
of renown

,

Who taught us to fly without leaving

the ground,
And that's what we're doing tonight."

As the song concludes, cofounder Dr.

Ed North, the society's "First Thinker,"

gavels the meeting to order with a bent

propeller pounded on the lectern.

He announces that President Carter

won the society's coveted Orville Prox-

mire Award, presented annually to the

person who has done the most to deter

aviation during the preceding year.

Carter is given an ovation for having

scrapped the B-1 bomber.
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The society's chief prognosticator,

equipped with a propeller-topped

beanie, predicts that airmail will soon be
a possibility.

A chorus of "Noooos" buffets his

prediction.

The prognosticator explains: "Thou-

sands of tiny bees will some day wing
mail from coast to coast, each little critter

carrying a sentence, with the postmaster

general waiting on the opposite coast to

glue the sentences together.

A toast honoring the prognosticator is

proposed.

Mrs. Hope Mihalap of Norfolk, Virginia,

a beekeeper wearing a feather boa, is-in-

troduced as the country's leading expert

on flight. >

She presents an award to a lady in Ver-

mont who offered ihe year's best expla-

nation for ihe Wrights' presence at Kitty

Hawk. The winning suggestion is that the

Wrights were working on an electric

blender prototype.

"Certainly it had working blades, l!

could have chopped tomatoes and made
excellent Bloody Marys. But, alas, the

brothers lacked pluck and persistence.

They were a spineless lot without per-

severence," the winner wrote.

Thinker Number Two, a newspaper col-

umnist, proposes the establishment of an
invisible museum to house UFOs. A drunk

raises his hand. The drunk is recognized

(Thinker Number Three as it turns out).

The drunk insists that the invisible plane
football players are presumed to cross

when traversing the goal line should also

be housed in the museum.
Heated discussion follows. Pro and con

invisible plane factions argue spiritedly.

First Thinker North suggests members
have a drink and think it over.

The museum argument continues. Bee
lady rises to read a poem. She is inter-

rupted by a man wearing a lampshade on
his head.

"If the Wrights were the fathers of avia-

tion . . . who were the mudders?" he

shouts.

Glasses rise and fall until dawn. All soci-

ety members higher than the Wrights

ever got. DO


